
 



  



29 Non-Restricted rifle Browning model T-Bolt, .22 LR bolt action, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed 
front and no rear sight. Fitted with Bushnell Sportview 4X32 scope. Walnut stock with branded plastic butt plate. 
Includes one branded magazine. Marked 'MADE IN BELGIUM". Overall minor use and handling marks plus some 
pitting seen on barrel where it meets the stock on the front right side.] serial # 60757X72, PAL required 

30 Non-Restricted rifle Savage model 342, .22 Hornet bolt action, w/ bbl length 22 1/2" [Blued barrel and receiver. 
Fixed front and rear stocks. Fitted with Rhino 4X32 scope. Hardwood stock with plastic butt plate. Includes one 
detachable magazine. Holes in stock for once install sling mounts which are not included. Mechanically appears 
to function reasonably well. Bluing worn in use and handling areas and other use, handling and storage marks on 
wood and metal.] serial # NIL, PAL required 

31 Non-Restricted rifle Cooey model 39, .22 S, L & LR Single shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 22" [Blued barrel and 
receiver. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden stock with metal butt plate. Fitted with 
sling rings. Mechanically appears to function well. Only minor bluing wear in use and handling areas. Otherwise 
only minor use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # 25571, PAL required 

32 Non-Restricted rifle CIL model 972-C, unknown bolt action, w/ bbl length 24 1/2" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed 
front and adjustable rear sights. Fitted with Bushnell banner 3-9 scope. Hardwood stock with recoil pad. Fixed 
riser. Checkered semi pistol and fore grip. Fitted with sling rings. Caliber marked as .243 but has been re-
chambered to possibly .284, unconfirmed. Fitted with set trigger. Top adjusting knob on scope needs replacing. 
Action and trigger needs work. Heavy crack in stock through semi pistol grip. Other use, handling and storage 
marks.] serial # R27757, PAL required 

33 Non-Restricted rifle Weatherby model Vanguard, .257 Weatherby Mag bolt action, w/ bbl length 24 1/2" [Blued 
tapered barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with scope bases. Gray polymer stock with branded recoil pad. 
Fixed riser. Black soft touch grip inserts. Fitted with folding bi-pod and threaded muzzle flash hider. Includes 
original barrel thread protector. Mechancially appears excellent and likely has had very little use with only minor 
use, handling and storage marks.] serial # VB155979, PAL required 

34 Vortex Viper 6-24X 50 model VHS-4325 with VMR-1 reticle, includes original box and documentation. Appears to 
be in near new condition and was fitted to lot 33 

35 Three full 20 count boxes of .257 Weatherby Mag Hornady 100 grain interlock and one full 20 count box of .257 
Weatherby 90 grain GMX and approximately 14 miscellaneous live rounds and 90 count of used brass 

36 Non-Restricted shotgun Browning model Leige, 12 ga., 3" Two shot hinge break, w/ bbl length 30" [Choked 
markings include (Top *, Bottom **), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (Top .7245, Bottom .7245), 
muzzle diameter (Top .6800,  .7045)] [Blued ribbed barrel and receiver. Single bead sight. Hardwood stock with 
branded recoil pad. Checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Matching serial number on receiver and barrels. Other 
markings include "MAGNUM SPECIAL STEEL", "MADE IN BELGIUM" on barrel etc. Fitted with ejectors. 
Mechanically appears near excellent. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 73J08725, 
PAL required 

37 Non-Restricted rifle Husqvarna 7mm Rem Mag bolt action, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed 
front sight and rear sight missing. Fitted with Simmons Riflescope 4.5-14X 40 scope. Hardwood stock with recoil 
pad. Fixed riser. Fitted with sling rings. Mechanically appears to function well. Bluing worn in use and handling 
areas and other use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # 313477, PAL required 

38 Non-Restricted rifle Husqvarna .270 Winch bolt action, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued barrel and receiver. No fixed 
sights. Fitted with Armsport 3-9X40 scope. Black polymer stock with Uncle Mike's recoil pad and fixed riser. Fitted 
with sling rings and includes leather sling. Mechanically appears to work reasonably well. In overall well worn 
condition with bluing worn in use and handling areas. Some minor pitting, nicks and marks in polymer stock.] 
serial # 133491, PAL required 

39 Non-Restricted shotgun Steven model 820B, 12 Ga. 2 3/4" pump action, w/ bbl length 28" [Choked markings 
include (None seen), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (.725), muzzle diameter (.6800)] [Blued barrel 
and receiver. Single bead sight. Smooth stock with plastic butt plate and corn cob forend. Mechanically appears 
to function reasonably well. Most bluing worn and some surface pitting. Stock and forend appears to be 



refinished. Overall in well worn condition. Use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # NIL, PAL 
required 

40 Non-Restricted shotgun Beretta model S57E, 12 Ga. 2 3/4" Two shot hinge break, w/ bbl length 30" [Choked 
markings include (Top 0,  Bottom 000), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (Top .7215,  Bottom .723), 
muzzle diameter (Top .6800, Bottom .7025)] [Blued ribbed barrels with single bead sight. Engraved white metal 
receiver. Hardwood stock with branded plastic butt plate. Checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Matching serial 
number on receiver, barrel and forend. Other markings including "MADE IN ITALY" etc. Fitted with ejectors. 
Mechanically appears to function well. Bluing worn in use and handling areas. Stock and forend have more than 
it's share of marks and gouges. Other use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # P33670, PAL 
required 

41 Non-Restricted rifle Globe model 888, .308 Win bolt action, w/ bbl length 22" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed 
front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Fitted with Great West 4X32 scope on Weaver on fold away bases. 
Hardwood stock with plastic butt plate. Fixed riser. Fitted with sling rings and includes leather sling. Marked 
"MADE IN AUSTRIA"  on barrel. Bluing worn in use and handling areas. Some surface pitting and more than it's 
share of nicks and gouges to stock and other use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # 2485, 
PAL required 

42 Non-Restricted rifle CIL model 171, .22 LR bolt action, w/ bbl length 21" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front 
and adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden stock with plastic butt plate. Includes one detachable magazine. 
Marked 'MADE IN BRAZIL" on right side and "CANADIAN INDUSTRIES LTD."  on left side of barrel. Mechanically 
appears to function well and only has minor use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 32359, 
PAL required 

43 Non-Restricted shotgun Stevens model 820B, 12 Ga., 2 3/4" pump action, w/ bbl length 28" [Choked markings 
include (NONE SEEN), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (.7255), muzzle diameter (0.69)] [Blued barrel 
and receiver with single bead sight. Smooth wooden stock with plastic recoil pad. Corn cob forend. Mechanically 
appears to function reasonably well. Most bluing worn, possibly re-cold blued. Stock and forend stripped of 
original finish. Old crack repairs on stock. Other use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # NIL, 
PAL required 

44 Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1894, .32 Win Spcl. lever action, w/ bbl length 26" [Blued barrel, receiver 
and full length tube. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth straight wooden stock with curved metal butt 
plate. Action and trigger function albeit dry and needing of a cleaning. 30-40% of bluing is worn, especially in high 
spots and handling areas leaving some minor surface rust and pitting. Some deeper nicks and gouges in stock but 
no cracks seen. Other expected use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 578302, PAL 
required 

45 Non-Restricted rifle Cooey model 64B, .22 LR semi automatic, w/ bbl length 20 1/2" [Blued barrel and receiver. 
Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sight. Smooth wooden stock. Winchester branded plastic butt plate. 
Includes one detachable magazine. Bluing worn in use and handling areas plus surface pitting and rust on barrel 
and receiver. Nicks and gouges in stock and other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # CA136471, PAL 
required 

46 Non-Restricted shotgun Remington model 870 Express Super Magnum, 12 Ga. 2 3/4"- 3 1/2" pump action, w/ bbl 
length 27 1/2" [Choked markings include (NOT APPLICABLE), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (.725), 
muzzle diameter (Threaded)] [Black parkerized style finish on ribbed barrel and receiver. Single bead sight. 
Laminated stock with branded recoil pad. Checkered semi pistol grip and forend and includes two removable 
chokes, one skeet and one IMP skeet plus choke tool. Mechanically appears near excellent with only minor use, 
handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # AB384980A, PAL required 

47 Non-Restricted rifle Savage model 111, 30-06 Sprg bolt action, w/ bbl length 22" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed 
front and adjustable rear sights. Fitted with Leupold Rifleman 4-12X 40 scope, serial no. 186051R. Wooden stock 
with recoil pad. Checkered semi pistol and fore grip. Fitted with sling mounts. Includes one detachable magazine. 
Front sight insert removed and not included. Mechanically appears near excellent and likely had very little use. A 



few storage nicks on stock but mostly minor use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 
F589110, PAL required 

48 Non-Restricted shotgun Cortona model Grande, 12 Ga., 3" Two shot hinge break, w/ bbl length 28" [Choked 
markings include (NOT APPLICABLE), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (Top .724,  Bottom .725), muzzle 
diameter (Threaded)] [Blued ribbed barrels. Single bead sight. Engraved receiver. Hardwood stock with recoil 
pad. Checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Matching serial number on receiver, barrels and forend. Fitted with 
ejectors, mechanically appears to function well. Overall only minor use and handling marks with the exception of 
a few dings and a unexplained tool marks on underside front of receiver.] serial # 214577, PAL required 

49 Non-Restricted rifle Marlin model 925, .22 LR bolt action, w/ bbl length 22" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front 
and elevation adjusted rear sights. Fitted with Bushnell 3X-9X 32 scope. Smooth wooden stock with branded 
plastic butt plate. Mechanically appears near excellent and likely had very little use with mostly minor use, 
handling and storage marks plus a couple of extra storage dings on stock.] serial # 93631541, PAL required 

51 Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 70, .30-06 Sprg bolt action, w/ bbl length 22" [Blued barrel and receiver. 
No fixed sights. Fitted with Weaver V7-1 scope. Hardwood stock with plastic butt plate. Fitted with sling rings and 
includes leather sling. Checkered semi pistol and fore grip. Mechanically functions reasonably well. In need of a 
cleaning and oiling. Bluing worn in use in use and handling areas plus deep nicks on stock.] serial # 740033, PAL 
required 

52 Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 70XTR Sporter, 7mm Rem mag. bolt action, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued barrel 
and receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with Bushnell Elite 3200 4-9 scope. Hardwood stock with branded recoil pad. 
Checkered semi pistol and foregrip.  Mechanically appears near excellent and likely had very little use. Mostly 
minor use, handling and storage marks with a couple of storage dings.] serial # G1976598, PAL required 

53 Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 70 Westerner, .300 Win mag bolt action, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued barrel 
and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Fitted with Lyman 3-9 scope. Hardwood stock with branded 
recoil pad. Checkered semi pistol and fore grip. Sling mounts. Mechanically appears near excellent with minor 
use, handling and storage marks  on wood and metal.] serial # G1593188  , PAL required 

54 Non-Restricted shotgun Ithaca model M 37 Featherlite, 12 Ga, 2 3/4" pump action, w/ bbl length 18" [Choked 
markings include (FULL), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (.728), muzzle diameter (.728)] [Blued barrel 
and receiver. Single bead sight. Hardwood stock with branded plastic butt plate. Checkered semi pistol grip and 
corncob forend. Fitted with six round side saddle and front barrel mount sling mount. Mechanically appears to 
function reasonably well. Bluing worn in use and handling areas. Other use, handling and storage marks on wood 
and metal.] serial # 467915, PAL required 

55 Non-Restricted shotgun Harrington & Richardson model 1905, .44 caliber Single shot hinge break, w/ bbl length 
23" [Blued barrel and receiver. Single bead sight missing. Smooth wooden stock with branded plastic grips. 
Marked "PAT. MAY 14, 1901" on left side of receiver."44 CALIBER" on top of barrel, presumed to be .44-40 shot 
shell precursor to the .410 shell. Matching serial numbers on receiver and barrel. Electric pencil mark 456 T 60 
651 on underside of receiver etc. Most bluing worn leaving overall gray patina and some pitting. Hinge, trigger 
and hammer operation function reasonably well.  What appears to be a primitive extractor is seized in place. Age 
appropriate, use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 51346, PAL required 

56 Non-Restricted rifle Voere Kufstein model Benteler 55, .22 LR semi automatic, w/ bbl length 21" [Blued barrel and 
receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden stock with plastic butt plate. Fitted with sling 
rings. No mag included. No bolt handle or knob. Top section of butt plate broken and missing. Tooling marks 
around bolt handle area. Currently no way to actuate the bolt, however we have cycled it to prove empty. Bluing 
worn in use and handling areas. Stock appears to have been re-varnished. Over all well worn condition, buy as 
parts or project gun.] serial # 160165, PAL required 

57 Non-Restricted shotgun Bear Arms model Z4, 12Ga. 3" semi automatic, w/ bbl length 18.7" [Satin black barrel and 
receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights, fitted with optics rail. Telescoping stock with recoil pad and 
adjustable riser. Soft touch pistol grip. Includes three screw in chokes, original box and manual. Appears new in 
box.] serial # 22CA00331, PAL required 



58 Non-Restricted shotgun Bear Arms model AS46, 12Ga. 3" Ten shot pump action, w/ bbl length 18.7" [Army green 
barrel and receiver. Full flat top rail with adjustable front and rear sights. Extending polymer stock with recoil pad 
and room for four extra rounds. Fitted with flash hider and includes three screw in chokes, ten round magazine, 
original box and manual. Appears new in box.] serial # 22CA00751, PAL required 

59 Non-Restricted rifle Globe model Centurion Mauser, 7mm Rem Mag. bolt action, w/ bbl length 22" [Blued barrel 
and receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with Bushnell 3-9 scope. High gloss hardwood stock with checkered plastic 
butt plate. Includes original manual and documentation.  Mechanically and aesthetically appear near excellent 
with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # NIL, PAL required 

60 Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield model SHT LE III*, .303 Brit. Five shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 21 1/2" [Blued 
barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Fitted with Bushnell 3-9X40 scope. Modern high gloss 
hardwood stock with White Line recoil pad. Fixed riser. Checkered semi pistol and fore grip and fitted for sling 
mounts. Includes five round detachable magazine. Matching serial number on receiver and bolt. Other markings 
include "PARKER-HALE LTD. BIRMINGHAM ENGLAND' on top of barrel etc. Action and trigger appear near 
excellent and only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # R7017, PAL required 

61 Non-Restricted shotgun Winchester model 1897, 12Ga, Unconfirmed chamber pump action, w/ bbl length 30" 
[Choked markings include (FULL CHOKE), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (.726), muzzle diameter 
(.6975)] [Blued barrel and receiver. Single bead sight. Smooth wooden stock with Uncle Mike's recoil pad. Corn 
cob forend. Mechanically appears to function well. Visually all components have been refurbished including re-
blued barrel, receiver and tube, leaving mottled blued finish. Bolt and other components are polished or chrome 
plated or similar. Wood has been refinished. Minor use, handing and storage marks since refinished.] serial # 
C244385, PAL required 

62 Non-Restricted shotgun J.C. Higgins model 20, 12Ga 2 3/4" pump action, w/ bbl length 23" [Choked markings 
include (NOT APPLICABLE), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (.7275), muzzle diameter (Threaded)] 
[Blued ribbed barrel and receiver with single bead sight. Smooth wooden stock with branded recoil pad. J.C. 
Higgins POWerPAC muzzle device that accepts threaded chokes and includes three screw in chokes marked short, 
medium and long. Mechanically appears to function well. Barrel appears to be original finish, receiver possibly re-
blued, not confirmed. Minor use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # NIL, PAL required 

63 Non-Restricted shotgun Winchester model 12, 20ga.  2 3/4" pump action, w/ bbl length 28" [Choked markings 
include (FULL CHOKE), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (.615), muzzle diameter (.593)] [Blued barrel 
and receiver. Single bead sight. Smooth wooden stock with Remington branded plastic butt plate. Mechanically 
appears to function well. Minor bluing worn in use and handling areas with natural plum patina. Otherwise minor 
use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 1518128, PAL required 

64 Non-Restricted shotgun Harrington & Richardson 12Ga. Unconfirmed chamber Single Shot hinge break, w/ bbl 
length 30" [Choked markings include (CHOKED), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (.721), muzzle 
diameter (.7195)] [Blued barrel and receiver. Single bead front sight. Smooth wooden stock with branded plastic 
butt plate. Action and trigger function. Hinge and lock up is loose. Bluing worn in use and handling areas with 
overall brown patina and some surface rust and pitting. Significant sized old cracks on stock, most repaired, one 
remaining not repaired. Other use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # A7086, PAL required 

65 Non-Restricted shotgun Winchester model 37A, 410Ga 2 1/2" & 3" Single Shot hinge break, w/ bbl length 26" 
[Choked markings include (FULL), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (.412), muzzle diameter (.394)] 
[Blued barrel and receiver. Single bead sight. Hardwood stock with branded plastic butt plate. Checkered semi 
pistol grip and forend. Marked 'MADE IN CANADA". Mechanically and aesthetically appears near excellent. Minor 
bluing wear with natural plum brown patina. Other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # C638423, PAL 
required 

66 Non-Restricted rifle Mauser/Globe Firearms model 98, 8X57 JS bolt action, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued barrel and 
receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with Bushnell 3-9 scope. High polish hardwood stock with checkered plastic butt 
plate. Checkered semi pistol and foregrip. Rear of bolt marked 'MARK II 07' Mag base stamped "byf" and "4046". 
Mechanically appears near excellent with only minor use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial 
# 753555, PAL required 



67 Non-Restricted rifle Marlin model 444, 444 Marlin lever action, w/ bbl length 22" [Blued barrel and receiver. 
Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Semi deluxe hardwood stock with logo branded recoil pad. Fitted with sling 
mounts. Mechanically appears near excellent and likely had very little use. Use, handling and storage marks on 
wood and metal.] serial # 94032437, PAL required 

68 Non-Restricted shotgun Browning model BT-99, 12 ga.  2 3/4" Single shot hinge break, w/ bbl length 32" [Choked 
markings include (INVECTOR PLUS), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (.7345), muzzle diameter 
(Threaded)] [Blued ribbed barrel. Two bead sight. Engraved white metal receiver. Semi deluxe stock with 
adjustable rise and branded recoil pad. Checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Matching serial number on 
receiver, barrel and forend. Includes two screw in chokes, fitted Browning case, manual and choke tool. Marked 
"MADE IN JAPAN".   Mechanically appears near excellent and likely had very little use with only minor use, 
handling and storage marks.] serial # 01013ZX171, PAL required 

69 Non-Restricted rifle Ross Rifle model 1905 Custom, .303 Brit. bolt action, w/ bbl length 29" [Highly customized 
target rifle with heavy blued bull barrel purportedly a Bevan King ( Canadian Gun Maker).  Highly decorative case 
hardened receiver, bolt and trigger guard. Custom hardwood target stock with LimbSaver recoil pad. Fitted with J. 
Unertl 20X scope, adjustable from 50-200 yards, includes screw on covers, serial 40347. Mechanically appears 
excellent and likely had very little use. Rifle appears to have virtually no use or handling marks. Scope tube has 
very minor surface blemishing and pitting. THIS FIREARM MUST BE SHIPPING INDIVIDUALLY.] serial # NIL, PAL 
required 

69a Pelican brand foam lined hard rifle case, fitted for lot 69 but can be re configured for different firearm, outside 
dimensions 57 1/2" long X 18" X 11" 

70 Non-Restricted rifle Mossberg model 400, 22 S-L-LR lever action, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued barrel and receiver. 
Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden stock with plastic butt plate. Mechanically appears near 
excellent. Some surface pitting and rust near barrel. Small crack on stock behind upper tang. Otherwise minor 
use, handling and storage marks.] serial # NIL, PAL required 

71 Non-Restricted rifle Mossberg model 740T, 22 Mag. WMR bolt action, w/ bbl length 24" [Satin blued style barrel 
and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden stock with checkered plastic butt plate. 
Includes one detachable magazine. Mechanically appears near excellent. Marked MADE IN USA. Appears to have 
had very little use with only minor use, handling and storage marks plus deeper storage gouge on top right side of 
pistol grip.] serial # 1210648, PAL required 

72 Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield model No 4 MK 1* "Tanker", 303 Brit. ten shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 20" 
[Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden stock with brass butt plate. 
Includes one detachable magazine and green webbed sling. Matching numbered bolt. Other markings include US 
PROPERTY on receiver. Date stamp 1943 on left side of band etc. Overall length is 39 1/4" . These rifles were post 
war modification and commonly know as "Tankers". Mechanically appears near excellent with only minor use, 
handling and storage marks.] serial # 41C6090, PAL required 

73 Non-Restricted rifle Mossberg model 42M-B US Property Trainin, 22 S-L-LR bolt action, w/ bbl length 23" [Blued 
barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Full wood military style stock with metal butt plate. 
Fitted with sling rings. Butt plates had hinged door exposing storage for additional magazine. Barrel and receiver 
marked UNITED STATES PROPERTY  SERIAL NO. 17632. Mechanically appears to function well. Bluing worn in use 
and handling areas and has overall plum patina. Some minor tooling marks on screws and other use, handling and 
storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 17632, PAL required 

74 Non-Restricted rifle Mossberg model 346BA, 22 S-L-LR bolt action, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued barrel, receiver and 
full length tube. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights and fitted with Mossberg S330 micro-adjustable rear peep 
sight. Smooth wooden stock with branded plastic checkered butt plate. Includes sling rings. Mechanically appears 
near excellent likely on had little use with only minor use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial 
# NIL, PAL required 

75 Non-Restricted rifle Ross Rifle model 1905, 303 Brit. bolt action, w/ bbl length 28" [Blued barrel and receiver. 
Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Sporter style stock with metal butt plate. Rear sling ring only. Action and 



trigger function, overall in well worn condition. Rusting and pitting on metal surfaces. Old cracks and repairs to 
stock. Other use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # NIL, PAL required 

76 Non-Restricted rifle Mossberg model Targo 340TR, 22 Smooth Bore bolt action, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued barrel 
and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden stock with checkered plastic branded butt 
plate. Includes one detachable magazine and a rifled bore muzzle insert. Mechanically appears to function well.  
Bluing worn in use and handling areas. Other use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # NIL, 
PAL required 

77 Non-Restricted rifle Mossberg model Targo 340TR, 22 Smooth Bore bolt action, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued barrel 
and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden stock with checkered plastic branded butt 
plate. Includes one detachable magazine and a smooth bore muzzle insert and one rifle muzzle insert. 
Mechanically appears to function well.  Bluing worn in use and handling areas and minor storage pitting. Other 
use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # NIL, PAL required 

77a Mossberg Targo accessories including proprietary clay pigeon chucker that mounts to lot 340 series of rifles plus 
pistol grip adapter 

78 Non-Restricted rifle Marlin model 1889, 44 W. (44-40) lever action, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued barrel, receiver and 
full length tube. Fixed front and adjustable rear buckhorn sights. Smooth straight wooden stock with curved 
metal butt plate. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Most bluing worn leaving gray brown patina. 
Some deeper nicks and gouges in wood, tooling marks on screws. Other use, handling and storage marks on 
wood and metal.] serial # 39621, PAL required 

79 Non-Restricted rifle Marlin model 94 Saddlering, .44-40 lever action, w/ bbl length 20" [Blued barrel, receiver and 
full length tube. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth straight wooden stock with curved metal butt 
plate. Leather wrapped lever. Rear Marbles' sight, presumed non-original. Mechanically appears to function 
reasonably well. Most bluing worn leaving gray brown patina. Several old crack repairs on stock including small 
replaced section on right side of tang, some tooling marks on screws. Other use, handling and storage marks on 
wood and metal.] serial # 443133, PAL required 

80 Non-Restricted rifle Mauser ( Berlin 1905) model Trench Gewehr 98, 8mm mauser twenty shot bolt action, w/ bbl 
length 30 1/2" [Blued barrel and action turned gray. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Full wood military 
stock. Fitted with sling mounts. Includes one rare twenty round trench box magazine, blued bolt dust cover and 
muzzle cover. Mechanically and aesthetically in rough condition  including bent frame and receiver,  stiff action. 
Non-matching bolt no. 5541, locking tab on front of magazine is broken as is trigger mechanism. Lots of gouging 
and cracks in stock, front ring locking band spring missing. See photos and bid appropriately] serial # 9797, PAL 
required 

81 Non-Restricted shotgun Winchester model SXP, 20Ga 2 3/4" & 3" pump action, w/ bbl length 28" [Choked 
markings include (Not Applicable), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (.6265), muzzle diameter 
(Threaded)] [Satin black ribbed barrel and receiver. Single bead sight. Black polymer stock, forend and recoil pad. 
Includes original box and one screw in modified choke. Appears near new and likely had very little use if any with 
minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 12AZV12011, PAL required 

82 Non-Restricted rifle Henry model Big Boy, .357 Mag / 38 SPL lever action, w/ bbl length 20" [Blued octagonal 
barrel and full length tube. Polished brass receiver. Smooth walnut stock with brass butt plate. Includes original 
box, hang tag and manual.  Likely only test fired with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 
BB0036526M, PAL required 

83 Non-Restricted rifle Henry model H010BWL, .45-70 Gov't lever action, w/ bbl length 22" [Blued octagonal barrel. 
Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Polished brass receiver. Smooth straight walnut stock with brass butt plate.  
Wildlife Edition featuring engraved bear and moose and larger loop for use with glove. Includes original box, 
hanging tag and manual. Appears virtually new, likely only test fired with only minor handling marks.] serial # 
FFSBWL1891, PAL required 

84 Non-Restricted rifle Henry model Golden Boy, 22 Magnum lever action, w/ bbl length 20 1/2" [Blued octagonal 
barrel and full length tube. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Polished brass receiver. Smooth straight walnut 



stock with brass butt plate.  Golden Boy edition. Includes original box and manual. Appears virtually new, likely 
only test fired with only minor handling marks.] serial # GB079891M, PAL required 

85 Non-Restricted rifle Weatherby model Vanguard, 300 Win. Mag. bolt action, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued tapered 
barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with Redfield Revolution 3-9X 50 scope, serial no. 236959W. Black 
synthetic stock with branded recoil pad. Fixed riser. Checkered grips and fitted with sling mounts. Marked .300 
WIN MAG ONLY, MADE IN JAPAN. Mechanically appears excellent and likely had very little use, if any. Only minor 
use, handling and storage marks.] serial # VS350078, PAL required 

86 Non-Restricted rifle Sako model V, 7mm STW lever action, w/ bbl length 26" [Satin stainless tapered barrel and 
receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with Bushnell 2.5-10 X 40 scope, serial no. AJ01216. Gray synthetic stock with 
recoil pad and soft touch pistol and fore grip. Includes Sako branded padded leather sling. Mechanically appears 
excellent and likely only had light use with minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 235112, PAL required 

87 Non-Restricted rifle Ruger model Precision, .308 Win bolt action, w/ bbl length 20" [Satin black finish. No fixed 
sights. Fully adjustable and folding stock with recoil pad. Full flat top rail for optics. Keymod forend. Muzzle 
threaded for screw on muzzle device.  Includes one detachable magazine. Mechanically appears near excellent 
and likely had very little use with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 180009286, PAL required 

88 Non-Restricted rifle Tikka model T3, 270 Win. Short. Mag. bolt action, w/ bbl length 24 1/2 [Satin stainless barrel 
and receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with scope bases and 30mm ring. Laminated stock with recoil pad. Checkered 
semi pistol and fore grip. Includes one detachable magazine. Mechanically appears near excellent. Marks and 
dings to wood and other use handling and storage marks, more so storage and handling than use.] serial # 
H43655, PAL required 

89 Non-Restricted rifle Browning (Japan/Miroku) model X-Bolt, 7mm-08 Rem bolt action, w/ bbl length 21 1/2" 
[Stainless tapered barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Black polymer stock with Inflex recoil pad. Soft touch 
textured semi pistol and fore grips. Mechanically appears near excellent and likely had little use. Storage and 
handling marks including scuffs on front half of satin finish and marks left behind from previously installed scope 
bases. Other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 06665ZR354, PAL required 

90 Non-Restricted rifle Marlin model 92, .32 Cal CF & RF lever action, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued barrel, receiver and 
full length tube. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Straight hardwood stock with curved metal butt plate. 
Checkered grip and forend. Firearm has been professionally refurbished including re-blued metal and fitting of 
new semi deluxe Lew Bates, Jn 2020. Note includes center firm and rim fire firing pins and non-fitted firing pin 
can be stored in stock behind butt plate, see photos.  Evidence of some minor pitting under new blue. 
Mechanically appears to function well. Minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 393586, PAL required 

91 Non-Restricted rifle Marlin model 1894 Takedown, 25-20M lever action, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued octagonal 
barrel, receiver and full length tube. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth straight wooden stock with 
curved metal butt plate. Appears re-blued with evidence of minor pitting under new finish. Appears to have a 
braised repair on both sides of upper tang to receiver. Mechanically appears to function well including take-down 
operation. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 215925, PAL required 

92 Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1892, 25-20 W.C.F lever action, w/ bbl length 24 1/4" [Blued barrel, 
receiver and full length tube. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth straight stock with curved metal butt 
plate. Firearm has been refurbished including new bluing and appears new stock and forend. Mechanically 
appears to function well with some minor pitting under new finish. Other use, handling and storage marks.] serial 
# 311803, PAL required 

93 Non-Restricted rifle WhitneyVille Armory model Whitney-Kennedy Carbine, 44CF lever action, w/ bbl length 20" 
[Blued barrel, receiver and full length tube. Fixed front and two position flip-up rear sights. Straight smooth 
wooden stock with curved metal butt plate. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Some tooling 
marks on some of the screws. Bluing worn in use and handling areas.  Nicks and gouges in stock and forend. 
Other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # H836, PAL required 

94 Non-Restricted rifle Savage model 99, 32-40 lever action, w/ bbl length 26" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front 
sight. Original rear sight missing and fitted with micro adjustable peep sight attached to upper tang. Smooth 



wooden stock with curved metal butt plate. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Some surface rust 
especially where old sight used to be. Approximately 50% of bluing worn leaving gray brown patina. Nicks and 
gouges in wood including small crack extending from upper tang. Other use, handling and storage marks] serial # 
40770, PAL required 

95 Non-Restricted rifle Savage model 99, .303 Sav lever action, w/ bbl length 20" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed 
front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden stock with curved butt plate. Mechanically appears to function 
reasonably well. Metal and wood have been refinished. Minor pitting under old blue on receiver. Stock was 
cracked and has had repairs. Other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 188812, PAL required 

96 Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1894 (Manuf. In 1895), 32-40 lever action, w/ bbl length 26" [Blued 
octagonal barrel, receiver and full length tube. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden stock with 
curved metal butt plate. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well except hammer sometimes falls to half 
cock while cycling. Most bluing worn leaving gray brown patina, some surface pitting. Significant gouges and nicks 
in stock and forend. Other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 2573, PAL required 

97 Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1895, 30 US lever action, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued barrel and receiver. 
Fixed front and adjustable rear sight. Smooth straight wooden stock with curved metal butt plate. Fitted with 
sling rings. Most bluing worn leaving gray brown patina. Front sight appears to have silver solder repair. 
Mechanically appears to function reasonably well, although in need of a good cleaning. Stock has been pinned 
through between tangs. Fitment to receiver a bit loose. 2" long crack on right front section of forend. Other use, 
handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 54759, PAL required 

98 Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1895 Flatside (Manuf. in, 38-72 W.C.F lever action, w/ bbl length 26" 
[Blued octagonal barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sight. Smooth straight wooden stock with 
curved metal butt plate. Upper tang is drilled and threaded for not included peep sight. 100% of bluing is gone, 
likely was heavily worn and the remainder was purposely removed. Mechanically appears to function well. Stock 
has had crack repairs using pins. Stock and forend have some deeper dings and grooves. Other use, handling and 
storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 3683, PAL required 

99 Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1895, 30 US lever action, w/ bbl length 28" [Blued barrel and receiver. 
Fixed front and side mount adjustable rear sight. Smooth straight wooden stock. Curved metal butt plate. Fitted 
with sling rings, the front one attached using Robertson head screw. Metal has surface rust and appears to have 
been re-blued. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Some deeper nicks and gouges in wood and 
other use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # 30893, PAL required 

100a Prohib 12-6 Walther (Interarms) model PPK, 9mm Kruz/ 380ACP 6 Shot w/ bbl length 83mm [Stainless steel, fixed 
sights, checkered branded plastic grips, including two magazines one with finger rest, factory target, owners 
manual and molded plastic case. Mechanicly appears excellent.] serial # A053823, certificate # 11880231, FRT # 
110618-3 

100b Prohib 12-6 Beretta model 87BB, 22LR 8 Shot w/ bbl length 97mm [Blued finish, fixed three dot sights, checkered 
branded grips, includes two detachable magazines, original manual and molded case, mechanically appears 
excellently with minor use handleing  and storage marks.] serial # C04403U, certificate # 11880230, FRT # 16505-
1 

100c Prohib 12-6 Basque model Basque, 380 ACP 6 Shot w/ bbl length 79mm [Blued finish, Fixed sights, Branded 
plastic Grips, includes one detachable magazine and plastic case. Slide and frame have different finishes, left side 
grip cracked at top screw & piece missing at top front. Mechanically appears to function reasonable well. Use 
handleing and storage marks.] serial # 92656, certificate # 18194270, FRT # 18731-14 

100d Prohib 12-6 Beretta model 950B, 22 Short 6 Shot w/ bbl length 60mm [Stainless steel, fixed sights, branded 
plastic grips, include one detachable magazine. Mechanically appears excellent with very little use. Minor use 
handleing and storage marks.] serial # C98281, certificate # 19389068, FRT # 16516-1 

100e Prohib 12-6 Colt model Automatic, 25 6 Shot w/ bbl length 57mm [Blued finish, Branded checkered grips, 
includes one detachable magazine, approximately 50% of bluing worn. With surface pitting and rust on all 



surfaces. Mechanically appears to function reasonable well. With other use handleing and storage marks.] serial # 
114215, certificate # 18644450, FRT # 20447-1 

100f Prohib 12-6 British Boxer model British Boxer, 32 CF 6 Shot w/ bbl length 42mm [Nickel plated, checkered 
wooden grips, Mechanically needs work, cylinder does not index consistently. Single operation seems reliable, 
double action trigger does not reset. Markings include "CAL 32" & "KD12437" on left side of frame. "1490" on 
right side of frame Etc. Tooling Marks on most surfaces Flaking nickel. cracks in grips. other use handling and 
storage marks.] serial # KD12437, certificate # 19064515, FRT # 81271-6 

100g Prohib 12-6 Iver Johnson model 1900, 5 Shot w/ bbl length 64mm [Nickle plated, fixed sights, checkered grips. 
Mechanically appears to function reasonable well  including double and single action trigger, indexing seems 
consistent, lock up a little loose. most plating intact with some minor flaking in front of cylinder on frame, overall 
in above average condition. couple of small cracks on grip. with other use handling and storage marks.] serial # 
7404, certificate # 18302310, 

100h Prohib 12-6 Webley & Scott model Mark IV, 38 S&W 6 Shot w/ bbl length 102mm [Blued type battle finish, fixed 
sights, branded checkered grips, matching serial number on frame, barrel, and cylinder other markings include 
"TPF 954" on butt possible Toronto police force. "Mark IV" Etc. on frame. Mechanically appears to function well, 
including consistent indexing, overall appears to be in above average condition, other use handling and storage 
marks.] serial # A28710, certificate # 18791752, FRT # 119349-30 

100j Prohib 12-6 handgun Smith & Wesson model 10-9, .38 SPL Six shot double action revolver, w/ bbl length 51mm 
[Blued finish. Fixed sights. Checkered branded wooden grips. Includes original cardboard box. Wax paper, unused 
cleaning rod, owner's manual and other ephemera. Mechanically appears excellent. Minor bluing wear and slight 
cylinder ring. Minor storage pitting on bottom of trigger guard and in front of trigger guard and other use, 
handling and storage marks.] serial # BKN4935, certificate # 7004388, PAL required 

100k Prohib 12-6 handgun Mauser model HSc, 7.65mm semi automatic, w/ bbl length 86mm [Blued finish. Fixed sights. 
Checkered wooden grips. Includes one detachable magazine. German military markings on trigger guard, see 
photos.  Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Right side grip considerable darker in colour than left 
side grip. Minor bluing wear in use and handling areas plus other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 
884507, PAL required 

101 Non-Restricted shotgun Browning model Superposed, 20Ga 2 3/4" & 3" two shot hinge break, w/ bbl length 26 
1/2" & 28" [Choked markings include (Long barrel *, ** short barrel ***,***), bore diameter as measured 6" from 
muzzle (Both LB .6085 .035/ Both SB .610), muzzle diameter (LB0.35 (T) .0525 (B), SB .608(T) .6095)] [Blued 
barrels and receiver. Both barrel sets are ribbed with two bead sights. The short barrel having fiber optic front 
insert. Hardwood stock with Steinber's Sport Center recoil pad. Checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Matching 
serial numbers on receiver, both barrel sets and both forends etc. Other markings include "MADE IN BELGIUM, 
BROWNING ARMS COMPANY- ST. LOUIS MISSOURI " etc. Mechanically appears to function well. Fitment of both 
barrel sets appears excellent. Bluing worn in use and handling areas and other use and handling marks including 
hard case not original to gun.] serial # 11572, PAL required 

102 Non-Restricted rifle Savage model Super Sporter, 300 Savage bolt action, w/ bbl length 23 3/4" [Blued barrel and 
receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Hardwood stock with metal butt plate, checkered semi pistol and 
fore grips. Includes one detachable magazine stamped .300. Left rear of receiver drilled and tapped presumably 
for once attached optic which is not included. Stock has had several breaks including what appears to be 
complete break through center of pistol grip. Also repairs to stock can be seen on left side above trigger guard 
and on mag well. Magazine catch and release mechanism is missing. Bluing worn in use and handling areas. 
Remaining blue has gray brown patina. Pitting on metal parts especially on top left of receiver. Other use, 
handling and storage marks] serial # 5072, PAL required 

103 Antique rifle Enfield model 1863 MK II**, 577 Snyder single Shot breech loading, w/ bbl length 36 1/2" [Blued 
finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth full wood stock. Brass butt plate and trigger guard. Markings 
include crown over "VR", "1863 Enfield" etc. on lock plate, Roman numeral II and two ** on top of breech, VR 
proof marks on left side of breech and barrel. Other proof marks seen on trigger guard, all three barrel bands, 
underside of breech block, butt plate etc., butt plate is also marked with "1" and "312". Right side of stock is 



stamped "R" crown, M, Enfield" in a circle and "1" below, left side of stock is stamped "D.C., HVBR" etc. Action 
including breech block and hammer and trigger operation appear to function reasonably well. No ram/cleaning 
rod included. Bluing worn in use and and handling areas and what remains has brown patina. Other use, handling 
and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # NIL , No PAL required 

104 Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1894, 30 W.C.F. lever action, w/ bbl length 26" [Blued barrel, receiver and 
full length tube. Fixed front and three position flip up rear sights. Smooth straight wooden stock with curved 
metal butt plate. Most bluing worn leaving gray brown patina. Action functions reasonably well. Tooling marks on 
most screws. Older cracks, gouges and nicks in wood and other use, handling and storage marks on wood and 
metal.] serial # 483030, PAL required 

105 Non-Restricted rifle Marlin model 1893, 30-30 lever action, w/ bbl length 26" [Blued octagonal barrel, receiver 
and full length tube. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth straight wooden stock with metal butt plate. 
Stock is either ill fitting non-original or a poorly modified original. Matching serial number on upper tang and 
underside of action. Other markings include two line address on barrel, "Special smokeless steel, Marlin Safety" 
etc. Action appears to function reasonably well. Bluing has overall natural brown patina. Small dings and marks 
seen on receiver, especially on right side. Other use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 
351211, PAL required 

106 Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1892 (circa 1901), 38 W.C.F lever action, w/ bbl length 24 1/4" [Blued 
octagonal barrel, receiver and full length tube. Smooth straight stock with curved metal butt plate.  Action and 
trigger appear to function reasonably well. Overall brown, gray patina with wear and use and handling marks. No 
cracks seen in wood but lots of old dings and gauges in wood and metal plus other use, handling and storage 
marks.] serial # 165314, PAL required 

107 Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1892 (circa 1894), 44 W.C.F (44-40) lever action, w/ bbl length 24 1/2" 
[Blued barrel, receiver and full length tube. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth straight wooden stock 
with curved metal butt plate. Left side of lever/ trigger guard stamped "R.J. STEELE". Action and trigger function 
reasonably well albeit a bit dry. Most bluing worn leaving gray brown patina. Stock appears weathered along with 
other nicks and gouges and other use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # 37143, PAL 
required 

108 Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1894, 38-55 lever action, w/ bbl length 26" [Blued barrel, receiver and full 
length tube. Smooth straight wooden stock with curved butt plate. Most bluing worn leaving gray brown patina. 
Action and trigger appear to function reasonably well. No cracks seen on wood. Older nicks and gouges in wood 
and other nicks and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 376196, PAL required 

109 Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1890, 22 W.R.F pump action, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued octagonal barrel 
and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden stock with curved metal butt plate, corn cob 
forend. Matching serial number on receiver and lower tang. Natural brown gray patina with wear on use and 
handling areas. Action and trigger appear to function reasonably well. Old nicks and gouges in wood including a 
hole in the bottom of the stock, likely from a sling mount and other use, handling and storage marks on wood 
and metal.] serial # 491389A, PAL required 

110 Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1892, 25-20 W.C.F lever action, w/ bbl length 24 1/4" [Blued octagonal 
barrel, receiver and full length tube. Smooth wooden stock with curved metal butt plate. Action is stiff and well 
worn as is bore. Most bluing worn leaving gray brown patina. Old cracks in stock and repair to stock seen on each 
side of tangs. Other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 406193, PAL required 

111 Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1886 (circa 1895), 40-82 W.C.F lever action, w/ bbl length 26" [Blued 
octagonal barrel, receiver and full length tube. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth straight with curved 
metal butt plate. Action and trigger function reasonably well albeit a bit dry and stiff. Hammer does not lock on 
half cock. Most bluing worn leaving gray brown patina and some surface pitting. Tooling marks on some screws. 
Quarter inch sliver missing along full length on right side of forend and front 1" section on left side of forend. 
Other nicks and gouges on wood and other use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 98387, 
PAL required 



112 Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 06, 22 S-L-LR pump action, w/ bbl length 20" [Blued barrel and receiver. 
Fixed front and rear sights. Smooth wooden stock with plastic butt plate and corn cob forend. Action and trigger 
function reasonably well, although in need of a good cleaning. Old repairs to stock including bolt through center 
of tangs and stock has been re varnished. Most bluing worn, some surface pitting. Other use, handling and 
storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 488684B, PAL required 

113 Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1904, .22 S & L single shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 21" [Blued finish. 
Fixed front and rear sights. Smooth wooden stock with curved metal butt plate. Action appears to function 
reasonably well, albeit a bit stiffly. No cracks seen in stock. Most bluing worn leaving gray patina and minor 
pitting plus other use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # NIL, PAL required 

114 Non-Restricted rifle J. Stevens model Favorite, .32 Long RF falling block, w/ bbl length 22" [Blued partial 
octagonal, partial round receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth straight wooden stock with 
branded plastic butt plate. Action appears to function reasonably well. Most bluing worn leaving gray brown 
patina and some pitting. Tooling marks on some screws. No cracks seen in wood. Use, handling and storage 
marks on wood and metal.] serial # W200, PAL required 

115 Non-Restricted shotgun Winchester model 1887, 10 Ga, lever action, w/ bbl length 30" [Choked markings include 
(None Seen), [Blued barrel and receiver. Single bead sight. Smooth wooden stock with checkered metal butt 
plate. Unconfirmed chamber length. Unconfirmed fixed choke. Action and trigger appear to function reasonably 
well, albeit a bit dry and stiff. Most bluing worn leaving gray brown patina and some surface pitting. Old nicks and 
gouges in stock and forend plus other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 51929, PAL required 

116 Non-Restricted rifle J. Stevens model Favorite, 25 Stevens RF single shot falling block, w/ bbl length 22" [Blued 
partial round and partial octagonal receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth straight wooden stock 
with checkered plastic butt plate. Action and trigger function reasonably well. Most bluing worn with surface rust 
that has been shellacked or varnished as well as wooden surfaces. Finger nail sized chunk of butt plate missing. 
Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal. Appears it would make a good project gun.] serial # T702, 
PAL required 

117 Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield model SHTLE III*, .303 Brit. ten shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 25" [Blued barrel 
and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Sporterized stock with brass butt plate. Includes detachable 
magazine. Matching serial number on receiver, barrel and bolt. Other markings include crown over "GR" and date 
1919 on right side of band etc. Action appears to function reasonably well. Use, handling and storage marks on 
wood and metal along with sporterizing modifications.] serial # T5473, PAL required 

118 Non-Restricted rifle J. Stevens model Crack Shot, 22LR single shot breech block, w/ bbl length 20" [Blued barrel 
and receiver. Fixed front and rear sights. Smooth wooden stock. Checkered plastic butt plate. Action will need 
work, breech block is loose and hammer does not cock properly etc. Thumb nail sized section of butt plate is 
missing. Bluing worn leaving overall surface rust on all metal. Other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 
X64, PAL required 

119 Non-Restricted shotgun Ithaca model SXS, 12Ga ( chamber unknown) two shot hinge break, w/ bbl length 30" 
[Choked markings include (L 4, R 0), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (L .7215. R .7215), muzzle 
diameter (L .691, R .719)] [Blued barrels with single bead sight. Case hardened receiver. Hardwood stock with 
branded plastic butt plate. Checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Matching  serial number on receiver, barrels, 
forend etc. Other markings include electric pencil mark on lower tang, appears to be 2914, S 12 on water table," 
Smokeless Powder Steel, Made in USA" on top of barrels etc. Mechanically appears to function well. Bluing worn 
in use and handling areas, especially on receiver. Small chunk on top left side of forend missing. Some tooling 
marks on screws and other use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 320112, PAL required 

120 Non-Restricted shotgun Unknown Belgium model SXS, 12Ga ( chamber unknown) two shot hinge break, w/ bbl 
length 30" [Choked markings include (None Seen), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (L .7105, R .7175), 
muzzle diameter (L .7085, R .7185)] [Blued Damascus barrels. Single bead front sight. Hardwood stock with 
decorative plastic butt plate featuring two stags. Checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Matching serial number 
on receiver and barrels. Other markings include "17.8 under left barrel, 18.0 under right barrel, asterisk over an N 
and E over LG over asterisk etc.  Barrel to receiver fitment is loose and right side hammer screw is missing.  



Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Most bluing worn leaving gray brown patina. Use, handling 
and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 2532, PAL required 

121 Non-Restricted shotgun Janssen Sons & Co. model SXS, 12Ga  2 1/2" two shot hinge break, w/ bbl length 30" 
[Choked markings include (L 17.7/ 18.1    R 17.6/18.0), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (L .7125   R 
.712), muzzle diameter (L .698  R .696)] [Blued Damascus barrels with single bead sight. Case hardened receiver. 
Hardwood stock. Missing butt plate. Checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Matching serial number on water 
table and barrels. No serial found on forend. Other markings include "M 28" on water table, proof marks under 
barrel "CHOKE BORED, FINE DAMASCUS FINISH" on top of barrels etc. Bluing worn in use and handling areas with 
overall plum brown patina. Barrel to receiver fitment is loose. Right side lock plate protrudes from receiver on 
front section, see photos, stock is cracked on both sides of trigger guard. Left hammer does not cock. Old gouges 
and nicks plus tooling marks in wood and metal.] serial # 9082, PAL required 

122 Non-Restricted shotgun Winchester model 1897, 16Ga chamber unknown pump action, w/ bbl length 28" 
[Choked markings include (FULL), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (.6675), muzzle diameter (.6415)] 
[Blued barrel and receiver. Single bead sight. Smooth hardwood stock with attached Jostam recoil pad. Corn cob 
forend. Matching serial number on receiver and barrel. Other markings include two line address on top of barrel 
etc. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Two inch crack on front left of forend and approximately 
two inch cracks on both side at front  of stock. Wood appears re-varnished, bluing worn in handling areas leaving 
gray patina and other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 338962, PAL required 

123 Non-Restricted shotgun Beretta model A L2, 12Ga 2 3/4" semi automatic, w/ bbl length 30" [Choked markings 
include (F), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (.720), muzzle diameter (.686)] [Blued ribbed barrel with 
single bead sight. Black alloy receiver. High gloss stock with branded plastic butt plate. Checkered semi pistol grip 
and forend. Marked "MADE IN ITALY" on barrel and receiver. Other markings includes "GARCIA SPORTING ARMS, 
WASH. D.C", 'C55691, 18.3, CAM .70" etc. under barrel etc. Mechanically appears near excellent. Use, handling 
and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # D36119, PAL required 

124 Non-Restricted shotgun Ithaca model 37, 16Ga 2 3/4" pump action, w/ bbl length 28" [Choked markings include 
(FULL), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (.6645), muzzle diameter (.6375)] [Blued barrel and receiver. 
Single bead front sight. Hardwood stock with branded plastic butt plate. Checkered semi pistol grip and corn cob 
forend. Matching serial number on receiver and barrel. Engraved receiver with waterfowl on left side and 
pheasants on the right side. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Bluing worn in use and handling 
areas leaving natural gray patina. Small crack and nicks in forend. Nicks and gouges in stock but no cracks seen. 
Wood appears refinished and re-varnished plus other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 229909, PAL 
required 

125 Non-Restricted shotgun Ithaca model 37 Featherlight, 12Ga 2 3/4" pump action, w/ bbl length 30" [Choked 
markings include (MOD), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (.729), muzzle diameter (.712)] [Blued 
barrel and receiver. Single front sight with fiber optic insert. Smooth wooden stock with branded plastic butt 
plate. Corn cob forend. Matching serial number on receiver and barrel. Marked made in USA. Receiver engraved 
with waterfowl and pheasants. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Bluing worn in use and 
handling areas. Nicks and gouges in wood, no cracks seen and other use, handling and storage marks to wood 
and metal.] serial # 656423-2, PAL required 

126 Antique rifle Enfield model 1861 MK II *, 577 Snyder single shot breech block, w/ bbl length 22" [Blued finish. No 
sights. Sporterized wooden stock with brass butt plate. Brass trigger guard. Markings include crown over VR 1961 
ENFIELD etc. on lock, Enfield cartouche over 1 on right side of stock, DC in diamond on left side of stock plus 
assorted proof marks etc. Tooling marks on breech end of barrel, receiver, breech block etc. Barrel and stock 
have been cut down to carbine style length, thumb nail sized chunk missing at bottom rear of stock, non original 
screw at front of trigger guards. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # NIL, No PAL 
required 

127 Non-Restricted rifle BSA model Majestic, 30-06 bolt action, w/ bbl length 22" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed 
front and two position flip up rear sights. Also fitted with Bushnell Scope Chief 4X scope. Hardwood stock with 
fixed riser fitted with Jostam recoil pad, sling rings and light duty leather sling. Checkered semi pistol and fore 



grip. Matching serial number on receiver and bolt handle. Includes factory muzzle break option. Mechanically 
appears near excellent. Wood finish and bluing worn in use and handling areas and other use, handling and 
storage areas.] serial # 7D3796, PAL required 

128 Non-Restricted shotgun Remington model Wingmaster 870, 12Ga 2 3/4" pump action, w/ bbl length 28" [Choked 
markings include (MOD), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (.725), muzzle diameter (.7055)] [Blued 
barrel and receiver. Single bead front sight. Smooth wooden stock with branded plastic butt plate. Corn cob 
forend. Mechanically appears to work well. Bluing worn in use and handling areas and other use, handling and 
storage marks.] serial # 379711V, PAL required 

129 Non-Restricted shotgun J. Stevens model SXS, 12Ga,  2 3/4" two shot hinge break, w/ bbl length 30" [Choked 
markings include (NONE SEEN), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (L .717,  R .7155), muzzle diameter (L 
..699  R .7065)] [Blued barrels and receiver. Single bead sight. Hardwood stock with Kassnar recoil pad. Checkered 
semi pistol grip and forend. Matching serial numbers on receiver, barrels and forend iron. Most bluing worn 
leaving gray patina, barrel has dents, surface rust and scratches. Non-original poorly fitted forend furniture. Front 
sling mount is screwed through forend and into captive nut between barrels. Hinge pin is 180 degrees out. Action 
and triggers appear to function reasonably well. Some non original screws, repair or non original trigger guard. 
Nicks, gouges and marks in wood and metal. Buy as project gun.] serial # 17670, PAL required 

130 Non-Restricted shotgun Remington model Wingmaster 870, 12Ga 2 3/4" pump action, w/ bbl length 30" [Choked 
markings include (FULL), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (.7275), muzzle diameter (.6955)] [Blued 
barrel and receiver with single bead sight. Smooth wooden stock with Pachmyr recoil pad. Corn cob forend. 
Mechanically appears to work well. Original original butt plate not included. Minor bluing worn in use and 
handling areas. Other use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # 404497V, PAL required 

131 Non-Restricted rifle Marlin model 336, 30-30 Win. lever action, w/ bbl length 20" [Blued barrel, receiver and full 
length tube. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights and fitted with Armsport 4X40 waterproof wide 
angle scope. Hardwood stock with Winchester branded recoil pad. Checkered semi pistol grip and forend. 
Includes heavy leather Marlin branded sling. Approximately 40% bluing is worn specifically in use and handling 
areas. Hammer fitted with side cocking extension. Mechanically appears to function well. No cracks seen in 
wood. Other use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # 25011159, PAL required 

132 Non-Restricted rifle Lakefield model MK II Repeater, 22LR ten shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 21" [Blued barrel 
and receiver. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Wooden stock with plastic butt plate. Checkered 
semi pistol and fore grips. Includes one detachable magazine which appears to hold ten rounds. Mechanically 
appears to have had light use. Nicks and gouges to wood and metal appear more storage and handling related.] 
serial # 33630, PAL required 

133 Non-Restricted rifle Hiawatha 22 S-L-LR single shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 22" [Blued finish. Fixed front sight 
and rear sight removed. Fitted with Mossberg no. M4D 4 Power scope, fixed to mount that is screwed to left side 
of receiver. Smooth wooden stock with metal butt plate. Fitted with sling rings. Bluing worn in use and handling 
areas and has an overall plum brown patina. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. No cracks seen in 
wood. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # NIL, PAL required 

134 Non-Restricted shotgun Stevens/Savage model 107B, 12Ga 2 3/4" single shot hinge break, w/ bbl length 30" bore 
diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (.7265), muzzle diameter (.697)] [Blued barrel with single bead sight. Case 
hardened receiver. Smooth wooden stock with plastic butt plate. Minor bluing wear in use and handling areas.  
Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal including 
gouge in stock button.] serial # NIL, PAL required 

135 Non-Restricted rifle Standard model M, 30 Rem pump action, w/ bbl length 25" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed 
front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden stock with decorative brass butt plate and decorative 
brass forend. Most bluing worn leaving gray patina. Barrel marked CAL 30. Mechanically appears to function 
reasonably well. Some tooling marks and other use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 
805, PAL required 



136 Non-Restricted rifle Savage model 7, 22 S-L-LR five shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued barrel and 
receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Fitted with Weaver G4 scope. Hardwood stock with plastic butt 
plate. Checkered semi pistol grip. Includes one detachable magazine. Semi automatic function for .22 LR ammo. 
only.  Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Bluing worn in use and handles areas. Other use, 
handling and storage marks.] serial # NIL, PAL required 

137 Non-Restricted rifle Lakefield model 64B, 22LR semi automatic, w/ bbl length 20 1/2" [Blued barrel and receiver. 
Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Fitted with Tasco #602CT 4X20 scope. Wooden stock with checkered 
plastic butt plate. Checkered semi pistol and fore grip. Includes one detachable magazine. Scope appears to have 
been used more than the rifle with addition scratches and dents. Mechanically appears to function well. Use, 
handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # L095257, PAL required 

138 Non-Restricted rifle & shotgun Cooey & H. Dorwal Chief model 75 (Parts), 22LR & 12 ga. single shot bolt action & 
hingebreak, w/ bbl length 27" & 29 3/4" [Two parts firearms. Cooey is missing bolt  RECOMMEND LOCAL BIDDERS 
ONLY] serial # NIL & 15245, PAL required 

139 Non-Restricted shotgun Swift/Cooey/Victor Plain model Single Shot (Parts), 12Ga Single Shot hinge break, w/ bbl 
length 30 1/4" & 30" & 30" [Three parts shoot guns with missing parts including forends, butt plates etc.  
RECOMMEND LOCAL BIDDERS ONLY] serial # A6352 ,8258, 306156, PAL required 

140 Non-Restricted three shotguns Remington/ 2 unknown model SXS (Parts), 12Ga two shot hinge break, w/ bbl 
length 28 1/2"  30" & 27 3/4" [Three parts shotguns with missing parts including hammers, stocks etc. See photos  
RECOMMEND LOCAL BIDDERS ONLY] serial # 247871, NIL, NIL, PAL required 

141 Plastic tub containing approximately 500 rounds of .40 cal S&W HP reloads 

142 Plastic tub containing approximately 500 rounds of .40 cal S&W reloads 

143 Plastic tub containing approximately 500 rounds of .40 cal S&W HP reloads 

144 Wooden ammunition crate containing approximately 744 round of .40 S&W reloads 

145 Plastic tub containing approximately 500 rounds of 9mm reloads 

146 Wooden ammunition crate containing approximately 1200 rounds of 9mm reloads 

147 Wooden ammunition crate containing approximately 1000 rounds of .38 Spl wadcutter reloads 

148 Wooden ammunition crate containing approximately 530 rounds of .38 Spl, 260 round of .357, all are reloads, 
plus some empty brass 

149 Metal tool box containing approximately 600 count of .45 auto reloads 

150a Restricted handgun Charter Arms model Chic Lady, .38 SPL Five shot double action revolver, w/ bbl length 
106mm [Chrome plated barrel and cylinder. Purple anodized alloy frame. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. 
Soft touch branded grips with finger grooves. Includes Chic Lady approved hard case.  Mechanically appears 
excellent, likely only had very little use. Light use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 19F04176, certificate # 
20237437, FRT # 147595-2 PAL required 

150b Restricted handgun Charter Arms model Target Bulldog, .44 SPL Five shot double action revolver, w/ bbl length 
127mm [Satin stainless. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Branded checkered wooden grips. Includes second 
set of Pachmayr soft touch grips, note not test fitted, foam lined plastic case and manual. Mechanically appears 
near excellent and likely had light use. Some minor use and handling marks and visible cylinder ring.] serial # 
1207294, certificate # 20095454, FRT # 128037-2 PAL required 

150c Restricted handgun Norinco model NP34, 9mm Ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 106mm [Blued slide with 
three dot fixed sights. Black anodized alloy frame. Branded plastic grips. Includes two detachable magazines and 
fitted plastic case. Mechanically appears excellent. Likely had very little use with only minor use, handling and 
storage marks.] serial # B135571, certificate # 20117502, FRT # 88035-1 PAL required 



150d Restricted handgun Norinco model NP34, 9mm Ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 106mm [Blued slide with 
fixed front and rear sights. Black anodized alloy frame. Branded plastic grips. Includes one detachable magazine. 
Mechanically appears excellent and likely only had light use. Minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 
B135117, certificate # 19943812, FRT # 88035-1 PAL required 

150e Restricted handgun Smith & Wesson model 41, 22LR Ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 145mm [Blued 
finish. Fixed front and target adjustable rear sights. Checkered wooden grips with ambidextrous thumb rests. 
Includes one detachable magazine. Mechanically appears near excellent with only minor use, handling and 
storage marks.] serial # TAF7174, certificate # 20163904, FRT # 21878-2 PAL required 

150f Restricted Walther model OSP, 22 Short 5 Shot w/ bbl length 114mm serial # 01550, certificate # 19982424, FRT # 
120795-4 

150g Restricted Charter Arms model Target Bulldog, 357 Mag 5 Shot w/ bbl length 127mm serial # 1333448, certificate 
# 1333448, FRT # 128037-3 

150h Restricted Ruger model New Model Blackhawk, 41 Magnum 6 Shot w/ bbl length 167mm serial # 4124509, FRT # 
22469-19 

150j Restricted Colt model New Frontier Buntline, 22LR 6 Shot w/ bbl length 191mm serial # G89765, certificate # 
10486599, 

150k Restricted Colt model 1917, 45 6 Shot w/ bbl length 140mm serial # 32384, FRT # 144401-1 

151 White one gallon bucket containing poorly loaded for scrap bullets and brass ei:  some with misaligned primers, 
missing primers etc., various sizes and calibers 

152 Remington & Son 1874 50 cal Buffalo rifle converted to floor lamp with drinks tray and wildlife motif shade, note 
trigger mechanism has been cut off 

153 Tasco 20X, 40X, 60X spotting scope with tri-pod, mount and soft case plus hard foam lined aluminum case 

154 Jack Kempf 58" custom made right hand long bow "Trophy Hunter" marked 45 lbs at 26" plus leather quiver and 
nine arrows 

155 Hoyt Game Master right hand re-curve bow with camo. and natural wood finish, no specs. found on bow plus a 
selection of arrows with no tips 

156 PSC Coyote right hands re-curve bow with camo. finish, no specs. seen plus quiver and selection of arrows 

157 Samwha AR-III right hand re-curve bow marked 66"30@28 plus a quiver and selection of arrows 

158 Antique canvas and leather shotgun bag stamped "F.O.BOWERS MEDICINE HAT, N.W.T" 

159 Two scopes including Leupold 3X9 Vari-X IIc serial no. 366872B and a Simmons 3-9X40 Pro sport 

160 Nc STAR rubber armoured Mark III tactical scope with foam lined case, appears to be working and a Barska 
Electro Sight with multiple reticles in green and red with original box and working at time of cataloguing 

161 Non-Restricted rifle Russian model SKS, 7.62x39mm five shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 20 1/2" [Blued style 
finish. Adjustable sights. Fitted with Barska 3-9X 42 IR scope with illuminated reticle, green and red, working at 
time of cataloguing. Mounted to replacement rear receiver cover with integral mount, note: original cover 
included. Laminated stock, metal butt plate, sling rings, folding bayonet, cleaning rod plus cleaning kit in stock. 
Matching serial number on receiver, bolt, stock, trigger guard etc. Other markings include serial no. 547 on 
magazine, 1950 date stamp etc. Mechanically appears near excellent and likely a low use surplus rifle. Use, 
handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 3K334, PAL required 

162 Non-Restricted rifle Russian model SKS, 7.62x39mm five shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 20 1/2" [Blued style 
finish. Adjustable sights. Laminated stock, metal butt plate, sling rings, folding bayonet, cleaning rod plus cleaning 
kit in stock and webbed sling Matching serial number on receiver, bolt, stock ( appears armorer renumbered), 
trigger guard etc. Other markings include serial no. 2852  on magazine, 1954 date stamp etc. Mechanically 



appears near excellent and likely a low use surplus rifle. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] 
serial # AK3192, PAL required 

163 Non-Restricted rifle Traditions model Crockett, .32 percussion Single Shot muzzle loading, w/ bbl length 31" 
[Blued octagonal barrel. Fixed sights. Half length wooden stock. Brass accents including butt plate, trigger guard 
etc. Includes ram rod. Note: Missing screw and escutcheon on left side above trigger. 1" X 1/4" chip of wood has 
been re glued on left side at locking wedge. Marked "MADE IN SPAIN'. Fitted with set trigger. Mechanically 
appears to function reasonably well. Use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # 
141304404405, PAL required 

164 Non-Restricted rifle Traditions model DeerHunter, .50 Cal percussion Single Shot muzzle loading, w/ bbl length 
24" [Blued octagonal barrel. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights, both with fiber optic inserts. Case hardened 
lock and hammer. Half length polymer stock. Fitted with sling rings and includes ram rod. Mechanically appears 
to work well and likely had very little if any use. Use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # 
141306168699, PAL required 

165 Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1906, 22 Short pump action, w/ bbl length 20" [Blued barrel and receiver 
with fixed sights. Smooth straight wooden stock and forend. Fitted with plastic butt plate. Wood and metal have 
been refinished. Some pitting and surface rust under new bluing, some cracks in wood. Action and trigger 
function and cycle albeit a bit stiff. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 22997, PAL 
required 

166 Non-Restricted rifle & shotgun Baikal model IZH-94MP, 22LR/.410 Ga, 3" two shot hinge break, w/ bbl length 23 
3/4" [Choked markings include (threaded), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (.4085), [Blued barrels and 
receiver. Adjustable front post sight and fixed rear sight. Smooth wooden stock with branded recoil pad. 
Matching serial number on receiver, barrel and forend. Includes one removable choke marked "F". Mechanically 
appears to function well and likely had light use with only minor use, handling and storage marks on wood and 
metal.] serial # 059603045, PAL required 

167 Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 77, 22LR ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 22" [Blued barrel and 
receiver. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden stock with branded plastic butt plate. 
Includes one detachable magazine, appears to be ten rounds. Marked "MADE IN USA' on barrel and magazine. 
Mechanically appears to function well. Some bluing worn in use and handling areas. Use and storage dings on 
stock and other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 78774, PAL required 

168 Non-Restricted Tikka model T3, 243 Win. bolt action, w/ bbl length 22 1/4" [Blued barrel and receiver. No fixed 
sights. Fitted with Bushnell 3-9X40 scope. Black synthetic stock with recoil pad. Includes one detachable 
magazine. Marked "MADE IN FINLAND". Mechanically appears near excellent with only minor use, handling and 
storage marks.] serial # A99682, PAL required 

169 Non-Restricted rifle Henry model H001, 22 S-L-LR lever action, w/ bbl length 20" [Blued octagonal barrel and full 
length tube. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights.  Black finish receiver. Smooth straight walnut stock with 
branded plastic butt plate. Appears to have had very little use with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] 
serial # T27617H, PAL required 

170 No Pal Req pellet rifle Daisy model Powerline 856, .177 Cal / 4.5mm single shot pump action/bolt, w/ bbl length 
20" [Black finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Mechanically appears to be functioning. Some surface 
rust. Other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 020200810, No PAL required 

171 Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1894 (Antlered Game), 30-30 Win. lever action, w/ bbl length 20" [Blued 
barrel and full length tube. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Gold toned engraved receiver plus gold toned 
lever and other accents including antlered medallion. Includes original cardboard and foam packaging, hanging 
tag, owner's manual and other ephemera. Likely unfired, only minor handling marks.] serial # AG12659, PAL 
required 

172 Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1894 (Sioux Carbine), 30-30 Win. lever action, w/ bbl length 20" [Blued 
barrel and full length tube. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Gold toned engraved receiver plus lever and 
other accents including lever and medallion. Includes original cardboard box, note label is loose but intact and 



leather hanging tag plus fringed leather scabbard. Likely unfired, only minor handling marks.] serial # SU11924, 
PAL required 

173 Non-Restricted shotgun Unknown Belgium model Percussion, 44 Perc. Single Shot muzzle loading, w/ bbl length 
31" [Blued part round and part octagonal barrel. Single bead sight is missing bead. Half length wooden stock with 
metal butt plate. Fitted with sling ring and small hinged lid brass box on left side of stock. Brass tipped wooden 
ram rod. Hammer and trigger appear to function reasonably well. Barrel size is approximate. Metal and wood 
appear refinished and re-blued. Cracks and gouges in stock and other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 
NIL, PAL required 

174 Non-Restricted shotgun Bay State model Single Shot, 12Ga Single Shot hinge break, w/ bbl length 30" [Choked 
markings include (CHOKE), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (.722), muzzle diameter (.699)] [Blued 
barrel. Case hardened receiver. Single bead sight. Smooth wooden stock with plastic forend. Matching serial 
number on receiver, barrel and forend. Action, hinge and trigger operation functions but overall loose and 
sloppy. Tooling marks on rear of barrel and receiver. Crack in rear forend and top of stock. Deeper nicks and 
gouges in wood, finish missing plus other use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # A706838, 
PAL required 

175 Non-Restricted rifle Chiappa Firearms model Little Badger, 22LR Single Shot hinge break, w/ bbl length 16 1/2" 
[Blued finish survival rifle. Fixed front sight and original rear sight missing. Fitted with Bushnell scope. 
Skeletonized stock wit storage for twelve rounds of ammunition. Includes 3D printed forend and pistol grip. 
Designed to fold in half for backpacking survival. Minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 19B02736, PAL 
required 

176 Non-Restricted air rifle Unknown model Air Rifle, .177 cal Single Shot hinge break, w/ bbl length 16" [Blued finish. 
Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Black polymer stock with fixed riser. Appears to have had only light use 
with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 1721220146079720E, PAL required 

177 Non-Restricted shotgun Remington model Versamax Sportsman, 12Ga 2 3/4", 3", or 3 1/2 semi automatic, w/ bbl 
length 28" [Choked markings include (Not applicable), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (.7345), muzzle 
diameter (Threaded)] [Satin black barrel and alloy receiver. Double bead sight.  Black polymer stock with branded 
recoil pad. Mechanically appears to work well. Includes one screw in choke. Use and handling marks include 
tooling marks on rear of barrel, paint chipping on trigger guard, light scratches to full length of barrel and other 
use, handling and storage marks.] serial # RT05940B, PAL required 

178 Non-Restricted rifle Remington model Seven, 7mm Rem SA Ultra Mag bolt action, w/ bbl length 22" [Blued barrel 
and receiver. Threaded for front and rear fixed sights, not installed. Fitted with bases and 1" rings. Laminated 
stock with branded recoil pad. Mechanically appears near excellent and likely had light use with only minor use, 
handling and storage marks.] serial # 7770427, PAL required 

179 Non-Restricted shotgun Remington model 11-87 Super Magnum, 12Ga 2 3/4", 3", or 3 1/2 semi automatic, w/ bbl 
length 28" [Choked markings include (Not applicable), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (.7275), muzzle 
diameter (threaded)] [Ribbed barrel with two bead sight. Camouflage finish on all surfaces. Branded recoil pad. 
Marked SPECIAL PURPOSE on right side. Mechanically appears to work well. Wear to finish in use and handling 
areas. Includes one screw in choke and second smooth bore blued barrel with fixed front and adjustable rear 
sight, 2 3/4", 3" chamber, 21" in length, bore diameter 6" from muzzle .7345 and at muzzle .725 .  Minor use, 
handling and storage marks.] serial # SM055715, PAL required 

180 Non-Restricted shotgun Winchester model 1200, 12Ga 3" pump action, w/ bbl length 30" [Choked markings 
include (FULL), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (.7325), muzzle diameter (.6935)] [Blued ribbed 
barrel. Black alloy receiver. Single bead sight. Hardwood stock with checkered branded plastic butt plate. 
Checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Action and trigger appear excellent. Tooling marks on right side of barrel 
and rib is not aligned with center line. Also includes second barrel 2 3/4" chamber marked Win choke, however 
has been cut down to 19" with bore measuring .7315 and at muzzled. Use, handling and storage marks to wood 
and metal.] serial # L911733, PAL required 



181 Non-Restricted shotgun Daiwa model Auto 500, 12Ga 2 3/4" semi automatic, w/ bbl length 26" [Choked markings 
include (IMP. CYL), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (.727), muzzle diameter (.724)] [Blued ribbed 
barrel. Alloy receiver. Single bead sight. Hardwood stock with White Line recoil pad. Receiver is black finish with 
laser engraving of both side featuring game birds and waterfowl. Mechanically appears near excellent likely only 
had light use with only minor use, handling and storage marks on wood and meetal] serial # P222596, PAL 
required 

182 Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model Canadian Cent. 1867 - 196, 30-30 lever action, w/ bbl length 26" [Blue 
octagonal barrel, receiver and full length tube. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth straight wooden 
stock with curved metal butt plate. Mechanically appears near excellent. Gilded lettering  on left side of barrel 
"CANADIAN CENTENNIAL 1867-1967". Appears to be some minor water damage to finish on both side front of 
forend and other use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 12821, PAL required 

183 Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 68, 22 S-L-LR single Shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 27" [Blued finish. Fixed 
front and adjustable rear peep sight. Smooth hardwood stock with checkered branded butt plate. Electric pencil 
mark on right side of barrel "96002", Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Bluing worn in use and 
handling areas, some minor pitting. Other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # NIL, PAL required 

184 Antique rifle Ballard model Carbine, 44CF single shot falling block, w/ bbl length 26" [Blued heavy octagonal 
barrel with fixed front and rear sights. Brass receiver and lever. Smooth straight stock with curved brass butt 
plate. Rear of sight drilled and tapped presumably for not included peep sight. Matching serial numbers seen on 
receiver, barrel and breech block. Action cycles, extractor and breech block tend to jam with each other, be 
careful when viewing. top of barrel at approximately the center of forend has plugged dovetail presumably from 
auxiliary sight. Old repairs and tooling marks on lever handle and other tooling marks. Bluing worn in use and 
handling areas with remaining bluing showing brown patina and pitting plus other use, handling and storage 
marks on wood and metal.] serial # 92, No PAL required 

185 Antique rifle Ballard (Merrimack Arms & model Carbine, 46 RimFire single Shot falling block, w/ bbl length 24" 
[Blued heavy octagonal barrel and receiver. Fixed front and two position rear sight. Smooth straight wooden 
stock with curved metal butt plate. Manual extractor. Matching serial number found on barrel and receiver. 
Other markings include NO46 on top of barrel, MERRIMACK ARMS & MFG. CO, NEWBURY PORT MASS. etc. on 
left side of receiver. Wood has some cracks including right side of forend and two spots of stock where stock 
meets receiver. Action appears to function reasonably well. Bluing worn in use and handling areas leaving brown 
patina. Age appropriate use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 19609, PAL required 

186 Antique rifle Ballard (Merrimack Arms & model Carbine, 50 Rimfire & Centerfire single shot falling block, w/ bbl 
length 26" [Blued heavy octagonal barrel. Fixed front and two position flip up rear sights. Smooth straight 
wooden stock with curved metal butt plate. Fitted with flip over rim fire and center fire combination hammer and 
manual extractor. Matching serial number seen on receiver and barrel. Manufacturer name and pattern 
information seen on left side of receiver.  Mechanically appears to function well. Bluing worn in use and handling 
areas leaving brown gray patina. Some cracks in stock and forend. Screw hole on left side of stock. Other use, 
handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 19712, No PAL required 

186a Approximately 34 rounds of .50 Ballard reloads made from .348 win cases 

187 Non-Restricted rifle Marlin model 1893 Takedown, 30-30 lever action, w/ bbl length 26" [Blued octagonal barrel, 
receiver and full length tube. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth straight wooden stock with curved 
metal butt plate. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well including take-down. Almost all bluing worn 
or removed leaving gray patina. Some pitting and tooling marks on metal. Other use, handling and storage marks 
on wood and metal] serial # 272813, PAL required 

188 Non-Restricted rifle Savage model 1899 Takedown, Sav. 303 lever action, w/ bbl length 26" [Blued barrel and 
receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden stock with curved metal butt plate. Bluing worn 
in use and handling areas leaving gray brown patina. Tooling marks and rubbed off bluing at rear of barrel. Other 
tooling marks on receiver. Rear sight marked SAVAGE ARMS CORP. Other markings include SAVAGE HI-PRESSURE 
STEEL etc. Mechanically including take-down appears to function reasonably well. Old crack repairs to stock and 
other use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # 186808, PAL required 



189 Non-Restricted shotgun Baikal model IJ253, 12Ga chamber unknown two shot hinge break, w/ bbl length 28 3/4" 
[Choked markings include (NONE SEEN), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (Top .7145  Bottom .7145), 
muzzle diameter (Top .6775   Bottom .6955)] [Blued ribbed barrels with single bead sight. Hardwood stock with 
branded recoil pad. Checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Matching serial number on receiver, barrels and 
forend. Other markings include MADE IN USSR MODEL IJ-27-E along with scroll and animal engravings on 
receiver. Mechanically appears to be working well. Bluing worn in use and handling areas. Other use, handling 
and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # B05729, PAL required 

190 Non-Restricted shotgun Gaucha-IGA model Condor, 12Ga 3" two shot hinge break, w/ bbl length 30" [Choked 
markings include (Not applicable), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (Top .7275,  Bottom .7295), muzzle 
diameter (Threaded)] [Blued ribbed barrels with two bead sights. Blued receiver. Hardwood stock with recoil pad 
and adjustable riser. Checkered pistol grip and forend. Matching serial number on receiver and barrels. Other 
markings include "CONDOR COMPETITION RH"  on left side of barrel etc. Includes two screw in chokes, the 
bottom one with four notches and the top with three notches. Barrel ported for muzzle control. Mechanically 
appears to function reasonably well. Other use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 
R3020207, PAL required 

191 Non-Restricted rifle Savage model 1893, Sav. 303 lever action, w/ bbl length 26" [Blued octagonal barrel and 
receiver. Fixed front and rear sights. Smooth wooden stock with curved metal butt plate. Elevation wedge for 
rear sight is missing. Action cycles however is quite stiff. Metal and wood have been refinished, possibly action 
stiffness is due to action being reworked. Stock and forend have crack repairs. Other use, handing and storage 
marks on wood and metal.] serial # 43526, PAL required 

192 Antique rifle J. Bishop model Percussion, .52 cal (?) single Shot muzzle loading, w/ bbl length 26" [Blued heavy 
part round, part octagonal barrel. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Highly decorative half length wooden 
stock with curved metal butt plate. Fitted with set trigger and includes ram rod. Fitted with newer adjustable rear 
sight and presumably original screw adjustable combination peep and slot rear sight. Metal inlay appears to be 
nickel or silver plated. Lock plate marked "J. BISHOP, WARRANTED" and marked under barrel on right side is " 
REMINGTON". Most bluing worn leaving brown gray patina and some surface pitting. Mechanically appears to 
function reasonably well. Has significant crack on stock above trigger and following through to behind rear sight. 
Consignor purports that he has fired it and the crack has not interfered or worsen. Age appropriate marks to 
wood and metal.] serial # NIL, No PAL required 

193 Non-Restricted rifle Savage model 99 Takedown, 300 Savage lever action, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued barrel and 
receiver. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Smooth straight wooden stock with branded metal butt 
plate. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well including take down operation. Front sight blade missing. 
Most bluing worn leaving gray brown patina and some minor pitting. Wood appears refinished. Stock has 1" long 
crack leaving back from left side of upper tang. Golf pencil sized sliver re-glued on forend. Other use, handing and 
storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 286237, PAL required 

194 Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1895 Musket, 7.62X54R lever action, w/ bbl length 28" [Blued barrel and 
receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Full wood military stock with metal butt plate. Three sling rings 
and fitted with bayonet lug. Barrel and receiving marked 7.62MM. Other markings include Russian Contract proof 
marks XN3 on right side of receiver and barrel, flaming cartouche on right side of stock 10 on left side of stock 
etc. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Bluing worn in use and handling areas. Use, handling and 
storage marks on wood and metal including some heavy gouges on wood.] serial # 273904B, PAL required 

195 Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 94 Saddle Ring, 44-40 Win. lever action, w/ bbl length 20" [Blued barrel, 
receiver and full length tube. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth straight wooden stock with 
checkered branded butt plate. Mechanically appears to function well and likely has had light use. Distressing to 
wood finish appears more handling related than use related. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and 
metal.] serial # 4379204, PAL required 

196 Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1876, 45-60 lever action, w/ bbl length 28" [Blued octagonal barrel and 
receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth straight wooden stock with curved metal butt plate. 
Action cycles but does jams on closing sometimes, dust cover is loose. markings include Two line address with 



Kings Improvement Patent etc.  Bluing worn in use and handling area leaving overall plum brown patina. Some 
crack repairs to stock and forend and other use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 28415, 
PAL required 

197 Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1892 (Manuf. in 1892), 44 W.C.F lever action, w/ bbl length 24 1/2" [Blued 
octagonal barrel, receiver and full length tube. Smooth straight wooden stock and curved metal butt plate. 
Mechanically appears to function reasonably well.  Magazine tube to attaching ring loose in barrel. Most bluing 
worn leaving gray brown patina. 2" long crack on bottom front of forend and other use, handling and storage 
marks on wood and metal.] serial # 4720, PAL required 

198 Non-Restricted rifle Savage model 99, 32-40 lever action, w/ bbl length 26" [Blued octagonal barrel and receiver. 
Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth straight stock with curved metal butt plate. Mechanically appears 
to function reasonably well. Cracks in stock extending back from upper tang. Bluing worn in use and handling 
areas and surface rust and minor pitting on all metal surfaces and other use, handling and storage marks to wood 
and metal.] serial # 77148, PAL required 

199 Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1895, 303 Brit. lever action, w/ bbl length 28" [Blued barrel and receiver. 
Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth straight wooden stock with curved butt plate. Most bluing worn. 
Entire rifle has been coated with some sort of varnish leaving mottled yellowing tone. Mechanically appears to 
function reasonably well.   Some deeper gouging in stock and forend and other use, handling and storage marks.] 
serial # 20672, PAL required 

200a Prohib 12-6 handgun Ruger model SP101, 22LR Six shot double action revolver, w/ bbl length 101mm [Stainless 
steel. Fixed front sight and and windage adjustable rear sight. Soft touch grips. Includes original box and manual. 
Mechanically appears near excellent and likely had very little use.  Minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial 
# 57060381, certificate # 7004387, PAL required 

200b Prohib 12-6 handgun CZ model Z, 6.35 Eight shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 63mm [Blued finish. Fixed slide 
sight. Branded checkered bakelite grips. Includes one detachable magazine. Grips are broken. Some parts missing 
including, but not limited to firing pin. Scratches along length of slide and other use, handling and storage marks. 
Buy as parts or project.] serial # Z557672, certificate # 7004389, PAL required 

200c Prohib 12-6 handgun Walther model PP, 7.65 Eight shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 98mm [Blued finish. Fixed 
front and rear sights. Checkered branded plastic grips. Includes two detachable magazines. One with finger rest 
stamped 113 and one without finger rest stamped 298. Factory target with serial number 434110. Original 
owner's manual and plastic case. Mechanically appears near excellent. Matching serial number on frame and 
slide, frame also stamped 786 at bottom front of grip. Gouge or melting near front of thumb rest area of left grip. 
Very minor pitting and other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 434010, certificate # 7004385, PAL 
required 

200d Prohib 12-6 handgun FN Browning model 1910, 7.65 Seven shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 88mm [Blued 
finish. Fixed front and rear sights. Checkered branded plastic grips. Includes two detachable magazines, both with 
finger rest and fitted Styrofoam box. Matching serial number on frame, slide and barrel. Other markings include 
"NP" on back of frame, "78H46170" on front strap. Mechanically appears near excellent and likely had very little 
use with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 535879, certificate # 7004390, PAL required 

200e Prohib 12-6 handgun Smith & Wesson model 10-8, .38 S&W Special Six shot double action revolver, w/ bbl length 
104mm [Blued finish with fixed sights. Branded checkered wooden grips. Mechanically appears near excellent. 
Needs cleaning. Only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 5D49592, PAL required 

200f Prohib 12-6 handgun Hopkins & Allen model XL Double Action, .32 cal Five shot double action revolver, w/ bbl 
length 57mm [Plated finish, presumably nickel. Fixed sights. Checkered wooden grips. Mechanically in better than 
average condition, indexing seems reliable. Plating seems intact but has tarnished finish and cursory rubbing does 
not seem to fix or effect finish. Use, handling and storage marks] serial # 9565, certificate # 19819103, PAL 
required 

200g Prohib 12-6 pistol Browning model Baby Browning, 6.35 mm semi automatic, w/ bbl length 55mm [High polish 
chrome slide. Satin alloy frame. Mother-of-pearl like plastic grips. Includes one detachable magazine, original 



cardboard box and manual. Mechanically appears near excellent and shows little signs of use. Very minor use, 
handling and storage marks.] serial # 342110, PAL required 

200h Prohib 12-6 handgun Colt model Cobra, .38 Spcl. Six shots double action revolver, w/ bbl length 51mm [Blued 
barrel. Fixed sights. Black alloy frame. Branded checkered wooden grips. Mechanically appears to function well. 
Bluing worn in use and handling areas and other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 211041LW, PAL 
required 

200j Prohib 12-6 handgun Luger ERFURT model P08, 9mm Luger semi automatic, w/ bbl length 100mm [Blued barrel 
and receiver. Fixed sights. Checkered wooden grips. Includes one detachable magazine with no serial number. 
Matching serial number found in several locations including frame, barrel, side plates, extractor, toggle and more. 
No matching non matching serial number noted. See photos for other proof marks. Mechanically and 
aesthetically appears near excellent. Only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 3118, PAL required 

201 Japanese unopened "Spam Can" of military 7.62X39 ammunition, 720 rounds 

201a Reproduction wooden stock for to fit Luger P08 and two Luger magazines, one newer made in Germany by Erma 
and one vintage with serial number 4881, note was with lot 200j 

202 Japanese unopened "Spam Can" of military 7.62X39 ammunition, 720 rounds 

203 Japanese unopened "Spam Can" of military 7.62X39 ammunition, 720 rounds 

204 Japanese unopened "Spam Can" of military 7.62X39 ammunition, 720 rounds 

205 Japanese unopened "Spam Can" of military 7.62X39 ammunition, 720 rounds 

206 Japanese unopened "Spam Can" of military 7.62X39 ammunition, 720 rounds 

207 Japanese unopened "Spam Can" of military 7.62X39 ammunition, 720 rounds 

208 Bag containing 27 boxes of 20 count 7.62X39 steel core rounds, 540 rounds in total 

209 Bag containing 27 boxes of 20 count 7.62X39 steel core rounds, 540 rounds in total 

210 Bag containing 27 boxes of 20 count 7.62X39 steel core rounds, 540 rounds in total 

211 Selection of 7.62X39 steel core ammunition including 29 brown paper wrapped 20 round pouches and 52 loose 
rounds, 632 rounds in total 

212 Box containing 500 count of loose 7.62X39 steel core ammunition and a bag containing 38 rounds of 7.62X39 plus 
a box of 20 rounds of 7.62X39 steel core, 608 rounds in total 

213 Yellow plastic tote containing a  selection of spent rifle brass including 94 count of 25-06 ( 42 of which contain 
primers) 140 count of unprimed 7mm-08 cases, bag containing 87 count of  ( 67 of which are primed) of 30-30, 
bag containing 87 count of unprimed and 96 primed cases of .270 cal plus a 40 count bag of 130 grain boat tail 
.277 and a 92 count bag of 140 grain .277 

214 Selection of Lee Pro 1000 loading equipment including bullet press, four 3-Hole quick change turrets part no. 
90497, one Auto Disk powder measure part no. 90678, one Lee Progressive shell plate carrier for calibers .223, 
.222 and .380 auto. plus seven count of feeder tubes 

215 Selection of Lee Pro 1000 loading equipment including loading press, four 3-hole quick change turrets part no. 
90497, three shell plate carriers including No. 19 part no. 90683 for 9mm, 40 S&W, .38 Super and .41 AE, No. 11 
part no. 90650 for .44 Spl, .44 Mag. and .45 Colt  and No. 1 part no. 90644 for .38 Spl., .357 Mag etc. plus four 
tubes 

216 Mec Super 600 shotgun loading press with primer dispenser and a Black & Decker drill press stand support 

217 Selection of SKS accessories including Strikeforce six position adjustable side folding stock with cheek rest and 
Scorpion recoil system, three assorted pinned magazine, and original bag with SKS scope mounts and a small bag 
marked ".270 gun sights" 



218 Selection of firearms related accessories and ammo. including 159 rounds of .22 WMR, 12 live rounds of .410   2 
3/4" and 14 count empty casings, a Remington Youth rifle stock for a 7mm-08, assorted webbed belts, holsters 
and slings etc. 

219 Selection of firearms related items including handmade black powder pouch, bag with three antler black powder 
measures, 7 flints, pair of faux replica dueling pistols and four soft rifle cases 

220 Hand made green wool native style pull-over, two hatchet heads and eight wooden hatchet handles 

221 Bushnell Deep Space series 525X boxed telescope, appears to be complete 

222 Large selection on sew-on patches, all appear to be Canadian and American police patches plus selection of police 
buttons and a pair of Redhead small binoculars in pouch 

223 Selection of firearms and related accessories including a Daisy model 1700 Co2 BB pistol, three folding knives, 
orange plastic ammo. box, leather knife sheaths, an assortment of pistol bore snakes, a Barska set of small 
binoculars in webbed case, gun locks etc. 

224 Bushmaster  Spotter 206060 spotting scope with tri-pod, nylon carrying case and original box and a set of small 
10X25 binoculars and a bear claw knife in sheath 

225 Three vintage wood  framed Philip Russell Goodwin prints including "The Surprise Party", " Call of the Wild" and 
"Time for Action" 

226 Vintage insulated metal ammunition box containing approximately 220 round of .30-06 cal  military ammo., 
possibly reloads 

227 Vintage military pressed steel First Aid box containing an assortment of handgun ammunition including 94 count 
of .38 Spl., 38 count of .357 Mag., 22 count of . 435 Colt and 13 count of .22 cal, 10 count of .44 Mag. 240 gr. in a 
box and a box of 20 count of Hornady .45 Colt 225 gr. FTX 

228 Selection of vintage military ammunition including box containing 20 count of 7.62mm ball, 20 count box of 
Interarms .75mm Swiss, a 20 count box of Imperial .303 Brit, 180 grain, a 20 count Remington box containing only 
13 rounds of 22-250, 55 grain PTD soft PT, plus an assortment of loose rounds including rubber ammo. pouch 
containing 11 count of .303 Brit, some are reloads, 5 count of .30 cal Army rounds, possibly reloads, 6 count of 
.30-40 Krag possibly some reloads, 6 count of .308 Win reloads, plus a small plastic tray with 13 count of assorted 
rounds, a bag with 8 count of assorted brass plus a metal ammunition crate 

229 Selection of  shotgun ammunition including 20 count box of Supreme 12 ga. 2 3/4" no. 4, two 20 count boxes of 
Supreme 12 ga. 2 3/4" no. 5, two 20 count boxes of Apollo 12 ga.  3/4" no. 4, a mixed Apollo box containing 12 
ga. 2 3/4" various numbers including 7 count of no. 4, 10 count of no.5 and a 3 count of no. 6, five loose 12 ga. 2 
3/4" ( includes 3 count of no. 4 and 2 count of no. 6) plus a Imperial 25 count box of 16 ga. 2 3/4" no. 2 

230 Selection of vintage fishing and hunting items including a Peetz Tackle Ltd wood fishing reel, a small Mora hunting 
knife with sheath, an aluminum animal call and three hunting vests including GWG 

231 Pair of antique Enfield bayonets 

232 Five leather hand gun holsters including shoulder holsters, Safariland, Boyt etc. a Royal Winnipegs "Little   Black 
Devils- 38th Canadian Brigade" belt buck with black leather, a soft hand gun case and two vintage leather ammo. 
pouches 

233 Selection of long gun ammunition reloads including 56 rounds of .270 Win, 106 round of .30-30, 46 rounds of .30-
06, 50 rounds of .308 Win, 74 rounds of .303 Brit, 11 rounds of .300 Win mag and 15 round of .762X39 

234 Approximately 250 round of .38 Super reloads, approximately 30 round of .38 short reloads and 23 rounds of .30 
carbine reloads 

235 525 count box containing approximately 450 round of .22 long 36 grain factory ammunition and 167 round of  
.223 reloads 



236 Selection of vintage ammunition boxes including vintage 50 count  factory box of  .38 S&W 145 grain, appears 
full. Vintage factory box containing 12 round of original  .38 S&W special rounds. A vintage Winchester  9mm 
Parabellum box containing 11 rounds of sub-machine gun ammo. A vintage 10 count box containing 9 rounds of 
Kynoch 9mm Mauser cartridges 245 grain, plus two UZI magazine converted for use with 9mm AR15, both pinned 
to 10. Two French 5 rounds Berthier En-Bloc clips and four military dummy rounds 

237 Wooden ammunition crate containing with a selection of factory and reloaded shotgun ammunition including 
226 rounds of 12 gauges of various sizes, 30 round of 20 gauge of various sizes, and two 16 gauge no. 4 

238 Four new in box Super Plug Rust Inhibitors, plus three new in package Inhibitor 380 cleaner and cloth 

239 Five new in package Firebird 5pk magnetic target holders, two new in package MFT Battlelink commercial bugger 
tubes, one tan and one black coloured, four new in package Snap-In Tru Flare triple head launchers model 06, a 
new in package set of hearing protection and three trigger locks with keys 

240 Large selection of various sized Butler Creek flip open scope covers, various sizes 

241 Non-Restricted rifle Husqvarna model 46, 9.3X57 bolt action, w/ bbl length 25" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed 
front and rear sights. Sporter style hardwood stock with branded plastic butt plate. Fitted with sling rings. 
Threaded receiver for optic mount. Bluing worn in use and handling areas. Mechanically appears to function 
reasonably well with use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 20221, PAL required 

242 Antique shotgun H. Spencer model Percussion, 20 ga (?) single Shot muzzle loader, w/ bbl length 31 1/2" [Choked 
markings include (NONE SEEN), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (.5865), muzzle diameter (.596)] 
[Blued part round, part octagonal barrel, single bead sight. Hardwood stock with  metal butt plate. Checkered 
grip. No ram rod. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Non original hammer attaching screw and 
washer. Marked H. Spencer & Co. Inlaid accent metal next to nipple, possibly brass or bronze. Ram rod rings 
missing from barrel. Most bluing worn leaving gray patina with some surface pitting. Old cracks on stock 
predominately on right side, no pieces missing. Other use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial 
# NIL, No PAL required 

243 Antique rifle Springfield model US Model 1873, .45-70 cal Single Shot Trap door, w/ bbl length 32 5/8" [Blued 
barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Full length military stock. Missing front band and cap. 
Action and trigger appear to function reasonably well. Dummy round did not go into chamber however, we 
presume it is .45-70 cal and the internal corrosion is preventing cartridge from seating. Marking include "US 
MODEL 1873" on breech block, 'US SPRINGFIELD" with eagle logo on lock, "VP" on barrel etc. Most bluing worn 
leaving gray patina and some pitting. Some cracks in stock, no pieces missing. Stock appears to be re-varnished 
with use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 224285, No PAL required 

244 Non-Restricted rifle Ross Rifle model 1905, Not confirmed bolt action, w/ bbl length 26" [Blued barrel and 
receiver. Fixed front and rear sights. Sporterized stock with no butt plate. Checkered semi pistol and fore grip. 
Fitted with leather sling. Re-barreled with barrel marked 'BERNH. MULLER, ZURICH", ' ST. M.G N 10 GR" . 
Unconfirmed caliber possibly 7X57mm. Action appears to cycle reasonably well. Some deeper nicks and gouges in 
wood. Other use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # NIL, PAL required 

245 Antique Spencer (Burnside Co) model 1865 Repeating Rifle, 56-50 Missing Mag Tube w/ bbl length 32 1/2" serial 
# 29049, 

246 Non-Restricted rifle Mossberg model 35A, 22LR single Shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 26" [Blued finish. Fixed front 
sight. No rear sight. Smooth wooden stock with fixed riser. Metal butt plate with 7/8" thick shop made stock 
extension. Stock accessory attachment plate missing and replaced with shop made metal cover using original 
factory holes. Original rear peep sight is missing. Fitted with optic mount on left side of receiver. Action cycles 
albeit a bit stiff. Trigger appears to function well. Safety can drop firing pin when selected from safe to fire. Use 
handling and storage marks on wood and metal including some deeper gouges on stock.] serial # NIL, PAL 
required 

247 Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1894, .32 W.S lever action, w/ bbl length 26" [Blued barrel, receiver and 
full length tube. Fixed front sight, original barrel mount sight missing and fitted with peep milled into breech bolt. 



Smooth straight wooden stock and curved metal butt plate. Action and trigger function reasonably well. In need 
of good cleaning. Most bluing worn leaving gray patina with some pitting. Stock and forend have some deep 
gouges and slivers of wood missing. Other use,  handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 602232, 
PAL required 

248 Non-Restricted rifle Mauser model Gew 88, unknown bolt action, w/ bbl length 23" [Blued barrel and receiver. 
Fixed front and adjustable rear sights plus flip up peep sight fitted to upper tang. Semi deluxe hardwood stock 
with fixed riser and metal butt plate with hinged compartment under stock to house additional stripper clip. 
Decorative metal works includes engraved scroll on receiver, trigger guard, mag well etc. plus 14kt gold (tested) 
crown and cartouche on on under side of mag well door etc. Other markings including 2.75 g G.B.P. and 6153 on 
left side of receiver. Serial number found on under side of receiver, internal components, butt plate and bolt etc. 
Mechanically appears to be better than expected including operation of bolt, set trigger, safety, open and close 
operation of flip up peep sight, ammo. storage door and magazine door etc. Bluing worn in use and handling 
areas, some nicks to stock including chips in front of trigger guard mag well. Small crack on left side of forend and 
other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 21462, PAL required 

249 Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1894, 38-55 lever action, w/ bbl length 26" [Blued barrel, receiver and full 
length tube. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth straight wooden stock with curved metal butt plate. 
Action and trigger appear to function reasonably well. In need of a good cleaning. Bluing worn in use and 
handling areas leaving plum brown patina. Upper tang has drilled hole presumably from once fitted peep sight. 
Some deeper nicks and gouges to stock and other use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 
170688, PAL required 

250a Restricted Webley model Mark VI, 455 Webley 6 Shot w/ bbl length 152mm serial # 1409, FRT # 70488-5 

250b Restricted Colt model New Service, 44 Colt 6 Shot w/ bbl length 140mm serial # 640, FRT # 17530-62 

250c Restricted handgun Smith & Wesson model M686-1, .357 Mag six shot double action revolver, w/ bbl length 
152mm [Stainless steel. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Fitted with soft touch Pachmayr grips. Includes 
original checkered wooden grips and cardboard box. Mechanically appears near excellent with minor use, 
handling and storage marks.] serial # AUY3015, certificate # 2910601, FRT # 21958-4 PAL required 

250d Restricted handgun CZ model 75B, 9mm Luger ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 114mm [Urban grey finish. 
Three dot fixed sights. Fitted with Hogue wrap around rubber grips. Includes original plastic checkered grips, two 
magazine, loader and foam line hard case. Mechanically appears near excellent. Use, handling and storage 
marks.] serial # A145910, certificate # 10928192, FRT # 17901-14 PAL required 

250e Restricted handgun Browning model Buck Mark, 22LR ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 140mm [Satin black 
bull barrel and slide, grey alloy receiver. Fitted with Browning red dot optic, working at time of cataloguing. Also 
includes original fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Soft touch rubber grips. Includes one detachable magazine 
and fitted plastic case. Mechanically appears near excellent. Use and holster wear to black satin finish and other 
use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 515ZZ14331, certificate # 15663197, FRT # 39598-2 PAL required 

250f Restricted handgun Cimarron model Type II Richards Convtbl., .38 Spl. six shot single action, w/ bbl length 
203mm [Blued barrel, cylinder, back strap and trigger guard. Case hardened frame and hammer. Includes original 
box and ephemera. Mechanically appears near excellent and likely had very little if any use. Minor use, handling 
and storage marks.] serial # X17419, certificate # 16916506, FRT # 127946-5 PAL required 

250g Restricted handgun CZ model 75 Kadet, 22LR ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 118mm [Blued finish with 
fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Checkered plastic grips. Includes one detachable magazine. Mechanically 
appears near excellent and likely only had light use. Minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # A391711, 
certificate # A391711, FRT # 25311-5 PAL required 

250h Restricted handgun Browning model Inglis MK I*, 9mm Luger ten Shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 118mm 
[Satin battle style finish. Fixed front and rear sights. Checkered plastic grips. Fitted with lanyard ring. Includes one 
detachable magazine. Matching serial number on frame, slide and barrel. Other markings including MK.I*, 
BROWNING-F.N.9MM HP INGLIS, CANADA on left side of slide. Slight remnant of original Canada decal on front 



strap. Date of manufacturer is  June 1945. Mechanically appears near excellent. Minor use, handling and storage 
marks.] serial # 6T2781, certificate # 15075540, FRT # 31221-1 PAL required 

250j Restricted handgun Colt model Match Target, 22LR ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 155mm [Blued finish 
with fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Checkered wooden grips with right strong hand thumb rest. Includes 
one detachable magazine. Date of manufacture purportedly March 1963. Mechanically appears near excellent. 
Minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 201647S, certificate # 13540071, FRT # 146119-2 PAL required 

250k Restricted handgun Colt model The Woodsman, .22LR ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 170mm [Blued 
finish. Fixed front and rear sights. Branded checkered plastic grips. Includes one magazine. Mechanically appears 
to function well. Bluing worn in use and handling areas including holster wear. Some surface pitting on metal on 
right side of barrel. Other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 186049, certificate # 12896705, FRT # 
146119-2 PAL required 

251 Non-Restricted shotgun Winchester model 1897, 12Ga pump action, w/ bbl length 20" [Choked markings include 
(FULL), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (.7305), muzzle diameter (.729)] [Blued barrel and receiver. 
Single bead sight. Smooth wooden stock with checkered plastic butt plate, appears to be replaced. Corn cob 
forend. Approximately 50% of bluing worn with some minor pitting. Small nicks and cracks in wood and forend. 
Other use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # E560621, PAL required 

252 Antique rifle Vetterli model 1871, 41 Swiss RF bolt action, w/ bbl length 33" [Blued finish with fixed front and 
adjustable rear sights. Full wood stock with metal butt plate. Matching serial number on receiver, barrel, mag 
base etc. Non-matching serial number on bolt 43973. Other markings include proof stamps on stock and forend 
etc. Rear sling mount center band and cleaning rod missing. Action and trigger function reasonably well. Firing pin 
falls intermittently when closing bolt. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 96615, PAL 
required 

253 Non-Restricted shotgun Browning (Japan) model Auto 5, 12Ga, 2 3/4" semi automatic, w/ bbl length 30" [Choked 
markings include (MOD.), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (.7265), muzzle diameter (.6955)] [Blued 
ribbed barrel and receiver. Hardwood stock with Upland Game recoil pad. Checkered semi pistol grip and forend. 
Fitted with sling rings. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. One inch section of barrel rib missing 
near muzzle. Marked 'MADE IN JAPAN' on barrel. Bluing worn in use and handling areas and other use, handling 
and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 467625, PAL required 

254 Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1907, . 351 cal semi automatic, w/ bbl length 20" [Blued barrel and 
receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth stock with branded butt plate. Includes one detachable 
magazine and leather muzzle cover. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well.  Bluing worn in use and 
handling areas leaving gray plum patina. Old cracks in stock and forend. Finger nail size sliver of forend missing 
plus other use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 23145, PAL required 

255 Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield model No 5 MK 1 ROF (F) Jungle, .303 Brit. ten shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 20 
1/2" [Blue barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Original carbine stock with recoil pad. 
Includes one detachable magazine and green webbed sling. Markings include BNP on barrel and receiver. Date 
stamp 9/45 on left side of receiver etc. Mechanically appears near excellent with minor use, handling and storage 
marks on wood and metal. Recevier & Bolt have matching number R5229. No number on stock, mag, etc.] serial # 
R5229, PAL required 

256 Non-Restricted rifle Danzig Mauser model 71 84, .43 Mauser bolt action, w/ bbl length 23" [Blued barrel and 
receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sight; much of which is missing. Smooth wooden stock with metal butt 
plate. Matching serial number on receiver and barrel. Repairs made to front sight blade and bolt handle. Action 
cycles but has some parts missing including but not limited to; magazine plug, single shot/repeater selector 
mechanism etc. Loading gate stuck in lower position. Old cracks, repairs and dings in wood. Other marks on wood 
and metal, buy as project or parts gun.] serial # 6671, PAL required 

257 Non-Restricted rifle Remington model P17, .30-06 bolt action, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed 
front, no rear sight. Fitted with Universal 4X32 scope. Sporterized wooden stock with aluminum butt plate. Fitted 
with non-original sling ring and leather sling. Marked NOT ENGLISH MAKE, logo with crown and BM on left side of 



receiver. Other markings include .30/06 NITRO PROOF  etc. on barrel, BM logo on bolt but no serial number seen 
etc. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Bluing worn in use and handling areas. Two drilled and 
tapped holes on right side of receiver with corresponding notch removed on stock, presumably from once 
attached rear peep sight. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.  ] serial # NIL, PAL required 

258 Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 94 USA Bi-centenniel 75, 30-30 Win. lever action, w/ bbl length 20" [Blued 
barrel and full length tube. Fixed front and adjustable rear sight. Silver finished engraved receiver. USA 
commemorative medallion inset on right side of stock. Includes cardboard wrap and shipper but no foam box. 
Likely unfired. No storage damage seen on barrel, upper tang has some rust as does butt plate from poor storage, 
see photos.] serial # USA17813, PAL required 

259 Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1894 Sioux Carbine, 30-30 Win. lever action, w/ bbl length 20" [Blued 
barrel and full length tube. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Gold toned engraved receiver plus lever and 
other accents including lever and medallion. Includes leather hanging tag plus fringed leather scabbard. Likely 
unfired. Has some surface pitting due to poor storage, see photos. Other minor handling marks.] serial # 
SU09092, PAL required 

260 Non-Restricted air rifle Daisy model 953 Powerline, .177 Cal / 4.5mm single shot pump action, w/ bbl length 22" 
[Black finish. Fixed fiber optic front sight and adjustable rear peep sight. Black polymer stock. Non-original recoil 
pad glued to butt plate. Includes five projectile holders including one single and four 5 round. Mechanically 
appears to function. Use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 6060, PAL required 

261 Non-Restricted rifle Chiappa model Little Badger, 22LR single shot hinge break, w/ bbl length 16 3/4" [Blued style 
finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Skeleton with clips for 12 cartridges. Picatinny rails for optional 
attachments. Designed as folding survival or backpacking rifle. Includes soft case. Stock is wrapped with survival 
cord. Mechanically appears to function well. It has clearly seen use. Other use, handling and storage marks.] 
serial # 13L26336, PAL required 

262 Non-Restricted rifle Savage model M25, 22 Hornet bolt action, w/ bbl length 24" [Satin black finish. No fixed 
sights. Fitted with scope bases. Black polymer stock with recoil pad. Both sling mounts removed. Includes one 
detachable magazine. Mechanically appears to function well and likely had only light use. Only minor use, 
handling and storage marks.] serial # H620871, PAL required 

263 Non-Restricted rifle Marlin model 94, 44-40 lever action, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued barrel, receiver and full length 
tube. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden stock with metal butt plate. Mechanically 
appears to function reasonably well. Rear sight presumed replaced or re-blued. Two line address on barrel. One 
screw missing on top of receiver. Almost all bluing worn leaving gray patina. Some cracks in stock. Use, handling 
and storage marks on wood and metal including some chips and nicks.] serial # D7932, PAL required 

264 Non-Restricted shotgun Mossberg model 200K-A, 12Ga 2 3/4" pump action, w/ bbl length 26 1/2" [Choked 
markings include (NOT APPLICABLE), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (.732), muzzle diameter (Screw 
adjustable)] [Blued barrel and receiver. Front bead and rear riser sight. Smooth wooden stock with recoil pad. 
Plastic forend. Includes one detachable magazine. Mechanically appears near excellent and doesn't appear to 
have had a lot of use. Fitted with C-Lect-Choke adjustable choke system. Bluing slightly worn in use and handling 
areas and where forend slights. Other use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # NIL, PAL 
required 

265 Non-Restricted rifle Mossberg model 320B, 22 S-L-LR Single Shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued barrel and 
receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Fitted with Mossberg S330 Micro-adjustable rear peep sight. 
Smooth wooden stock with branded plastic butt plate. Fitted with sling rings. Mechanically appears near 
excellent. Likely had only light use.   Storage and handling marks including scrape on butt plates, minor dings and 
gouges plus other use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # NIL, PAL required 

266 Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield model No 5 MK 1 ROF (F), .303 Brit. Ten shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 20 1/2" 
[Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Original Jungle carbine wooden stock with 
recoil pad. Includes one detachable magazine. Matching serial number on receiver, bolt, magazine and stock. 



Other markings include 9/46 date inscribed on receiver etc. Mechanically appears near excellent with use, 
handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # X3843, PAL required 

267 Non-Restricted shotgun Norinco/Emei model M97, 12Ga 2 3/4" pump action, w/ bbl length 20" [Choked markings 
include (Not Applicable), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (.7235), muzzle diameter (Threaded)] [Blued 
barrel and receiver. Single bead sight. Smooth wooden grip with recoil pad. Corn cob forend. Includes one screw 
in choke. Mechanically appears to function well and appears to have had only light use. Minor use, handling and 
storage marks.] serial # E120284, PAL required 

268 Non-Restricted rifle Remington model Egyptian Rolling Block, 43 Egyptian Single Shot rolling block, w/ bbl length 
35" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Full length military stock with metal butt 
plate. Fitted with sling rings and includes cleaning rod. Rear sight elevation stop missing. Interesting Egyptian 
markings on barrel and receiver. Other markings include name and patents on upper tang etc. Mechanically 
appears to function reasonably well. Top of butt plate worn through to wood, slivers of stock are missing. Age 
appropriate cracks, nicks and gouges on wood and metal.] serial # NIL, PAL required 

268a Set of three C-H tool and die reloading dies 11.43X50R Egyptian and approximately 23 new or as new unprimed 
cases stamped 50-90 Sharps 

269 Non-Restricted rifle Remington model Rolling Block, 50-70 Single Shot rolling block, w/ bbl length 29 1/2" [Blued 
barrel and receiver. Fixed front and three position flip-up rear sight. Smooth wooden stock and forend. Metal 
butt plate. Fitted with sling rings. Matching serial number on receiver, barrel, butt plate, stock and trigger guard. 
Other markings including "1870" on receiver and right side of stock, upper case "H" on receiver and barrel etc. 
Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Golf pencil sized sliver cracked off right side of forend, 
reinstalled with pins. Most bluing worn leaving brown gray patina and some pitting with other use, handling and 
storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # 461, PAL required 

269a Lyman three dies set, item no. 7660121 50-70 Govt' and approximately 75 appear new unprimed cases 

270 Non-Restricted shotgun Mossberg model 835, 12Ga 2 3/4" 3" 3 1/2" pump action, w/ bbl length 28" & 24" 
[Choked markings include (28" N/A,  24" None Seen), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (28" Not 
available,   24" .7265), muzzle diameter (28" threaded,      24" .727)] [Blued ribbed barrel with two bead sight, 
black alloy receiver, Boyds' custom laminated stock and forend. Barrel marked 'MODEL 835 "ULTI-MAG" NOT FOR 
USE WITH SLUGS', THREADED FOR ACCU-MAG CHOKE" and includes one screw in choke ( size not confirmed). 
Includes second 24" rifled bore SLUGSTER barrel chambered for 2 3/4" - 3" shells and original stock and forend.  
Mechanically appears excellent and likely has only had minor use, with minor use handling marks on wood and 
metal.] serial # UM903079, PAL required 

271 Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 94 (Little Big Horn), 44-40 lever action, w/ bbl length 20" [Blued barrel and 
full length tube. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Gold tone receiver, butt plate and barrel bands. Smooth 
stock inset with LBH medallion and branded crossed swords. Includes Styrofoam box and cardboard wrap. Likely 
unfired. Only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # LBH01478, PAL required 

272 No Pal Req. Air rifle Slavia model 624, .177 cal Single Shot hinge break, w/ bbl length 16" [Blued finish with fixed 
front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden stock. Mechanically appears to function with use, 
handing and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # 272927, No PAL required 

273 Non-Restricted shotgun Bear Arms model AS46, 12Ga. 3" pump action, w/ bbl length 18.7" [Black barrel and 
receiver. Full flat top rail with adjustable front and rear sights. Extending polymer stock with recoil pad and room 
for four extra rounds. Fitted with flash hider and includes three screw in chokes, ten round magazine, original box 
and manual. Appears new in box.] serial # 22CA00555, PAL required 

274 Non-Restricted shotgun Bear Arms model AS46, 12Ga. 3" pump action, w/ bbl length 18.7" [Burnished gold barrel 
and receiver. Full flat top rail with adjustable front and rear sights. Extending polymer stock with recoil pad and 
room for four extra rounds. Fitted with flash hider and includes three screw in chokes, ten round magazine, 
original box and manual. Appears new in box.] serial # 22CA00721, PAL required 

281 Four vintage wooden military ammunition boxes 



282 Jungle carbine bayonet with sheath made by Wind Ass in India 

283 Selection of miscellaneous firearms items including a box of containing 6 Weaver aluminum scope base pairs for 
Ruger 10/22, a new in package Chronography Skyscreen cord, a Ammomaster Chrono Diffuser Replacement, a 
new in package RCBS brass reamer, RCBS primer pocket brush sized small, RCBS decapping pins size large, two 
webbed pouches and an assortment of plastic ammo. bins 

284 Two new Caldwell Shooting Supplies AR Transporter soft cases each with foam lining 

285 APA Innovations Inc. right hand compound bow with camo. finish, marked "Copperhead Weight : 50, Draw: 23.5, 
30.5", String: 88 1/4", Cables: 33 7/8", Serial No: 7214, fitted with Fuse sight system, Fuse quiver and includes 
eight arrows 

286 Hoyt right hand compound bow with camo. finish marked SN 1143591, WT 60-70, DL 29.1, PN 919298, STR 54.25, 
BC 32.75, CC 37.00 and includes selection of arrows with hunting tips 

287 Smooth bore 25" shotgun barrel with fixed full choke marked Remington 28 gauge 2 3/4", serial no. 4020723 

288 Smooth bore 30" shotgun barrel marked Winchester, Ranger, Model 120 12 gauge 2 3/4"-3" and includes one 
screw in full choke 

289 Winchester Model 52 soft cover reference guide by Herbert G. Houze 

290 Nine full 25 count boxes of Remington Nitro-Steel 10 gauge 3 1/2" BB shot 

291 Four full 25 count boxes of Federal Waterfowl Load 10 gauge 3 1/2" BB shot, two full 25 count boxes of 
Remington HyperSonic 10 gauge 3 1/2" No. 2, six full 5 count boxes of Federal Magnum Rifle Slug 10 gauge 3 1/2" 
and three full 5 count boxes of Federal Premium Magnum 18 pellet 00 Buck, 10 gauge 3 1/2" 

292 Ten full 25 count boxes of Remington Sportsman 10 gauge 3 1/2" BB shot 

293 Yellow plastic ammo. box containing 20 count of 7mm-08, 44 grain, one  50 count bag of 7mm-08 unprimed brass 
and a 40 count bag of 7mm-08 unprimed brass, two full 100 count yellow ammo. boxes of Speer 7mm 115 grain 
HP and a yellow ammo. box containing 65 count of 115 grain HP 

294 Selection of .22 Hornet ammunition including approximately 300 round of reloads, plus a selection of bullets 
including  19 count of 45 grain, a near full 100 count box of 30 grain plus new in package snap caps and a small 
amount of brass 

295 Selection of rifle ammunition including green ammo. box with 50 count of .308 Win and a bag containing 20 
count of .308 Win, a green ammo. box containing 41 count .22-250 and a bag containing 15 count of .22-250, 
green plastic ammo. box containing 74 count of .222 Rem, a green ammo. box containing 24 count of .17 Rem 
plus four 10 count ammo. strip of spent .308 brass 

296 Red ammo. box containing 20 count of .308 Norman Mag., a bag containing 8 count of .308 Norma Mag., two 20 
count boxes of spent .308 Norma brass plus eight loose brass 

297 Twenty eight 20 count boxes of .308 spent brass, four gun cleaning kits, two weighted gun supports, assorted 
cleaning supplies and a soft gun case 

298 Six full 20 count boxes of Federal 7mm-08 140 grain Nosler Partition ammo. 

299 C.I.L. Imperial Magnum wooden crate and contents including new in package scope flip caps and three Leupold 
lens shades including two in packages 

300a Prohib 12-4 rifle Steyr model Aug, 5.56 cal five semi automatic, w/ bbl length 20 1/2" [Black finished barrel. Green 
polymer stock. Integral optics. Includes one detachable magazine. Fitted with flash hider. Mechanically appears 
to function well. Use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 906SA087, PAL required 

300b Prohib 12-4 pistol Ingram model M10A1, .45 ACP ten round semi automatic, w/ bbl length 140mm [Satin finish. 
Integral sights. Includes one detachable magazine pinned to ten rounds. Fitted with faux silencer. Marked 
"M10A1 CAL. 9MM .45 ACP, MILITARY ARMAMENT CORP., STEPHENVILLE TX USA" on right side of receiver. 



Mechanically appears to function well and only has minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # S91077840, 
PAL required 

300c Prohib 12-4 pistol Uzi model 45, .45 ACP Ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 110mm [Black finish. Adjustable 
sights. Includes one detachable magazine pinned to ten rounds. Mechanically appears to function well with only 
minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # UP53506, PAL required 

301 Non-Restricted shotgun CZ model Huglu, 12Ga 2 3/4" hinge break, w/ bbl length 28" [Choked markings include 
(Not applicable), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (Top .7305,  Bottom .7285), muzzle diameter 
(Threaded)] [Blued ribbed barrels and receiver . Single bead sight. Hardwood stock with recoil pad. Checkered 
semi pistol grip and forend. Fitted with sling mounts. Includes two screw in chokes, one with four notches and 
one with three. Includes original box. Mechanically appears near excellent and likely only had very little use with 
only minor use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # 10S3382, PAL required 

302 Non-Restricted rifle Henry model Big Boy, 45 Colt lever action, w/ bbl length 20" [Blued octagonal barrel and full 
length tube. Polished brass receiver. Smooth walnut stock with brass butt plate. Includes original box and 
manual.  Likely only test fired with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # BB0032433C, PAL 
required 

303 Non-Restricted rifle Henry model Big Boy, 30/30 Win. lever action, w/ bbl length 20" [Blued octagonal barrel and 
full length tube. Polished brass receiver. Smooth walnut stock with brass butt plate. Includes original box and 
manual.  Likely only test fired with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # TTB006371, PAL required 

304 Non-Restricted rifle Lyman model Mustang Breakaway, 209 Magnum, .50 Cal Single Shot hinge break muzzle 
loader, w/ bbl length 26" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights with fiber optic inserts. 
Fitted with Leupold Ultimateslam 2-7X 33mm scope, serial no. 134060U. Deluxe hardwood stock with recoil pad. 
Checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Includes camouflage padded sling and brass tipped ramrod. Mechanically 
appears near excellent. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # A565082, PAL required 

305 Non-Restricted rifle Ross Rifle model Training Rifle, 22RF Single Shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 21 1/2" [Blued 
barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear peep sight. Full length military style stock with metal butt 
plate. Fitted with sling rings. Serial number stamped on stock under semi pistol grip. Several other markings on 
stock include circular cartouche with D4C Quebec, 933/1914 DP, 6 FIELD. C.C, etc. see photos. Mechanically 
appears to function reasonably well. Needs repair or replaced rear sight set screw. Most bluing intact, worn in 
use and handling areas. Other use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # C537, PAL required 

306 Non-Restricted rifle Ross Rifle model M10, .303 Brit. bolt action, w/ bbl length 26" [Blued barrel and receiver. 
Fixed front and adjustable rear barrel mounted sight. No receiver mounted sight. Sporter style barrel and metal 
butt plate. Markings include D 6250 on left side of receiver, presumed to be serial number, ROSS RIFLE CO. 
CANADA M/10 PATENTED on top of receiver, 17864, MADE IN CANADA, .303 ROSS, R and DCP stamp on barrel 
etc. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well including wear in use and handling areas. Other use and 
handling areas on wood and metal.] serial # 6250, PAL required 

307 Non-Restricted rifle Ross Rifle model M1910, .303 Brit. bolt action, w/ bbl length 22" [Blued barrel and receiver. 
Fixed front and three position flip up rear sight. Sporterized stock with metal butt plate. Markings include 'ROSS 
RIFLE CO. CANADA M-1910 PATENTED  on top of receiver, MADE IN CANADA, 10905, .303 ROSS, E and DPC with 
cross swords stamp etc. on barrel. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Bluing worn in use and 
handling areas leaving plum gray patina. Checkered semi pistol and fore grip. Fitted with sling rings. Use, handling 
and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 10905, PAL required 

308 Non-Restricted rifle Ross Rifle model M10, 280 Ross bolt action, w/ bbl length 28" [Blued barrel and receiver. 
Fixed front sight, flip up barrel mounted rear sight and micrometer adjustable receiver mounted peep sight. 
Sporter style stock with checkered metal butt plate. Checkered semi pistol and fore grip. Fitted with front sling 
ring only. Markings include ROSS RIFLE CO. CANADA M-10 PATENTED and crown over V on receiver, 280 ROSS, 
PROVED 28 TONS, MADE IN CANADA 66612 16219, CORDITE 46 1/2-160 MAX plus assorted proof marks on barrel 
etc. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Bluing worn in use and handling areas. Other use, handling 
and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 66612/16219, PAL required 



309 Non-Restricted rifle Ross Rifle model M1910, 303 Brit. bolt action, w/ bbl length 30 1/2" [Blued barrel and 
receiver. Fixed front and micro adjustable receiver mounted peep sight. Full wood military stock. Four position 
sling ring, bayonet mount. Marked H.C. on right side of stock. Mechanically appears to function well. Overall in 
above average condition with use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 12259, PAL required 

309a British gilt bronze Red Cross Society Medal for War Service 1914-1918 on white ribbon with gilt bronze pin holder 
marked "J.R. Gault London" 

310 Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 70 XTR Featherweight, 30-06 SPRG. bolt action, w/ bbl length 22" [Blued 
barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with Redfield Revolution 3-9X 40 scope. Wooden stock with branded 
recoil pad. Fitted with sling ring and includes Winchester branded leather sling. Mechanically appears excellent 
and likely had very little use with only minor use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 
G1770280, PAL required 

311 Non-Restricted rifle Ruger model M77 Mark II, 280 Rem. bolt action, w/ bbl length 22" [Blued barrel and receiver. 
No fixed sights. Fitted with Leupold VX-II 3-9X 40 scope, serial no. 140465T. Wooden stock with branded recoil 
pad. Fitted with sling ring and includes Levis branded webbed sling. Mechanically appears near excellent and had 
only likely light use with minor use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # 79000360, PAL 
required 

312 Non-Restricted rifle Tikka model T3, 6.5x55 SE bolt action, w/ bbl length 22 1/2" [Satin stainless barrel and 
receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with Zeiss Conquest 3-9X 40MC scope, serial no. 3345072. Black polymer stock 
with recoil pad. Fitted with sling rings and includes black webbed sling and one detachable magazine. 
Mechanically appears excellent and likely had very little use with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] 
serial # 627481, PAL required 

313 Non-Restricted rifle Remington model 700, 7mm-08 REM bolt action, w/ bbl length 22" [Satin stainless barrel and 
receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with Leupold VX-I 2-7X 33 scope, serial no. 336751V. Laminated stock with 
branded recoil pad. Fitted with stainless sling rings.  Mechanically appears excellent and likely had very little use 
with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # S6584601, PAL required 

314 Non-Restricted rifle weatherby model Vanguard, 240 WBY Mag bolt action, w/ bbl length 24" [Stain blued barrel 
and receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with Leupold Rifleman 3-9X 40 scope, serial no. 115893M. Dark green 
polymer stock with branded recoil pad. Black soft touch grip areas. Fitted with sling ring and includes black 
webbed sling. Mechanically appears excellent and likely had very little use. Barrel still has manufacturers stickers. 
Some small handling marks on metal and stock.] serial # VB041003, PAL required 

315 Non-Restricted rifle Ruger model M77 Mark II, 220 Swift bolt action, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued barrel and receiver. 
No fixed sights. Fitted with Bushnell High Contrast scope, power not confirmed. Hardwood stock with branded 
recoil pad. Fitted with sling rings and includes green webbed sling.  Mechanically appears excellent and likely had 
very little use with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 78562005, PAL required 

316 Non-Restricted rifle Remington model 700, 25-06 Rem. bolt action, w/ bbl length 22" [Satin blued barrel and 
receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with Redfield Tracker 2X7X scope. Hardwood stock with branded recoil pad. Fitted 
with sling rings and includes leather sling and one detachable magazine.  Mechanically appears excellent and 
likely had very little use with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # D6223511, PAL required 

317 Non-Restricted rifle Weatherby model Vanguard, 22-250 Rem. bolt action, w/ bbl length 24" [Stain blued barrel 
and receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with Nikon ProStaff 4-12X 40 scope. Gray polymer stock with branded recoil 
pad and black soft touch grip areas. Fitted with sling rings and includes black webbed sling.  Mechanically appears 
excellent and likely had very little use with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # VB002894, PAL 
required 

318 Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 70 Carbine, 270 Win. bolt action, w/ bbl length 20" [Blued barrel and 
receiver. No fixed sights and fitted with Leupold 2X7 Vari-X II c scope, serial no. V142659. Wooden stock with 
branded recoil pad. Fitted with sling ring and includes yellow and black webbed sling.  Mechanically appears 
excellent and likely had very little use with only minor use, handling and storage marks. Barrel does not appear 
shortened.] serial # G1712654, PAL required 



319 Non-Restricted rifle Marlin model 336W, 30-30 Win. lever action, w/ bbl length 20" [Blued barrel, receiver and 
full length tube. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Fitted with Leupold M8-4X scope, serial no. 204621E. 
Wooden stock with White Line recoil pad. Checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Fitted with sling rings and 
includes tanned leather sling. Mechanically appears excellent and likely had very little use with only minor use, 
handling and storage marks.] serial # 92011638, PAL required 

320 Non-Restricted rifle Henry model Classic, 22 S-L-LR lever action, w/ bbl length 16" [Blued barrel and full length 
tube. Fixed front and elevation rear sights. Black finished alloy receiver. Branded plastic butt plate. Enlarge loops. 
Mechanically appears excellent and likely had very little use with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] 
serial # C011596H, PAL required 

321 Non-Restricted rifle Henry model Big Boy, 44 Rem Mag / 44 SPL lever action, w/ bbl length 19 3/4" [Blued 
octagonal barrel and full length tube. Polished brass receiver. Smooth walnut stock with brass butt plate. Includes 
original box and manual.  Likely only test fired with only minor use although brass receiver has oxidized, possible 
stored without it's stock. Minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # BB0061705, PAL required 

322 Non-Restricted shotgun Remington model 870 Tactical, 12Ga 2 3/4" & 3" pump action, w/ bbl length 18" [Choked 
markings include (CYL), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (.728), muzzle diameter (.7275)] [Satin black 
finish. Black polymer stock and forend with branded recoil pad. Mechanically appears to work excellent. Likely 
only had very little use with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # RS78429H, PAL required 

323 Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1892, .45 Colt lever action, w/ bbl length 20" [Blued barrel, receiver and 
full length tube. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth straight wooden stock with metal butt plate. 
Fitted with enlarged lever for glove use and saddle ring. Includes original box, cable lock, manual and hanging tag. 
Likely only test fired with very minor use and handling marks.] serial # 00087ZY92A, PAL required 

324 Non-Restricted rifle Tikka model T3, 223 Rem bolt action, w/ bbl length 23 1/2" [Satin stainless heavy barrel and 
receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with Redfield Revolution 4-12 X 40 scope, serial no. 162286X. Black polymer stock 
with recoil pad, texturized semi pistol and fore grip. Fitted with padded sling and folding extending bi-pod and 
one detachable magazine. Mechanically appears excellent and likely only had light use with only minor use, 
handling and storage marks.] serial # D47065, PAL required 

325 Non-Restricted rifle Cooey model 64, 22 S-L-LR Ten shot semi automatic bolt action, w/ bbl length 20" [Blued 
barrel and receiver. Fixed front sight, rear sight missing. Fitted with Weaver D4 scope. Smooth wooden stock with 
plastic butt plate. Includes one detachable appears to be ten round magazine. Scope adjustment covers are 
missing. Semi auto function with long rifle ammo. only. Bluing worn in use and handling areas. Action appears to 
function reasonably well. Some deeper nicks and gouges to wood and other use, handling and storage marks.] 
serial # NIL, PAL required 

326 Non-Restricted shotgun Cooey/ Winchester model Western 840, 12Ga. Unknown chamber Single Shot hinge 
break, w/ bbl length 30" [Choked markings include (FULL CHOKE), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle 
(.7175), muzzle diameter (.7005)] [Blued barrel and receiver. Single bead sight. Appears to be hardwood stock 
with plastic butt plate. Checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Matching serial number on receiver and barrel. 
Plastic rear forend guide is broken and part missing. Action and trigger function although well worn and loose. 
Stock cracked through center of pistol grip. Most bluing worn leaving surface rust and pitting. Other use, handling 
and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # 56085, PAL required 

327 Non-Restricted rifle BSA 30-06 bolt action, w/ bbl length 32 1/2" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and 
adjustable rear sights. Hardwood stock with White Line recoil pad. Fixed riser. Fitted with sling rings and included 
padded camouflage sling. Action and trigger function albeit tight.  Top of receiver drilled and tapped for optics. 
Matching serial number on receiver and bolt. Other markings include BSA  and MADE IN ENGLAND on top rear of 
receiver, 30/06 and assorted proof marks on barrel etc.  Most bluing worn leaving combination of blue, gray and 
plum patina. Some heavy nicks and gouges in stock including possible carved in initial. Other use, handling and 
storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # 11792, PAL required 

328 Non-Restricted shotgun Remington model 870 Wingmaster, 12Ga 2 3/4" pump action, w/ bbl length 30" [Choked 
markings include (FULL), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (.7355), muzzle diameter (.6999)] [Blued 



barrel and receiver. Single bead sight. Smooth wooden stock with plastic butt plate. Corn cob forend. 
Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Bluing worn in use and handling areas plus some handling 
scratches and some minor surface pitting. Some deeper dings and nicks to stock and forend and overall well 
marred up finish.] serial # 880517V, PAL required 

329 Non-Restricted rifle Mossberg model Mark II Repeater, 22LR b], w/ bbl length 21" [Blued barrel and receiver. 
Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden stock with plastic butt plate. Includes one 
detachable magazine, appears to be ten rounds. Action and trigger appear to function. Most bluing worn leaving 
some surface rust and pitting. Three deliberate notches filed into top of receiver. Most of the varnish worn off 
stock. Some deeper nicks and scratches. Other use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # NIL, 
PAL required 

330 Non-Restricted rifle Enfield model P14, .303 Brit. bolt action, w/ bbl length 26" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed 
front and adjustable rear sights. Sporterized stock with metal butt plate. Fitted with sling rings and includes 
leather sling. Matching serial number on receiver and barrel. Non-matching bolt 1986. Remington mark on top of 
receiver. Action and trigger function albeit tight and well worn. Most bluing worn leaving gray patina, surface rust 
and pitting plus assorted nicks and gouges in stock and other use, handling and storage marks to wood and 
metal.] serial # 87276, PAL required 

331 Non-Restricted rifle Springfield model M1 Garand, .30-06 Five shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued 
barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Three piece military stock with non-original recoil pad 
and leather sling. Bench cycling the action and trigger group appears to function reasonably well however, 
operating rod catch assembly is broken in two a spots, see photos. Inexplicable wire coil silver soldered or welded 
into front of trigger, see photos. Assorted numeric strings on action. Bluing worn in use and handling areas 
leaving natural gray patina. Missing stacking swivel and screw. Age appropriate nicks, dings and cracks. Use, 
handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # 3859609, PAL required 

332 Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1894, 32 W.S. lever action, w/ bbl length 26" [Blued octagonal barrel, 
receiver and full length tube. Fixed front and rear sights, both have had repairs. Straight wooden stock with 
curved butt plate. Receiver has been cut and gutted. Includes bag of parts. Recommend in person viewing and 
bidding only.] serial # 330635, PAL required 

333 Non-Restricted shotgun Cooey model 840, 12Ga. 2 3/4" & 3" Single Shot hinge break, w/ bbl length 30" [Choked 
markings include (FULL CHOKE), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (.7305), muzzle diameter (.702)] 
[Blued barrel and receiver. Single bead sight. Smooth wooden stock with Winchester branded butt plate. Plastic 
guide on rear of forend is missing preventing proper assembly and bench testing. Use, handling and storage 
marks on wood and metal.] serial # 875313, PAL required 

334 Small Brinks gun vault with room for fifteen long guns plus shelves, small door to cabinet inside with lock 
removed, serial no. 15.0605A, with electric combination lock and one keys 59" in height, 21" wide and 16" deep 

335 Foam lined Gun Guard  hard rifle case and four soft rifle cases 

335a Selection of .300 Win Mag ammunition including two full 20 count boxes of Winchester 180 grain Power-Point SP 
and  a third matching box with 19 rounds some of which are not from that box 

336 Selection of .300   Win Mag ammunition including two full 20 count boxes of Remington 150 grain SP and one full 
20 count box of Winchester 180 grain Power-Point 

336a Five full 20 count boxes of Remington Core-Lokt . 30-06 Springfield 

337 Selection of .30-06 Springfield ammunition including two full 20 count boxes of Remington 125 grain SPS, one full 
20 count box of Winchester 110 grain pointed soft point, second Winchester box with what appears to be 14 
orginal 110 grain and six non-matching, a full 20 count box of Imperial 180 grain KKSP and vintage full 20 count  
Dominion box which does not appear to be original to the box 

337a Over 1500 assorted .22 LR ammunition 



338 Selection of 7mm Rem mag ammunition including full 20 count box of Federal 140 grain Nosler Partition, 46 
rounds of Winchester 175 grain Power-point and 14 rounds of Winchester 140 grain bonded 

338a 57 rounds of 30-06 factory ammunition and approximately 60 count of 30-06 used brass, approximately assorted 
12 ga. etc. 

339 Two modern sheathed belt knives 

339a Two vintage bayonets, both of which have been modified albeit poorly, see photos, bid accordingly 

340 Selection of shooting accessories including shooting case, leather rifle scabbard, pick axe/hatchet, ammo. belts, 
machete, canteen etc. 

340a Shooting rest, shooting sand bag and a Power Fist 23X spotting scope 

340b Six soft rifle cases and cleaning rods 

341 Non-Restricted rifle Marlin model 1895 Ltd. Cowboy, 45-70 cal lever action, w/ bbl length 23 3/4" [Blued 
octagonal barrel, receiver and full length tube. Fixed front and adjustable buckhorn rear sights. High gloss semi 
deluxe walnut stock with recoil pad. Checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Engraved receiver gold inlaid elk and 
mounted rider. Marked LIMITED EDITION 1 OF 1500 on barrel and engraved LIMITED EDITION on receiver. 
Includes a Remington box with the original Marlin box label attached. Includes manual. Likely only factory test 
fired. Consignor purports never firing it and condition would support that claim with only minor handling marks.] 
serial # MR16377F, PAL required 

342 Non-Restricted shotgun Mossberg model 500A, 12Ga 2 3/4" & 3" pump action, w/ bbl length 18 1/2" [Choked 
markings include (CYLINDER BORE), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (.730), muzzle diameter (.7295)] 
[Satin stainless steel. Black polymer pistol grip and corn cob forend. Designed as marine survival shot gun 
including water proof bright orange floating storage cylinder. Fitted with Ruger brand padded sling. Mechanically 
appears near excellent and likely had very little use with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 
R912980, PAL required 

343 Non-Restricted rifle Henry model Big Boy Mares Leg, 45 Colt lever action, w/ bbl length 13" [Blued octagonal 
barrel and full length tube. Polished brass receiver. Smooth walnut stock with brass butt plate. Large loop for 
glove use.  Includes original box and manual.  Likely only test fired with only minor use, condition near excellent. 
Consignor purports he shot only 20 or 30 rounds and condition would support that statement. Saddle ring has left 
some light scratches on receiver, otherwise only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # BBML01809C, 
PAL required 

344 Hand tooled leather belt scabbard/ holster designed for Mares Leg rifles 

345 Non-Restricted rifle Marlin model XT-22, 22 Mag bolt action, w/ bbl length 22" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed 
front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Fitted with Vortex Diamondback 2-7X35 scope. Smooth wooden stock 
with branded plastic butt plate. Includes two detachable magazines.  Mechanically appears near excellent and 
likely had very little use. Some handling and storage bluing rubbed off on underside of barrel and otherwise 
minor use, handling and storage.] serial # MM52403E, PAL required 

346 Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 70, .325 WSM bolt action, w/ bbl length 23 1/2" [Blued barrel and 
receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with what appears to be 30mm scope rings with 25mm inserts. Semi deluxe with 
Decelerator recoil pad. Fitted with sling mounts. Checkered semi pistol and fore grip. Mechanically appears 
excellent. Use, handling and storage marks including some dings in stock and marks on wood and metal.] serial # 
35AMN04157, PAL required 

347 Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield model Sht. L.E. III*, .303 Brit. Ten shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 25" [Blued barrel 
and receiver. Fixed front sight with insert missing. Original rear sight removed. Fitted with Williams adjustable 
rear peep sight. Sporter style stock with White Line recoil pad. Includes leather sling, two detachable magazines 
and miscellaneous bits including original rear sight. Matching serial number on receiver, barrel and bolt. Date 
stamped 1917. Receiver has been drilled and tapped in multiple areas. Mechanically appears to operate 
reasonably well. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 3805, PAL required 



348 Non-Restricted rifle Cooey model 64, 22LR semi automatic, w/ bbl length 20 1/2" [Blued barrel and receiver. 
Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden stock with Winchester branded butt plate. 
Includes one detachable magazine. Action appears to function reasonably well. Most bluing intact. Minor surface 
rust on scope rail. Electric pencil 4046979 on right side of receiver. Some moisture damage to wood finish and 
other use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # NIL, PAL required 

349 Non-Restricted rifle Remington model 788, .308 Win. bolt action, w/ bbl length 22" [Blued barrel and receiver. 
Fixed front with no fixed rear sight. Fitted with Tasco  #660AK 4X32 scope. Smooth wooden stock with branded 
plastic butt plate. Fitted with sling ring and includes leather sling and one detachable magazine. Mechanically 
appears to function well. Worn in use and handling areas. Other use, handling and storage marks on wood and 
metal.] serial # B6012598, PAL required 

350a Restricted handgun Smith & Wesson model 67, .38 Special Six shot double action revolver, w/ bbl length 155mm 
[Custom built primarily for PPC competition. Stainless steel bull barrel from and cylinder. Competition Arist-o-crat 
target sight with blued finish. Soft touch Pachmayr grips. Action purposely modified to double action only. Action 
and trigger appear to function reasonably well. Finish worn and marked in use, handling and holster areas. Other 
use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 5K17132, PAL required 

350b Restricted handgun Smith & Wesson model 10-8, 38 Special Six shot double action revolver, w/ bbl length 
155mm [Custom built primarily for PPC competition. Blued finish. Competition Arist-o-crat target sight. Soft touch 
Pachmayr grips. Action purposely modified to double action only. Action and trigger appear to function 
reasonably well. Bluing worn in use, handling and holster areas. Other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 
6D32773, PAL required 

350c Restricted handgun Smith & Wesson model 10-5, .38 Special Six shot double action revolver, w/ bbl length 
155mm [Custom built primarily for PPC competition. Blued finish. Competition Arist-o-crat target sight. Soft touch 
Pachmayr grips. Action purposely modified to double action only. Action and trigger appear to function 
reasonably well. Bluing worn in use, handling and holster areas. Other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 
D765467, PAL required 

350d Restricted handgun DruLov model 70, 22LR single shot breech block, w/ bbl length 251mm [Blued finish. 
Elevation adjustable front sight and windage adjustable rear sight. Smooth wooden grips with right strong hand 
rest. Mechanically appears to have one concern;  the firing pin is stiff in the bolt. Bolt can be engaged with some 
extra force and it's Brad's opinion that some gentle handwork on the pin and bolt will be able to fix it. Most 
bluing intact and very little use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # 36564, certificate # K-
405284, PAL required 

350e Restricted handgun Smith & Wesson model 17-4, 22LR Six shot double action revolver, w/ bbl length 152mm 
[Blued finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Branded checkered wooden grips. Includes tanned leather  " 
HUNTER CO. 110016" holster and 36" leather ammo belt. Mechanically appears to function well. Bluing worn use, 
handling and holster areas. Sights have paint for illumination. Other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 
89K9771, certificate # K-404516, PAL required 

350f Restricted handgun Ruger model Standard, 22LR Ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 153mm [Blued finish, 
fixed front and rear sights. Branded checkered plastic grips. Includes one detachable magazine. Mechanically 
appears to function reasonably well. Bluing worn in use and handling areas and some distressed bluing at front of 
frame and some surface pitting.] serial # 426265, PAL required 

350g Restricted handgun LUX model Stevens No. 35 Repro., 22LR Single Shot hinge break/single action, w/ bbl length 
201mm [Blued part round, part octagonal barrel with fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Chrome 
plated receiver and checkered plastic grips. Mechanically appears to function well. Handling and storage marks 
including fine scratches on bluing and chrome and other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 20956, PAL 
required 

350h Restricted handgun Ruger model Blackhawk, .357 Mag. Six shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 118mm [Blued 
finish with fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth branded wooden grips. Mechanically appears to 



function well. Bluing worn in use, handling and holster areas including visible cylinder ring and other use, 
handling and storage marks.] serial # 87099, PAL required 

350j Restricted handgun AMT model Automag III, .30 Carbine Eight shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 171MM 
[Stainless slide and frame. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Ribbed plastic grips. Includes two detachable 
magazines, foam lined cardboard box and manual. Most surfaces have satin finish with the exception of the slide 
sides which are polished. Mechanically appears near excellent and likely had very little use with only minor use, 
handling and storage marks.] serial # A07418, certificate # 7004395, PAL required 

350k Restricted handgun Drulov model 70, 22LR Single Shot breech block, w/ bbl length 251mm [Blued finish. 
Elevation adjustable front sight and windage adjustable rear sight. Smooth wooden grips, fitted for right strong 
hand. Set trigger. Mechanically appears to function well. Surface rust and pitting on all metal surfaces 
presumably from poor storage. Other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 23263, certificate # 7004384, PAL 
required 

351 Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1873 "Kings Improvement", 44 W.C.F lever action, w/ bbl length 24 1/2" 
[Blued octagonal barrel, receiver and full length tube. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear buckhorn sights. 
Smooth straight wooden stock with curved metal butt plate. Mechanically appears to function well. Marked 
"KINGS IMPROVEMENT PATENT" on barrel. Includes a Cody letter indicating the rifle was originally shipped on 
November 29th, 1889. Most bluing worn leaving natural gray patina. Two cracks noted in stock, both on the right 
side, one leading back from upper tang and one leading back from center from front. Otherwise age appropriate 
nicks, dings and marks on wood and metal.] serial # 315948B, PAL required 

352 Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1894, 38-55 lever action, w/ bbl length 26" [Blued octagonal barrel 
receiver and full length tube. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth straight wooden stock with curved 
metal butt plate. Mechanically appears to function well. Bluing worn in use and handling areas. Use, handling and 
storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # 331870, PAL required 

353 Non-Restricted shotgun FN Browning model Superposed, 12Ga, 2 3/4" Two shot hinge break, w/ bbl length 28" 
[Choked markings include (TOP *, BOTTOM *), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (Top .733,  Bottom 
.7285), muzzle diameter (Top .7215, Bottom .7215)] [Blued ribbed barrel. Single bead sight. Receiver left in the 
white. Hardwood stock with branded butt plate. Matching serial number on receiver, barrels, forend etc. 
Mechanically appears near excellent. Marked "MADE IN BELGIUM".  Most bluing intact with minor wear in use 
and handling areas. Other use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 83792, PAL required 

354 Non-Restricted shotgun J.P. Clabrough & Bros 12Ga, 2 1/2" Two shots hinge break, w/ bbl length 30" [Choked 
markings include (NONE SEEN), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (L .7245,  R . 725), muzzle diameter (L 
.6955,  R. 6955)] [Blued Damascus barrels. Single bead sight. Hardwood stock with non-original recoil pad. 
Matching serial number on water table, barrels and forend. Other markings include 12 over C on flats, 13/1 etc. 
Side plates engraved game birds and scrollwork. Mechanically including hinge, lock up, ejectors, triggers etc. 
function reasonably well. Marked 'LONDON & BIRMINGHAM" on top of barrels. Most bluing worn leaving natural 
silver patina. Some slivers of wood missing from forend. Stock is cracked on right side of trigger guards. Other 
use, handling marks on wood and metal.] serial # 7177, PAL required 

355 No Pal Req. Air rifle Benjamin Legacy model B5M77, 4.5mm, .177 cal Single Shot hinge break, w/ bbl length 18 
1/2" [Blued finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights, both with fiber optic inserts. Also fitted with Crosman 
Air Guns 4X32 scope. Wooden stock with recoil pad. American made. Mechanically appears to function well with 
only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 705DB0369, No PAL required 

356 Non-Restricted rifle Marlin model 336, 30-30 lever action, w/ bbl length 20" [Blued barrel, receiver and full length 
tube. Smooth straight wooden stock with branded plastic butt plate. Fitted with sling rings. Fixed front and 
adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden stock with sling rings. Mechanically appears to function well. Threaded 
plugs for optic mount holes are missing. Barrel colour indicates that it has been re-blued. Appears to be black 
paint on bottom of receiver. Other use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 26110406, PAL 
required 



357 Non-Restricted rifle CIL model 950C, 308 Win. bolt action, w/ bbl length 22 1/2" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed 
front and adjustable rear sights. Fitted with Nikon 3-9X 40 scope. Hardwood stock with recoil pad, fixed riser, 
sling rings and includes leather sling. Includes one detachable magazine. Mechanically appears to function 
reasonably well. Bluing worn in use and handling areas. Old crack on stock through pistol grip, possibly was once 
two pieces and have been fused back together. Other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 110288, PAL 
required 

358 Non-Restricted shotgun Sears model 684, 410 Ga 2 1/2" & 3" Single Shot hinge break, w/ bbl length 26" [Choked 
markings include (FULL CHOKE), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (.412), muzzle diameter (.391)] 
[Blued barrel and receiver. Single bead sight. Smooth wooden stock with branded plastic butt plate. Mechanically 
appears to function reasonably well. Marked "MADE IN CANADA FOR SIMPSON SEARS". Bluing worn in use and 
handling areas and some surface rust and pitting on receiver and barrel. Heavily worn stock and forend and other 
use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 1035907, PAL required 

359 Non-Restricted rifle Cooey model 39, 22 S-L-LR Single Shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 22" [Blued barrel and 
receiver. Front sight missing. Elevation adjustable rear sight. Smooth wooden stock with black plastic butt plate. 
Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Bluing worn in use and handling areas. Other use, handling and 
storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # CT070570, PAL required 

361 Turkish Scimitar with inlaid mother-of-pearl and brass hilt and scabbard, 24" blade 

362 Turkish Ottoman sword with inlaid mother-of- pearl and brass accented hilt and scabbard 

363 Replica of an engraved sword given to  Alfonso X- 13th century king of Castille, marked "Toledo Spain", blade is 
33" in length 

364 German WWII Luftwaffe model 2 dagger with metal scabbard and attached silver portepee,  and belt strap, no 
blade markings found, see photos .  Note: Our company does not condone or support any extremist political 
ideologies past or present. These items are intended for historical collecting purposes only. 

365 Pair of vintage RCMP style long spurs with original leather and two mismatched spurs plus one engraved star 
patterned saddle concho 

366 Three full 20 count boxes of Trophy Grade Nosler Custom 7mm STW,140 grain Partition 

367 Three full 20 count boxes of Trophy Grade Nosler Custom 7mm STW,140 grain Partition 

368 Three full 20 count boxes of Trophy Grade Nosler Custom 7mm STW,140 grain Partition 

369 Two full 20 count boxes of Trophy Grade Nosler Custom 7mm STW,140 grain Partition and a box with 19 count of 
Winchester 7mm, 150 grain Power-point 

370 Three 20 count boxes of Remington 7mm STW 10 grain Core-lokt PSP 

371 Selection 7mm STW ammunition including one 20 count box of Federal 140 grain BTSP, one 20 count box of 
Remington 140 grain Core-lokt PSP and one 20 count box of Remington 140 grain Core-lokt PTD SP 

372 One 20 count box of Federal 7mm Rem mag. 175 grain HSSP, plus a green plastic ammo. box containing 34 count 
of Nosler 7mm STW factory loads and six empty brass 

373 Metal ammunition box containing 1000 rounds of Federal 223 Rem. 55 grain FMJ 

374 Two 20 count boxes of Winchester .223 Rem 55 grain FMJ, one 20 count box of American Eagle .223 Rem 55 grain 
Case Boat-tail, one full 20 count box and one box containing 5 count of Hornady .223 Rem 55 grain V-Max plus 
two ShockWave exploding rifle targets 

375 Five 20 count boxes of 5.6mm 55 grain FMJ, one 20 count box of BUTIR 5.56mm ball M193 55 grain, a 20 count 
plus a box with 2 count of PMC 5.56mm ball M193 

376 Four 50 count boxes of Winchester .22 LR hollow point, two 40 count boxes of American .22 LR High velocity, a 50 
count box of Federal .22 LR Bird Shot 25 grain No. 12 lead shot, a 50 count box of Federal .22 Win mag, 40 grain 
FMJ, box with 76 round of CCI .22 CB LR, three full 100 count boxes and one with 35 count of CCI .22 Short 



377 Carton containing ten full 20 count boxes of Hornady .45 Colt 225 grain FTX LVR 

378 Two full 50 count boxes of American Eagle .45 Colt 225 grain JSP, three full 20 count boxes plus box with 3 count 
of Federal .45 Colt 225 grain Semi-Wad Cutter Hollow Point, one full 20 count and one box with 11 count of 
Hornady .45 Colt 225 grain FTX and two full 20 count boxes of Fusion .44 mag 240 grain 

379 One full 20 count box of Federal 45-70 Gov't 300 grain Hi-Shok HP, one 20 count box of Winchester .45-70 Gov't 
300 grain JHP, one box with 19 rounds of Hornady .45-70 Gov't 325 grain Leverevolution, one box with 14 count 
of Hornady 45-70 Gov't 325 grain FTX 

380 One 20 count box of Hornady 30-30 Win 160 grain FTX, one full 20 count and one box with 10 count of Fusion 300 
Win mag 180 grain 

381 Antique rifle Traditions model Kentucky, .50 Cal Flintlock Single Shot muzzle loading, w/ bbl length 33" [Blued 
octagonal barrel. Fixed front and rear sights. Case hardened lock and hammer. Full wood stock with brass accents 
including curved butt plate, trigger guard, escutcheons, stock tip etc. Mechanically appears near excellent. 
Possibly unfired. Minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 141303383711, No PAL required 

382 Antique rifle Stowe model 1776, .75 Cal Flintlock Single Shot muzzle loading, w/ bbl length 42" [Blued round 
barrel with plum patina. Fixed single bead front sights. Full wood musket style stock with Brown Bess style butt 
stock and brass accents including butt plate, stock insert, trigger guard etc. Lock plate marked "STOWE 1776" and 
a crown over GR. Mechanically appears to function well. Includes Jefferson Arsenal paper cartridge kit and 
ramrod. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal. Unknown age. Pre 1898.] serial # NIL, No PAL 
required 

383 Non-Restricted rifle Cooey model ACE, 22LR Single Shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 17" [Blued finish. Non-original 
fixed front and adjustable rear military sight. Smooth wooden stock with shop made plastic butt plate. Original 
rear sight missing. Mechanically appears to function although well worn. Custom made stock has cracks and 
natural grain and knots. Buy as conversation piece.] serial # NIL, PAL required 

384 Non-Restricted shotgun CIL model 402, 12Ga 2 3/4" Single Shot hinge break, w/ bbl length 30" [Choked markings 
include (FULL CHOKE), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (.724), muzzle diameter (.6945)] [Blued barrel 
and receiver. Single bead sight. Smooth wooden stock with plastic butt plate. Mechanically appears to function 
well. Marked MADE IN BRAZIL. Does not appear to have had a lot of use but has a fair share of use, handling and 
storage marks including nicks and gouges in wood and metal.] serial # 136626, PAL required 

385 Non-Restricted shotgun Prophet River Firearms model Huglu, 12Ga 2 3/4" two shot hinge break, w/ bbl length 
28" [Choked markings include (NONE SEEN), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (L .7285,  R .725), muzzle 
diameter (L . 7145,  R .6995)] [Blued barrels and receiver. Single bead sight. Case hardened locks and external 
hammers. Hardwood stock with plastic butt plate. Checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Marked MADE IN 
PAKISTAN. Matching serial number on receiver, barrels and forend. Mechanically appears to function well and 
likely only had little use if any. Only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 9166, PAL required 

386 Non-Restricted shotgun Baikal model T03-66, 12Ga. 2 3/4" two shot hinge break, w/ bbl length 28 1/2" [Choked 
markings include (NONE SEEN), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (L .726, R .725), muzzle diameter (L 
.683,  R .6915)] [Blued barrels and receiver. Single bead sight. Hardwood stock with plastic butt plate. Checkered 
semi pistol grip and forend. Fitted with sling rings. Matching serial number on water table, barrel and forend. 
Marked made in USSR. Lock plates engraved with pheasants, rabbit, waterfowl and pointer dog. Mechanically 
appears to function well and likely only had light use. Minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # P16533, 
PAL required 

387 Non-Restricted shotgun Boito model Break Action, .410,  3" Single Shot hinge break, w/ bbl length 28" [Choked 
markings include (NONE SEEN), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (.412), muzzle diameter (.388)] [Blued 
barrel and receiver. Single bead sight. Smooth wooden stock with plastic butt plate. Matching serial number on 
receiver, barrel and forend. Action appears to function reasonably well. Minor surface rust on underside of 
barrel. Minor moisture damage to stock and other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 607640, PAL 
required 



388 Non-Restricted shotgun CIL model 402, 16Ga 2 3/4" Single Shot hinge break, w/ bbl length 28" [Choked markings 
include (FULL), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (.6675), muzzle diameter (.6375)] [Blued barrel and 
receiver. Single bead sight. Smooth wooden stock, butt plate/ recoil pad missing. Fitted with sling rings. Matching 
serial number on receiver and barrel. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Moisture damage to 
stock from sock type recoil pad, not included. Other use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 
645349, PAL required 

389 Non-Restricted rifle Parker Hale model Safari, 270W bolt action, w/ bbl length 22 1/2" [Blued barrel and receiver. 
Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Fitted with Bushnell Sharpshooter scope. Hardwood stock with branded 
recoil pad. Fixed riser, sling rings and black sling. Checkered semi pistol grip and foregrip. Mechanically appears to 
function reasonably well. Bluing worn in use and handling areas. Scratches on both sides of front sight. Finish on 
stock worn in handling areas plus other use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # Z42715, PAL 
required 

390 Non-Restricted shotgun Ithaca model 37 featherlight, 12Ga 2 3/4" pump action, w/ bbl length 30" [Choked 
markings include (FULL CHOKE), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (.7285), muzzle diameter (.697)] 
[Blued barrel and receiver. Fiber optic front bead style sight. Hardwood stock with branded plastic butt plate. 
Checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Bluing worn in use and 
handling areas plus scratches in bluing, scratches and dings with missing finish on wood and other use, handling 
and storage marks.] serial # 371306517, PAL required 

391 Non-Restricted shotgun Kessler Arms model 326FR, 20Ga 2 3/4" No Mag bolt action, w/ bbl length 26" [Choked 
markings include (FULL), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (.588), muzzle diameter (.569)] [Blued finish 
with single bead front sight. Smooth wooden stock with Kessler recoil pad. No magazine included. Mechanically 
appears to function reasonably well. Bluing is overall brown patina with surface rust and pitting. Recoil pad hard 
and loose fitting. Crack in stock on left side near front grip area. Other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 
NIL, PAL required 

392 Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield 303 Brit. no Mag bolt action, w/ bbl length 25" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed 
front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Sporter style stock with Remington branded butt plate. No magazine 
and no bolt. Most bluing worn leaving gray brown patina. Other use, handling and storage marks on wood and 
metal.] serial # CA29446A, PAL required 

393 Non-Restricted shotgun Unknown Belgian model SXS, 16Ga. 2 1/2" Two shot hinge break, w/ bbl length 29 1/2" 
[Choked markings include (NONE SEEN), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (L .665,      R. .665), muzzle 
diameter (L .6425,    R .647)] [Blued barrel and receiver. Single bead sight. Straight wooden stock with metal butt 
plate. Forend is missing. Most bluing worn leaving gray brown patina. Surface rust and pitting. Hammer and 
triggers function. Right side firing pin is missing and replace with flathead machine screw. Old cracks in stock and 
unexplained drilled holes right behind grip. Other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 1046, PAL required 

394 Non-Restricted rifle Globe Firearms model Krag Conversion, .308 Win. bolt action, w/ bbl length 22" [Blued barrel 
and receiver. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Sporter style stock with recoil pad. Fixed riser and 
fitted with sling rings. Ambiguous serial numbers including 534 on barrel, 32810 on trigger guard, 7701 on bolt 
and nothing seen on receiver. Other markings include "MADE IN AUSTRIA" on top of barrel, 'GLOBE FIREARMS 
LTD., OTTOWA-CANADA".  on right side of barrel, 'SPECIAL BOENIER STEEL"  on left side of barrel etc. 
Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Bluing worn in use and handling areas. Stock appears to have 
been re-varnished at some point. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 534, PAL 
required 

395 Non-Restricted shotgun Lakefield model L395K, 12Ga 2 3/4" & 3" bolt action, w/ bbl length 28" [Choked markings 
include (NOT APPLICABLE), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (.728), muzzle diameter (Adjustable)] 
[Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and rear sights. Smooth wooden stock with recoil pad. Includes one 
detachable magazine. Fitted with screw adjustable choke. Fitted with screw adjustable choke. Overall length of 
shotgun is 47 1/2" including recoil pad. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Worn in use and 
handling areas with some surface pitting. Aggressive crack in stock from rear of trigger and left rear of receiver, 
almost in two pieces. Other use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # 597217, PAL required 



396 Non-Restricted rifle & rifle Cooey, Cooey model 82 & ACE II, 22LR, 22 LR Single Shot bolt action X 2, w/ bbl length 
27", 18" [Both rifles have blued finish, the 82 appears complete and functions albeit in well worn condition. The 
Ace is missing a bolt, stock is broken in half and in very rough condition. Buy as project or parts. In person viewing 
recommended.] serial # Nil, Nil, PAL required 

397 Non-Restricted rifle Enfield model P14, .303 Brit. bolt action, w/ bbl length 26" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed 
front and adjustable rear sights. Sporter style stock with metal butt plate. Fitted with rear sling ring, front sling 
ring is missing. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Matching serial number on receiver, barrel, 
bolt and butt plate. Top of rear sight ground down. Bluing worn in use and handling areas with surface pitting and 
rust. Stock disc is missing. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # RE16455, PAL required 

398 Non-Restricted shotgun Bear Arms model AS46, 12Ga. 3" pump action, w/ bbl length 18.7" [Platinum toned 
barrel and receiver. Full flat top rail with adjustable front and rear sights. Extending polymer stock with recoil pad 
and room for four extra rounds. Fitted with flash hider and includes three screw in chokes, ten round magazine, 
original box and manual. Appears new in box.] serial # 22CA00822, PAL required 

399 Non-Restricted shotgun Bear Arms model Z4, 12Ga. 3" semi automatic, w/ bbl length 18.7" [Platinum toned 
barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights, fitted with optics rail. Telescoping stock with recoil pad 
and adjustable riser. Soft touch pistol grip. Includes three screw in chokes, original box and manual. Appears new 
in box.] serial # 22CA00446, PAL required 

401 Non-Restricted shotgun Winchester model 12 featherweight, 12Ga 2 3/4" pump action, w/ bbl length 30" 
[Choked markings include (FULL), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (.727), muzzle diameter (.6945)] 
[Blued barrel and receiver. Single bead sight. Smooth wooden stock with branded checkered plastic butt plate. 
Corncob forend. Matching serial number on receiver and barrel. Bluing worn in use and handling areas. Some 
minor pitting in top left of receiver. Butt plate cracked and other minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 
1801266F, PAL required 

402 Non-Restricted rifle Browning model Safari 6L, .270 bolt action, w/ bbl length 22 1/2" [Blued barrel and receiver. 
Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Fitted with Redfield 2X-7X scope. Semi deluxe hardwood stock with 
branded plastic butt plate. Fitted with sling rings and includes one tooled leather sling marked Eubanks. Marked 
MADE IN BELGIUM. Matching serial number on bolt, mechanically appears near excellent with minor use, 
handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 6L36967, PAL required 

403 Non-Restricted shotgun Browning model 2000 (Montreal 76), 12Ga, 3", 12 Ga 2 3/4" semi automatic, w/ bbl 
length 28" & 28" [Choked markings include (** & **), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (3" chamber 
.726l & 2 3/4"- .7245), muzzle diameter (3" chamber .7105 & 2 3/4" - .7085)] [Both barrels are blued and ribbed 
with single bead sight. Blued receiver marked with gold Canadian geese and "Montreal Olympics 1976" emblem 
in shield on left side and right side "Montreal 76", "100". Hardwood stock with branded recoil pad. Includes 
Browning branded fitted hard case. Mechanically appears excellent and obviously used respectfully. A few minor 
scratches in bluing and other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 14924C67, PAL required 

404 Non-Restricted shotgun Browning model Superposed (Grade Diana), 12Ga 3" Two shot hinge break, w/ bbl length 
30" [Choked markings include (* & **), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (Top .7225 & bottom .7215), 
muzzle diameter (Top .6865 & bottom .7045)] [Blued ribbed barrels with single bead sight. Beautifully engraved 
and antique white metal receiver featuring intricate game birds, waterfowl, rabbits and scrollwork. Semi-deluxe 
hardwood stock with branded recoil pad. Includes original foam lined cardboard box and documentation. Marked 
'MADE IN BELGIUM'. Mechanically appears excellent and was obviously use lightly and respectfully. Only minor 
use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 34685S74, PAL required 

405 Non-Restricted shotgun Cooey model 84, 12Ga, Unconfirmed chamber Single Shot hinge break, w/ bbl length 30" 
[Choked markings include (FULL CHOKE), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (.717), muzzle diameter 
(.7025)] [Blued barrel and case hardened receiver. Single bead sight. Smooth wooden stock with plastic butt 
plate. Attachment between forend and rear forend guide may have replaced screws but more importantly 
requires some shiming, currently 1/4" gap between guide and forend, provides appropriate fitment but gap 
should be filled properly, see photos. Otherwise mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Bluing worn in 



use and handling areas including slight pitting and rust. Other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 13698, 
PAL required 

406 Non-Restricted rifle Cooey model 60, 22LR bolt action, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed sight 
and rear sight is missing. Smooth wooden stock with metal butt plate. Mechanically appears to function 
reasonably well. Factory scope mount slots appear to have been modified with a file or similar. Bluing worn in use 
and handling areas. Overall brown patina with some pitting. Use, handling and storage marks to wood and 
metal.] serial # NIL, PAL required 

407 Non-Restricted shotgun Remington model 1100, 12Ga 2 3/4" semi automatic, w/ bbl length 28" [Choked 
markings include (NOT APPLICABLE), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (.727), muzzle diameter 
(Threaded)] [Blued ribbed barrel and single bead sight. High gloss wooden stock with branded checkered plastic 
grips. Checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Mechanically and aesthetically appears near excellent with only 
minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # P123161V, PAL required 

408 Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield model No 4 MK 1* Long Branch 19, .303 Brit. Ten shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 
25" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Sporterized stock, missing butt plate. 
Includes one detachable magazine. Action and trigger appear to function well. Matching serial number on bolt. 
Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 36L5783, PAL required 

409 Non-Restricted shotgun Remington model 870 Wingmaster, 12Ga 2 3/4" pump action, w/ bbl length 30" [Choked 
markings include (FULL), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (.728), muzzle diameter (.6955)] [Blued 
barrel and receiver. Single bead sight. Smooth wooden stock with non-original recoil pad that needs replacing. 
Corn cob forend. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well albeit a bit dry. Bluing worn in use and 
handling areas. Some very minor pitting and natural gray patina. Chips to stock around trigger guard and other 
use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 261933V, PAL required 

410 Non-Restricted shotgun Ithaca model 37 Featherlight, 12Ga 2 3/4" pump action, w/ bbl length 30" [Choked 
markings include (FULL), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (.7275), muzzle diameter (.694)] [Blued 
barrel and receiver. Single bead sight. Hardwood stock with poorly fitted plastic butt plate. Checkered semi pistol 
grip and corn cob forend. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well albeit dry. Almost all bluing worn on 
barrel including natural gray brown patina. Receiver bluing worn in use and handling areas.  Some deeper gouges 
noted on stock, no cracks seen.  Other use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 557599, PAL 
required 

411 Non-Restricted shotgun Cooey model 84, 12Ga. Unconfirmed chamber Single Shot hinge break, w/ bbl length 30" 
[Choked markings include (FULL CHOKE), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (.7195), muzzle diameter 
(.7015)] [Blued barrel and case hardened receiver. Single bead sight. Smooth wooden stock with plastic butt 
plate. Includes antique hard case. Mechanically appears to function well. Bluing worn in use and handling areas. 
Some storage scratches on bluing. Other use, handling and storage marks, especially on wood.] serial # 48112, 
PAL required 

412 Non-Restricted rifle X 2 Unknown model Air Rifle & Pwrmstr 760, .177 cal & .177 cal pump & hingebreak, [Two air 
rifles, both with condition issues and untested. Recommend local viewing and bidding only.] serial # NIL, 

413 No Pal Req. pistol + rifle Crosman & Slavia model Medalist 1322 (up to 440f, 22 Pellets & .177 cal pump + hinge 
break, [Crosman pellet pistol appears to be in decent condition and is functioning and the Slavia rifle is in overall 
poor condition but does appear to be working.] serial # NIL + NIL, No PAL required 

421 Non-Restricted rifle Browning (JAPAN) model A-Bolt, 280 Rem bolt action, w/ bbl length 22 1/2" [Blued tapered 
barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with Tasco World Class P.L.U.S. 3X-9X44 scope. One piece black 
synthetic stock with branded recoil pad. Checkered pistol and foregrip. Fitted with black sling and folding bi-pod. 
Mechanically appears to be functioning reasonably well. Has seen it's share of field use with scratches and gouges 
in synthetic stock. Over due for a cleaning and other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 58491NY7C7, PAL 
required 

422 Non-Restricted rifle Browning (JAPAN/MIROKU) model A-Bolt, .300 WSM bolt action, w/ bbl length 23 1/2" 
[Blued tapered barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Black synthetic stock with branded recoil pad. Fitted with 



scope marked Leupold VX-3 3.5-10X 50 MM, serial  276544X, sling and Caldwell folding bi-pod. Mechanically 
appears to function reasonably well. Has seen it's share of field use with nicks and rubs on bluing and on stock, 
some surface rust and other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 72758MY351, PAL required 

423 Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1894, .25-35 WCF lever action, w/ bbl length 26" [Blued octagonal barrel, 
receiver and full length tube. Fixed front and rear sights. Smooth straight wooden stock with curved metal butt 
plate. Appears to be shop made sling mounts. Marked " ESPECIALLY FOR SMOKELESS POWDER". Virtually all 
bluing worn off receiver and approximately 50% worn off barrel and tube. Action is cycling albeit stiff, especially 
during unlocking. Pencil sized sliver of forend is missing on top right and wood appears to have been refinished. 
Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 406011, PAL required 

424 Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model Canadian Centennial '67, .30-30 lever action, w/ bbl length 26" [Blued 
octagonal barrel, receiver and full length tube. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden stock with 
curved metal butt plate. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Has seen service and has some use 
and handling marks including minor surface pitting on barrel and receiver. Other use, handling and storage marks 
on wood and metal.] serial # 7180, PAL required 

425 Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1894, .38-55 cal lever action, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued half round, half 
octagonal barrel, receiver and mid length tube. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth straight wooden 
stock with curved metal butt plate. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Most metal has aged 
brown patina. Wood does not appear to have original finish. Stock has had old repairs, probably visible in photos 
on left side and upper and lower tangs and other small areas. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and 
metal.] serial # 22200, 

426 Non-Restricted rifle Henry model Golden Boy, .22 Magnum lever action, w/ bbl length 20 1/2" [Blue octagonal 
barrel and full length tube. Fixed front sight and rear sight removed. Fitted with Bushnell Legend Ultra-HD scope. 
Polished BrassLite receiver, American walnut smooth straight stock and brass butt plate. Mechanically and 
aesthetically appears near excellent. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # GB073820M, 
PAL required 

427 Non-Restricted rifle Chaparrel Repeating Arms model 1873, .45 Colt lever action, w/ bbl length 24 1/4" [Blued 
octagonal barrel and full length tube. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Case hardened receiver and 
lever. Smooth straight wooden stock, curved metal butt plate. Has seen some use, doesn't appear to have been a 
lot. Some storage marks on wood and metal including very slight surface pitting on left side of receiver and other 
use, handling and storage marks.] serial # W731063, PAL required 

428 Non-Restricted rifle Uberti model 1873, 357 Mag lever action, w/ bbl length 20" [Blued octagonal barrel and full 
length tube. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Case hardened receiver and lever. Front sight set 
screw is stripped. Smooth straight hardwood stock with curved metal butt plate. Mechanically and aesthetically 
appears near excellent with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # W56599, PAL required 

429 Non-Restricted rifle Shiloh model Sharps 1874, .38-55 cal single shot falling block, w/ bbl length 30" [Blued 
octagonal barrel. Fitted with micro adjustable tang mounted peep sight. Barrel mounted rear sight is removed 
and not included. Target front sight with replaceable inserts, note no insert currently install or included. Case 
hardened receiver. Smooth straight wooden stock. Checkered plastic butt plate. Marked "Shiloh-Sharps Model 
1874" on top or barrel, "Shiloh Rifle MFG Co. Big Timber Montana" on left side of receiver. Fitted with set trigger. 
Mechanically and aesthetically appears near excellent and likely had very little use. Minor use, handling and 
storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # B7167, PAL required 

430 Non-Restricted rifle Pedersoli model Sharps 1874, .45/90 cal single shot falling block, w/ bbl length 33 3/4" [Blued 
octagonal barrel and case hardened receiver. Fixed front sight with replaceable inserts, one included. Original 
adjustable rear sight and fitted with Pedersoli brand tang mounted micro adjustable rear peep sight. Straight 
wooden stock with curved metal butt plate and patch box on right side. Checkered grips. Mechanically  appears 
near excellent and likely had very little use, aesthetically however slight surface rust on patch box lid and receiver 
from poor storage. Suffering mostly from storage issues including nicks in top of stock where folded rear sight 
hits and other minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # SH26120, PAL required 



431 Non-Restricted rifle Lyman model Great Plains Rifle, .50 cal single shot muzzle loading percussion, w/ bbl length 
32" [Blued octagonal barrel. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Case hardened lock and hammer. Half length 
smooth wooden stock with curved metal butt plate. Includes ramrod. Fitted with set trigger. Appears unfired. Set 
trigger likely needs tweaking. Locking pins have non matching heads, front one does not appear long enough. 
Minor pitting on metal. A few minor adjustments would make this a great firearm to own.] serial # A504305, PAL 
required 

432 Non-Restricted rifle Browning (Japan/Miroku) model A-Bolt, .223 Rem. five shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 22 1/2" 
[Blued tapered barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with Burris 3X-9X Fullfield II scope. Hardwood stock 
with branded recoil pad. Checkered pistol and foregrip. Fitted with sling mounts. Mechanically appears excellent. 
Some minor dings and marks on wood and metal which appear more storage related than field related.] serial # 
14752MR351, PAL required 

433 Non-Restricted rifle Ruger model 10/22, 22LR ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 18 1/2" [Blued barrel. No 
front sight, rear sight removed. Fitted with flash hider muzzle device. Black alloy receiver. Fitted with Jason 4X40 
model 807 wide angle scope, note appears to have squiggly hair like line on right side looking through scope. 
Black synthetic Butler Creek stock with branded recoil pad. Includes a 10 round detachable magazine. Appears to 
function reasonably well.  Appears in fair condition but seen it's share of use with resulting marks to stock and 
metal. Use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 23866962, PAL required 

434 Non-Restricted rifle Mossberg model Int'l 817, 17 HMR. bolt action, w/ bbl length 21" [Satin stainless barrel and 
receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with Bushnell 3-9X32 scope. Black synthetic stock. Plastic butt plate. Checkered 
semi pistol and fore grip. Includes one detachable magazine. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. 
Has seen field use with resulting marks and needs a good cleaning. Other use, handling and storage marks.] serial 
# HGL021640, PAL required 

435 Non-Restricted rifle Anschutz GMBH / CIL 22 S-L-LR bolt action, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued barrel and receiver. 
Fixed front sight. Rear sight removed. Fitted with Nikon PR31 Prostaff Target EFR 3-9X40 scope with original box. 
Hardwood stock with plastic butt plate. Checkered pistol and foregrip. Includes one detachable magazine and 
fitted with sling rings. Mechanically appears to function well. Nicks and gouges to wood and metal. Use, storage 
and handling marks.] serial # 846377, PAL required 

436 Non-Restricted rifle Savage Arms model 110L-D, .30-06 bolt action, w/ bbl length 22 1/4" [Blued barrel and left 
hand receiver. Fixed front sight and rear sight removed and not included. Fitted with Vortex Crossfire 4-12X40 
scope. Hardwood stock with branded metal butt plate. Marked "SAVAGE ARMS WESTFIELD, MASS, USA" on 
receiver. Mechanically appears to function well. Use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 107113, PAL required 

437 Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield model Sht LE III, .303 Brit. ten shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 25" [Blued barrel 
and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth straight sporterized stock with brass butt plate. 
Fitted with sling rings. Matching serial number on barrel and receiver. Non matching no. 2981 on bolt. Includes a 
ten round magazine. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Use, handling and storage marks on 
wood and metal.] serial # 2270, PAL required 

438 Non-Restricted shotgun Remington model 870 Wingmaster, 12Ga Magnum 3" pump action, w/ bbl length 30" 
[Choked markings include (MOD), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (.731), muzzle diameter (.7145)] 
[Blued ribbed fixed choke barrel and receiver. Single bead sight with fiber optic insert. Hardwood stock with 
branded recoil pad, checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Marked 'MADE IN USA".  Choke markings on barrel 
appear to have been originally full then XXed out and re stamped MOD. Mechanically appears to function 
reasonably well. Bluing worn in use and handling areas. Some surface pitting and other use, handling and storage 
marks on wood and metal.] serial # T817991M, PAL required 

439 Non-Restricted shotgun Baikal model 1J-58MA, 20Ga, 3" two shot hinge break, w/ bbl length 26 3/4" [Choked 
markings include (NONE SEEN), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (Left barrel .612, Right barrel .610), 
muzzle diameter (Left barrel.575, Right barrel .5935)] [Blued barrels and receiver. Wooden stock with branded 
plastic butt plate. Checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Matching serial numbers on receiver, barrels and 
forend. Other marking include "H'  in a diamond, upward pointing arrow in a shield, 20/76.2 in a circle etc. under 



barrels, "MADE IN USSR' on left side of receiver, model no. on right side etc. Mechanically appears to function 
reasonably well. Minor use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # C25201, PAL required 

440 Non-Restricted shotgun E.R. Amantino model A-680, 410Ga 3" two shot hinge break, w/ bbl length 26" [Choked 
markings include (X & X), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (Left barrel .4145, Right  barrel.413), muzzle 
diameter (Left barrel .398, Right barrel .398)] [Blued barrel and receiver. Single bead sight. Wooden stock with 
plastic butt plate. Checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Marked " BOITO MADE IN BRAZIL"  on right side of 
receiver, "BELL LIFES ONTARIO CANADA" on right side of barrels. Appears to have had very little use with only 
minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 60935908, PAL required 

441 Six assorted pens and pencils, display case not included 

442 Selection of collectibles including tin box with ring and cufflinks, selection of pocket knives, sharpening stone, 
hinged wooden box with instant coin collection including silver pieces etc. 

443 Selection of leather goods including rifle scabbard, Hitler Youth leather belt with swastika belt buckle, pouches 
etc. 

444 Selection of collectibles including Replica by Parris lever action toy rifle, pair of "Texas Ranger" child's double 
holster rig, boot brushes, forend with unknown fitment, ammo pouch, Bushnell binoculars etc. 

445 Selection of accessories including scope rings and bases, folding tri-pod, SKS front sight adjustment tool, Henry 
Golden Boy sight, Lee Shaver's micro adjustable sight etc. 

446 Five soft rifle cases and a spring operated Outers Flightmaster Junior clay target chucker 

447 Selection of holsters, pouches, slings etc. 

448 Selection of range gear including aluminum fitted cleaning kit, Steady Point handgun rest, Bushnell spotting scope 
and a folding stool 

449 Two powder horns made of horn and a birch bark moose call 

450a Restricted handgun Heritage model Rough Rider, .22 Mag/22LR six shot single action revolver, w/ bbl length 
165mm [Blued style finish. Fixed sight, smooth grips. Includes original box and manual, smooth .22 mag cylinder 
and fluted .22 LR cylinder. Fitted with a hammer block style safety. Mechanically appears near excellent with use, 
handling and storage marks.] serial # E01678, PAL required 

450b Restricted handgun Uberti model 1851 Richards-Mason Conv., . 38 SPL six shot single action revolver, w/ bbl 
length 139mm [Blued barrel and cylinder. Case hardened frame and hammer, brass trigger guard and back strap. 
Fixed sights with smooth wooden grips. Includes original box and manual. Traditional style engraving on cylinder. 
Mechanically appears excellent with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # X47152, PAL required 

450c Restricted handgun Uberti model Cattleman, .45 Colt six shot single action revolver, w/ bbl length 139mm 
[Antiqued white metal finish and distressed smooth walnut grips. Presumed metal and wooden grips have been 
aesthetically distressed at factory. Includes original box with no manual. Screw style cylinder retailer. 
Mechanically appears excellent, slight cylinder ring and other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # U10358, 
PAL required 

450d Restricted handgun Beretta model 1873 Stampede, .357 Mag six shot single action revolver, w/ bbl length 
140mm [High polished blue barrel and cylinder, trigger guard and back strap. Case hardened frame. Smooth 
branded walnut grips. Made in Italy. Mechanically appears near excellent. Slight cylinder ring and other minor 
use, handling and storage marks.] serial # B28267, PAL required 

450e Restricted handgun Bond Arms model Snake Slayer IV, .45 Colt/ 410  3" two shot single action hinge break, w/ bbl 
length 107mm [Stainless steel. Fixed sights. Semi deluxe smooth wooden grips. Mechanically appears near 
excellent with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 64203, PAL required 

450f Restricted handgun Connecticut Valley Arms model Colonial pistol, .45 cal percussion Single Shot muzzle loading, 
w/ bbl length 227mm [Blued octagonal barrel. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Smooth stock. 



Fitted with belt hook and ram rod.  Action feels a bit floppy, not unexpected in this type of piece. Use, handling 
and storage marks.] serial # 0012035, PAL required 

450g Restricted handgun Colt model King Cobra, 357 Mag. Six shot double action revolver, w/ bbl length 152mm 
[Stainless steel. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Branded soft touch grips with finger grooves. Mechanically 
appears near excellent. Visible cylinder ring. Otherwise only minor use, handling or storage marks.] serial # 
CK1729, certificate # 7004393, PAL required 

450h Restricted handgun Ruger model New Model Super Blackhawk, .44 Mag. Six shot single action, w/ bbl length 
191mm [Stainless steel. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth branded wooden grips. Includes original 
box and manual. Mechanically appears near excellent and likely had very little use. Only minor use, handling and 
storage marks.] serial # 8656129, certificate # 7004383, PAL required 

450j Restricted handgun Ruger model Now Model Single Six, 22LR Six shot single action, w/ bbl length 137mm [Blued 
finish with fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth branded wooden grips. Includes .22LR and .22 Mag 
cylinders, original box and manual. Mechanically appears excellent and likely had very little use. Very little use, 
handling and storage marks.] serial # 26312370, certificate # 7004391, PAL required 

450k Restricted handgun Beretta model 92FS, 9mm Ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 125mm [Stainless steel. 
Fixed front and rear sights. Branded checkered plastic grips. Includes two detachable magazines pinned to ten, 
cleaning rods appear unused. Molded plastic case, owner's manual and brochure plus cardboard box. 
Mechanically appears excellent and likely  had very little use with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] 
serial # L19160Z, certificate # 7004396, PAL required 

451 Selection of shooting accessories including leather shooting ammo. satchel, 1 lb bottle Goex black powder, 
leather flask, two Lee bullet molds including .50 cal 320 grain no. 90396 and .495 RB 182 grain no. 90450, CCI no. 
11 percussion caps etc. PAL REQUIRED, NO SHIPPING. 

452 Selection of 12 gauge ammunition including 100 rounds of Winchester 3" 1 1/8th oz. No.2 shot, 50 rounds of 
Federal 2 3/4" 1 1/8th oz. No. 6 shot, 50 rounds of Estate 2 3/4" 1 oz. No. 8 shot, 50 rounds of Imperial 2 3/4" 1 
1/4 oz. No. 5 shot, 25 rounds of Winchester 3" 1 1/4 oz. steel shot etc. 

453 Approximitly 130 rounds of Remington 28 gauge 2 3/4", 3/4 oz. 7 1/2 shot 

454 Large selection of 20 gauge shot gun ammo. 2 3/4' & 3" in assorted shot, totally approximately 250 rounds plus 
approximately rounds of assorted 410 shot gun ammo. 

455 Large selection of assorted 12 gauge ammo. including 2 3/4" & 3" assorted shot totally approximately 200 rounds 

456 Four full  1 lbs. tins of IMR 4350 Smokeless powder 

456a Four full  1 lbs. tins of IMR 4350 Smokeless powder 

456b Three full  1 lbs. tins of IMR Smokeless powder including 4320 and one 7828 

457 Selection of black rifle powder including two 1 lbs. tins of Goex Black Powder, one 1 lbs. Hogdon Pyrodex RS ( The 
FFG Equivalent) and one 1 lbs tin of Gearhart Owen Super-Fine black powder 

457a Three 1 lbs. containers of Goex FFFg black powder 

457b Four 1 lbs. tins of Geox FFg black powder 

458 Twelve containers of gun powder, all are opened and some contents removed including Alliant Powder Blue dot 
containing 14 oz., Alliant   Reloader  22 containing 9.4 oz., Alliant Reloader 7 containing 10.4 oz., Alliant Reloader 
22 containing 9.4 oz., Alliant Reloader 22 containing 12 oz., Hercules Reloader 7 containing 13.6 oz. , Hercules 
2400 containing 7 oz. and five IMR 1 lbs. tins including three partial tins of  3031 with total weight of 23.4 oz., a 
Dupont IMR -4064 containing 6.6 oz and a plastic containing with IMR 4227 weighing 3.8 oz. 

458a Four full 1 lb. containers of Smokeless gun powder including  two Hodgdon BL-C (2) rifle powder, one IMR 4350 
and one Reliant Reloader 22 

458b Three full 1 lb. tins of IMR 3031 Smokeless powder 



459 Selection of Ball Powders including full 1 lb. of Winchester 748, full 1 lb. of Olin Winchester 296, full 1 Ib.of  
Winchester 540, partial Winchester 748 containing 1.36 oz., partial Winchester 571 containing 11.4 oz. and a 
large tin of Winchester 540 containing 1 lbs. 2 oz. 

460 Shot gun reloading press, 250 count bag of 12 gauge plastic wads, six bags of assorted shot shell, RCBS scale, 
cleaning kit and cleaning chemicals etc. 

461 2000 rounds of Winchester .22 LR 

462 Large selection of .22 LR including 800 rounds of American Eagle, 500 rounds of Remington Thunderbolt, 200 
rounds of Remington Golden Bullet and approximately 200 rounds assorted 

463 220 rounds of assorted .22 Win mag and approximately 700 rounds assorted .22 LR 

464 Approximately 130 rounds of .223 Rem, appear mostly reloads and approximately 350 rounds of assorted 17 
HMR 

465 Selection of pistol ammo. including full 50 count box of Winchester .45 Colt 230 grain,  95 rounds of Winchester 
.30 Spcl. FMJ, a 50 count box of Winchester .38 Spcl. with 26 rounds 150 grain RNL and 15 rounds assorted, 85 
rounds of American Eagle .357 Mag, 158 grain JSP and 30 rounds of .32 ACP FMJ 

466 Selection of ammo. and brass including 36 rounds of Black Hills Ammunition .38-55 255 grain FNL, 35 rounds of 
.38-55 reloads, 18 rounds of .25-06 Rem.  in plastic Case Gard case, approximately 50 rounds of .25-35 
Winchester 

467 Selection of .308 Win ammo. including 70 rounds which appear to be reloads plus assorted other rifle rounds 

468 Selection of .300 Win mag ammunition including full 20 count box of Federal Premium 180 grain Nosler Partition, 
full 20 count box of Remington Express 180 grain Core-Lokt PSP, three green Case Gard cases containing a total of 
approximately 50 round of presumed reloads 

469 Assorted rifle ammunition including approximately 40 rounds of assorted .30-06, 20 rounds of .243 Win,  note: 
both  have been stored improperly and show signs of moisture damage, plus a full 20 count box of Federal .300 
Savage 150 grain soft point, a Winchester box with 20 round of assorted .30-30,  20 rounds of .280 Rem reloads, a 
Heritage box with 20 assorted .30-30 plus a mixtureof approximately 40 other rifle rounds 

470 Large selection of assorted vintage ammunition including 38 rounds of .30-30 Winchester, 18 rounds of .32-40 
Winchester, 17 rounds of .303 Savage, 50 rounds of .22 short, assorted small bundles of different calibers, 
selection of assorted used brass and an empty cardboard box for Winchester Alberta Diamond Jubilee 
Commemorative ammo. 

471 Selection of used pistol brass including approximately 100 count of .45 Colt, approximately 50 count .38 Spcl. 
approx. 100 count of .357 magnum plus approximately 200 count of pistol caliber projectiles, RCBS .38 Spcl dies 
in plastic zip lock, Lyman .45 Colt dies no. 7680110 etc. 

472 Large selection of assorted caliber rifle brass and projectiles, too diverse to list, see photos, LOCAL BIDDERS 
RECOMMENDED 

473 Large selection of projectiles, mostly rifle. See photos for brands and sizes, many boxes full. Most at least over 
half full. LOCAL BIDDERS RECOMMENDED 

474 Large selection of projectiles, mostly rifle. See photos for brands and sizes, many boxes full. Most at least over 
half full. LOCAL BIDDERS RECOMMENDED 

475 Selection of primers including four 100 count packages of large rifle primers, ten 100 count packages of Magnum 
large rifle primers, four 100 count plus 94 count of shot shell primers 

475a Selection of small rifle primers including 1600 CCI and 400 Winchester 

476 Selection of loading dies including five RCBS sets including .308 Win no. 15501, .243 Win no. 11401, .280 Rem. no 
14001, .300 Win Short Mag no. 30801 plus Bonanza .223 Rem etc. 



477 Selection of loading dies including RCBS .22 Hornet no. 10201, RCBS .45/70 no. 20904, Redding .222 Rem, Lee 
.25/35 Winchester etc. 

478 Selection of loading dies including five RCBS: .357 mag no 18207, .22/250 no. 10601, 7mm Rem mag no. 13601, 
30-06 no. 14803, .303 Brit no. 15401 plus a Lee .457 bullet sizer 

479 Five loading die sets including three RCBS: .308 Winchester no. 15503, .45/70 no. 20933, .300 Win mag. plus a 
Lyman .270 Winchester and a Lee .444 Marlin 

480 Two foam lined plastic rifle cases 

481 Non-Restricted shotgun Remington model 11-48, 28 Ga,  2 3/4" semi automatic, w/ bbl length 25" [Choked 
markings include (FULL), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (.561), muzzle diameter (.536)] [Blued 
ribbed barrel and receiver. Single fiber optic sight. Hardwood stock with White Line recoil pad. Checkered semi 
pistol grip and forend. Marked 'MADE IN USA".  Mechanically appears near excellent. Minor bluing wear in high 
spots. Other minor use handling and storage marks.] serial # 4020723, PAL required 

482 Non-Restricted rifle Duestche Werke model 1, 22LR single shot breech block, w/ bbl length 22 3/4" [Blued barrel 
and receiver turned brown gray. Half length stock with metal butt plate. Fitted with sling rings. Most bluing worn 
and leaving brown gray patina. Appears to function and would make a good project gun.] serial # NIL, PAL 
required 

483 No Pal Req. air rifle Ruger model Air Hawk (490FP), .177 cal single Shot hinge break, w/ bbl length 19" [Blued 
barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Each with fiber optic inserts and fitted with Ruger 4X32 
scope. Smooth wooden stock with recoil pad. Appears to have had very little use with only minor use, handling 
and storage marks.] serial # 000157883, No PAL required 

484 Non-Restricted two air rifles Star & Diana model NA & model 25, .177 cal & .177 cal single shot, single shot hinge 
break, w/ bbl length 19" & 15 3/4" [Two as is air rifles. Diana is in overall rough condition and may make a good 
project and the Star model appears to have had light use with minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 
NIL & NIL, PAL required 

485 Six full 50 count boxes of Winchester 9mm Nato, 124 grain, FMJ ammunition 

486 Seven full 20 count boxes of Remington 7mm Remington SA Ultra mag, 160 grain Nosler Partition PR7SM3 
ammunition 

487 Four 20 count boxes of Remington Premium Core-Lokt Ultra 7mm Remington SA Ultra Mag 160 grain Ultra 
Bonded PSP ammunition 

488 Seven 20 count boxes of Winchester 223 Rem 55 grain FMJ ammunition 

489 Selection of handgun ammunition including two full 50 count boxes of Winchester 9mm Nato 124 grain FMJ 
ammunition, one full 50 count box of Winchester .44 S&W Spcl. 240 grain Cowboy Action Lead Flat nose and two 
hard foam lined hand gun cases 

490 Bag with 18 count of .425 Westley-Richards unprimed brass cases and a box containing 48 count of Woodleigh 
Bullets .425 WR,. 410 grain .435" bullets 

491 Boxed RCBS two die set no. 219 D.W and a plastic  RCBS box containing a Hauck .219 M&F zip seater 

492 Green plastic RCBS box containing two dies 7mm REM  SA Ultra Mag set no. 31101 and red Hornady two die set 
7mm REM SA Ultra no. 544309 plus a full 100 count box of Sierra 7mm .824 dia. 175 grain Spitzer boat tail, a 
Sierra 100 count box with approximately 60 count of 7mm .284 dia. 168 grain Matchking H.P. plus a bag 
containing 50 primed brass 

493 Blue plastic box marked Bair containing one Mashburn 218 BEE die, and two small rifle scope including Bushnell 
Sportview 4X15mm and a Tasco 4X15 



494 Selection of unprimed or used brass including 100 count bag of Remington .204 Ruger, bag containing 48 count of 
.220, a bag containing 34 count of .350, a bag containing 6.5 and a full or near full box of Hornady .30 cal 180 
grain .308 round nose 

495 Two small rifle scopes including a Bushnell 1.5X4X Banner scope (Duplex Reticle) and a Dependon 6X30 scope 
(Crosshair) 

496 Three collectible Buck knives including 301X with leather sheath, a 119X with leather sheath and a 118 with 
leather sheath 

497 Twelve rounds of Remington 250 Win 130 grain, 18 rounds of Remington 270 Win. 150 grain, and a full 20 count 
box of Winchester 308 Winchester  180 grain. 

498 Selection of 20 gauge shotgun ammunition including six 25 count boxes of Winchester 2 3/4" no. 7 1/2 

499 Selection of 12 gauge shotgun  ammunition including three 25 count boxes of Federal 2 3/4" no. 8 target load, 
five 5 count boxes of Winchester 2 3/4" rifled slug HP and one 5 count box of Winchester 2 3/4" Buckshot plus six 
loose Fiocchi rubber buckshot 

501 Non-Restricted rifle Smith & Wesson model 1700LS, 30-06 bolt action, w/ bbl length 22" [Blued barrel and 
receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with scope bases. Hardwood stock with branded recoil pad.  Fitted with sling 
rings. Checkered semi pistol and fore grip. Mechanically appears near excellent. Includes one detachable 
magazine. Marked SPRINGFIELD, MASS. MFG IN JAPAN TO S&W SPEC.  Bluing worn in use and handling areas and 
rub marks on barrel with some light pitting. Other use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # 
LS04727, PAL required 

502 Non-Restricted rifle Sears model 4C, 22LR bolt action, w/ bbl length 21" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front 
and elevation adjustable rear sights. Fitted with Red Ram 4X32 scope. Smooth wooden stock with plastic butt 
plate. Fitted with sling mounts and includes one detachable magazine. Mechanically appears near excellent and 
likely had only light use. Minor wear to bluing, slight finish issue at trigger guard, possibly light moisture plus 
other use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # 14944, PAL required 

503 Non-Restricted rifle & rifle Lee Enfield X 2 model Sht. L.E. III*, + 4 MK I*, .303 Brit. X 2 bolt action, w/ bbl length 
25" & 25" [Two firearms, both in rough condition. To be viewed in person and bid accordingly.] serial # 9465 & 
76635, PAL required 

504 Non-Restricted shotgun Ithaca model 37, 12Ga 2 3/4" pump action, w/ bbl length 30" [Choked markings include 
(FULL), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (.7315), muzzle diameter (.688)] [Blued barrel and receiver. 
Single bead sight. Hardwood stock with plastic butt plate. Checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Mechanically 
appears to work reasonably well. Approximately 50% of bluing worn. All metal surfaces having some surface rust 
and pitting. Old cracks in stock and some slivers missing. Other use, handling and storage marks on wood and 
metal.] serial # 30114, PAL required 

505 Non-Restricted rifle Remington model 1909, 22 S-L-LR pump action, w/ bbl length 22" [Blued barrel and receiver. 
Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Smooth straight wooden stock with plastic butt plate. Corn cob 
forend. Action and trigger appear to function but definitely has seen a lot of use. Some refinishing and reworked. 
Old cracks and repairs on stock and forend. Other use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal. Assume 
to buy as project.] serial # RW142362, PAL required 

506 Non-Restricted rifle Remington model 740 Woodmaster, 30-06 SPRG. semi automatic, w/ bbl length 22" [Blued 
barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Hardwood stock with White Line recoil pad. Fitted with 
sling rings. Includes woven leather sling. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Ill fitting forend. Stock 
is cracked on both sides at receiver mating surface. Stock and forend have had shop done customized inlay on 
both sides and bottom. Right side inlay is missing.  Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 
170734, PAL required 

507 Non-Restricted shotgun Acciaio Vickers model Milano 3, . 410, 3" hinge break, w/ bbl length 28" [Choked 
markings include (NONE SEEN), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (.4155), muzzle diameter (.393)] 
[Blued ribbed barrel. Single bead sight. Engraved white metal receiver. Hardwood stock with checkered plastic 



butt plate. Checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Fitted with sling rings. Markings including "36" on top of 
chamber, "RENATO GAMBA", ACCIAIO VICKERS', "CANNA CRONATO" on left side of chamber. Mechanically 
appears near excellent. Appears to have had only light use with minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 
313663, PAL required 

508 Non-Restricted rifle Cooey model 600, 22 S-L-LR bolt action, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed 
front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Wooden stock with plastic recoil pad. Checkered semi pistol and fore 
grip. Action and trigger function albeit a bit stiffly, possibly just needs a good cleaning. Left side of receiver drilled 
and tapped for once installed optic mount which is not included. Metal appears re-blued. Has had it's share of 
use but should be a good shooter.] serial # NIL, PAL required 

509 Non-Restricted rifle Cooey model 600, 22 S-L-LR bolt action, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed 
front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Wooden stock with plastic butt plate. Checkered semi pistol and 
foregrip. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well albeit it a bit dry. Surface rust, pitting and bluing 
missing on barrel, predominantly on top near front sight. Stock in well worn condition with finish missing. Other 
use, handling and storage marks.] serial # NIL, PAL required 

510 Non-Restricted rifle Mossberg model 151M(a), 22LR semi automatic, w/ bbl length 20" [Blued finish. Original 
front and barrel mount rear sights are missing. Fitted with original receiver peep sight and Mossberg No. M4c 
scope. Full wood military style stock with metal butt plate. Fitted with sling rings and includes leather sling. 
Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Age appropriate marks on metal and wood but in overall 
better than average condition. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # NIL, PAL required 

511 Non-Restricted rifle Browning model B.B.R, 30-06 bolt action, w/ bbl length 24 1/2" [Black finish on tapered 
barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with scope bases. Heavy textured finish on stock with Decelerator 
recoil pad and fixed riser. Fitted with sling mounts. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well, other use, 
handling and storage marks.] serial # 08357RN117, PAL required 

512 No Pal Required Air Rifle Crossman model Powermaster 760 A, .177 cal pump action, w/ bbl length 19" [BB and 
pellet rifle. In well worn condition. Appears to function.] serial # 144192, No PAL required 

513 Non-Restricted rifle Savage model 4C, 22 S-L-LR bolt action, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued barrel and receiver. Front 
sight missing. Adjustable rear sight and still retains part of rear peep sight. Wooden stock with plastic butt plate. 
Includes one detachable magazine. Receiver is drilled and tapped for optic mount. Action needs work. Bolt is not 
closing, reason not confirmed. Bolt cocking knob is missing. Use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] 
serial # NIL, PAL required 

514 Non-Restricted rifle Savage model 4C, 22 S-L-LR bolt action, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed 
front sight and adjustable rear sight. Hardwood stock with plastic butt plate. Includes one detachable magazine. 
Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 
NIL, PAL required 

515 Non-Restricted rifle Savage model 4C, 22 S-L-LR bolt action, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed 
front sight and adjustable rear sight. Hardwood stock with plastic butt plate. Includes one detachable magazine. 
Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 
NIL, PAL required 

516 Non-Restricted rifle Savage model 4C, 22 S-L-LR bolt action, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed 
front sight and adjustable rear sight. Hardwood stock with plastic butt plate. Includes one detachable magazine. 
Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Bluing worn in use and handling areas and has overall plum 
patina.  Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # NIL, PAL required 

517 Non-Restricted rifle Savage model 60 Delxue, 22 S-L-LR semi automatic, w/ bbl length 23 1/2" [Blued barrel and 
receiver. Fixed front sight and elevation adjustable rear sight. Smooth hardwood stock with plastic butt plate. 
Functions as bolt action for short and long ammunition and semi-automatic for long rifle ammunition. 
Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Bluing worn in use and handling areas with some surface 
pitting and plum patina. Stock has been refinished. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 
NIL, PAL required 



518 Non-Restricted rifle Mossberg model 464, 22LR lever action, w/ bbl length 18" [Matt black finish on barrel, 
receiver and full length tube. Tactical style extending ATI stock with adjustable riser. Accessory rails on sides and 
bottom. Fitted with sling mounts. Appears virtually unused with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] 
serial # LA064028, PAL required 

519 Non-Restricted shotgun Remington model 812, . 410Ga,  3" Single shot hinge break, w/ bbl length 28" [Choked 
markings include (FULL CHOKE), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (.410), muzzle diameter (.3925)] 
[Blued barrel and receiver. Single bead sight. Smooth wooden stock with plastic butt plate. Matching serial 
number on receiver and barrel. Mechanically appears to function well. Marked "MADE IN BRAZIL". Bluing worn in 
use and handling areas plus other use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # C24541, PAL 
required 

520 Non-Restricted rifle Krag–Jørgensen model 1898, bolt action, w/ bbl length 22" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed 
front and adjustable rear sights. Sporter style stock with missing butt plate. Missing sling rings. Action and trigger 
function. Non-matching numbered bolt 860. Caliber not confirmed. Most bluing worn leaving gray brown patina. 
Stock appears weatherworn with deep grooves, small cracks and other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 
39164, PAL required 

521 Selection of ammunition including a red Case-gard ammo. box with 30 rounds of .303 British reloads and 10 
empty cases. Approximately 200 rounds of .22 Magnum ammunition 

522 Cabela's Covenant4  6-24X50 FFP reticle scope with soft cover, manual, glare shield and rings 

523 Selection of accessories including a box containing a selection of new canvas game bags, bag of unused primed 12 
gauge hulls, shooting sand bag, one green and one black pouch plus archery accessories including a pack of three 
hunting heads, bow sights, weights etc. 

524 TrueTimber white camouflage winter jacket size 2XL with matching balaclava and a pair of 42X30 Realtree 
Hardwood camo.  denim pants 

525 Selection outdoor clothing including Sitka Ascent shirt and pants, size XL, two pairs of Columbia shorts sized XL 
and 42 and a World Wide Sportman Shirt size XLT, in gently used condition 

526 Parker 12 ga. double barrel 

527 Two L.C. Smith 12 ga. double shotgun barrels 

528 Two double shotgun barrels including a A.H. Fox 32" 12 ga. and a Imman Meffert Shul 16 ga. 

529 Four 12 ga. double shotgun barrels including a Tobin, a Challence hammerless etc. 

530 Antique leather rifle scabbard 

531 Antique leather rifle scabbard 

532 Antique leather rifle scabbard stamped 803 Idaho Leather 26 

533 Canvas wrapped fitted shotgun case 

534 Royal Canadian Airforce transmitter model BC-375-E, serial no. 34073, 19" X 21 .5" X 8" 

535 Royal Canadian Airforce Indicator/ Frequency type C2.R.C.A., serial no. 447 manufactured in 1942 by Marconi 

536 RCAF Radar Set Control, model NOas 56-633 

537 Two German hardcover books including Bewaffnung und Ausriustung der Schweiszer Armee seit 1817 
Autowaffen published 1971 and Automatwaffen II published in 1983 and both by Christian Reinhart and Michael 
am Rhyn 

538 Two hardcover books including Pistolen und Revolver der Schweiz by Christian Reinhart  published 1988 and Die 
Repetier gewehre der Schweiz by Christian Reinhart, Michael am Rhyn and Kurt Sallaz, published in 1991 



539 Five WWII hardcover books including The Life and Death of Adolf Hitler by Robert Payne, Inside The Third Reich 
Memoirs by Albert Speer, The Simon and Schuster Encyclopedia of World War II, Signal's Hitler's Wartime PIcture 
Magazine and Two C  Centuries of Warfare by Christopher Chant, Richard Holmes and William Keong 

540 Two hardcover books including For King and Country- Alberta in the Second World War and Uniforms of the 
Canadian Mounted Police by James J. Boulton plus three unframed red serge RCMP prints plus an Alberta RCMP 
100 Year calendar from 1974 

541 Four 48 count packages of military .303 Inch MK7 ammunition 

542 Four 48 count packages of military .303 Inch MK7 ammunition 

543 Three 20 count boxes and a box with 12 count of Dominion 30-06 Springfield ammunition 150 grain Sabretip, a 
full 20 count box of Imperial 30-06 Springfield 180 grain KKSP ammunition, a full 20 count box of 30-06 assorted 
reloads in a Dominion box 

544 Six 50 count boxes of Dominion .38 Special158 grain lead bullet ammunition 

545 Six 50 count boxes of Dominion .38 Special158 grain lead bullet ammunition 

546 Selection of .38 Special ammunition including two 50 count boxes of Dominion 158 grain lead bullet, one 50 
count box of Winchester 158 grain lead bullet, one vintage 50 count box of Dominion Super-Clean .38 S&W 
Special  158 grain, a bag with 35 count of .38 Special rounds, vintage 50 count box containing 24 count of .38 
S&W Special 158 grain and two 50 count boxes of .357 caliber reloads 

547 Selection of rifle ammunition including one 20 count boxes of Dominion .303 Brit 218 grain KKSP, one 20 count 
box of Dominion .303 Brit 150 grain Sabre tip, a 30 count bag of .303 Tracer, two 5 count stripper clips containing 
.303 Brit and two 20 count boxes of Dominion .270 Winchester SP 160 grain, one 20 count box of Dominion .270 
Winchester SP 130 grain, and a 20 count box containing 14 rounds of Dominion .270 Winchester 130 grain ST 

548 Two 20 count boxes of Remington .30 Remington SP Kleanbore 170 grain and three 20 count boxes of Western 
Super-XZ .30 Remington Boat tail 170 grain 

549 Two boxes including one containing 20 count and one containing 18 count of Winchester .44-40 Little Big Horn 
Centennial 1876-1976 200 grain SP ammunition 

550b Restricted handgun Ruger model P91DC, .40 cal Ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 114mm [Stainless steel 
slide, part satin and part polished. Three dot fixed front and rear sights. Satin gray alloy frame. Branded plastic 
grips. Includes one detachable magazine, loading aid, documentation and fitted plastic box. Mechanically appears 
near excellent with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 34007564, certificate # 7004386, PAL 
required 

550c Restricted handgun Ruger model Mark II Target, 22LR Ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 175mm [Polished 
stainless steel. Fixed front and target adjustable rear sights. Branded checkered wooden laminated grips with 
right strong hand thumb, optics rail and rings, original manual and molded plastic case. Mechanically appears 
excellent and likely had very little use. No indication that optics rail was every attached. Minor use, handling and 
storage marks.] serial # 21812308, certificate # 7004394, PAL required 

550d Restricted handgun CZ model CZ75, 9mm Ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 117mm [Blued slide and frame. 
Fixed front and rear sights. Checkered wooden grips. Includes two detachable magazines, unused cleaning rod, 
original manual and paperwork in Styrofoam box. Matching serial number on framed, slide and arrow. 
Mechanically appears excellent and likely had very little use. Some areas of storage pitting primarily on front 
sides of slides plus other minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # D8661, certificate # 7004397, PAL 
required 

550e Restricted handgun Walther (AC/44) model P38, 9mm Ten Shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 117mm [Blued 
barrel, slide and frame. Fixed sights. Bakelite grips. Fitted with lanyard ring and includes one detachable magazine 
and flap holster. Matching serial number on frame, slide, barrel and some internal parts etc. Other markings 
include German proof marks on slide, frame and backside of holster. Mechanically appears to function 
reasonably well with the exception of plunger and spring that rest in take-down lever are missing. Minor wear in 



use and handling areas and other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 9444b, certificate # 7004392, PAL 
required 

550f Restricted handgun Raom & Walther model VIS35 & P38 frames only, semi automatic, [Two stripped frames with 
blued finish.] serial # Z2975 & 7211, PAL required 

551 Selection 12 gauge shotgun ammunition including Imperial 25 count box of 2 3/4" no. 4, Maxum 25 count box of 
2 3/4" no. 7 1/2, Redline 25 count box of 2 3/4" no. 4, Wescan 25 count box of 2 3/4" no. 4, Imperial box 
containing 21 count of 2 3/4" no. 2, Maxum box containing 16 count of 2 3/4" BB, Imperial box containing 18 
count of 2 3/4" no. 5, Imperial box containing 15 count of 3" no.2 and a Imperial box containing 6 count of 2 3/4" 
no. 6, 10 count of 2 3/4" no.4, 3 count of 2 3/4" no. 7 1/2 , 6 count of 2 3/4" no.5 and a bag containing 14 mixed 
12 gauge 2 3/4" shot shells 

552 Selection of 16 gauge shotgun ammunition including five 25 count boxes of Imperial 2 3/4" no. 6, one 25 count 
box of Imperial 2 3/4" no. 5, one 25 count box of Canuck 2 3/4" no. 6, two full 5 count and one containing 2 
round of Remington 2 9/16" RX16RS rifled slugs, a Imperial box containing 20 count of 2 3/4" no. 7 1/2, Imperial 
box containing 20 count of 2 3/4" no. 2, Imperial box containing 10 count of 2 3/4" no.5 and 15 count 2 3/4" no.4 
plus a bag containing 28 count of mixed 16 gauge ammo. 

553 Selection of 20 gauge shotgun ammunition including three 25 count boxes of Imperial 2 3/4" no.6, one 25 count 
box of Imperial 2 3/4" no. 4, one 25 count box of American Eagle 2 3/4" no.8 plus a bag containing 14 count of 2 
3/4" no.4 and 1 count 2 3/4" no.5 

554 Selection of vintage ammunition including box containing 33 rounds of Remington Super-Clean .32 S&W CF 85 
grain, box containing 22 count of Dominion CIL .25 Colt Automatic 50 grain, Remington box containing 22 count 
of .30 Luger 7.65mm SP , Peters box containing 3 count of .25 Remington 117 grain Inner-Belted soft point bullet, 
a bag labeled Dominion containing 12 count of .25-20, a canvas ammo. pouch containing 7 count of .243 reloads, 
a Winchester box containing 48 count of no. 4 primers plus a bag containing 42 count labeled Dominion rim fire 
of what appears to be 25 Stevens long rim fire 

555 Selection of vintage ammunition including 20 count box of Imperial .30-55 Winchester 255 grain SP, a 50 count 
box of Western .38-40 Winchester 180 grain SP, a 50 count box of Dominion 25-20 Winchester SP 86 grain and a 
bag containing 30 count labeled .455 Colt 

556 Selection of vintage 7.5mm military ammunition including two full 20 count boxes plus a box with 19 count ( 2 
possible reloads) of Global Firearms Limited ammunition for Schmidt-Rubin rifles 189 grain SP, three full 10 count 
packages, a stripper clip containing 6 round of 7.5X55 Schmidt-Rubin and a bag containing 20 rounds of military 
75.X55 Swiss 

557 Framed ammunition board featuring 150 rounds of assorted shotgun ammunition, all live rounds PAL REQUIRED, 
NO SHIPPING 

558 Wooden box with buffalo motif lid containing two hunting knives with sheaths,a Normark hatchet, five assorted 
duck calls and a pair of GIC 7X35 wide angle binoculars in case 

559 Two vintage leather holsters including one marked US, plus a double leather ammo. pouch and two vintage 
canvas cleaning kits 

560 Selection of hunting items including a canvas bag of one dozen Dupe-A-Goose Live Action Decoys by Dunster, 
four canvas backpacks, a canvas and leather shotshell ammo. vest and four assorted cleaning kits including .22, 
30 cal and shotgun 

561 Three vintage pairs of binoculars including Russian made Tento 10X50 with case, Carl Wetzlar 7X35 Wide Angle 
with case and a Eaton 7X35 with case 

562 Two full 20 count boxes of Norma .308 Norma mag 180 grain ORYX 

563 Six 20 count boxes of Winchester .303 Win 150 grain power-point, two 20 count boxes of Winchester .308 Win 
147 grain FMJ 



564 Two fuli 20 count boxes and one with 17 count  of Remington .308 Win 150 grain  MC, one 20 count box and one 
box with 12 count of Federal .308 Win 150 grain SP, eleven 5 count stripper clips plus one 4 count clip of 
Winchester .308 Win and a plastic ammo container with 18 count of Winchester .308 Win 

565 Full 20 count box and a box with 10 count of Remington .303 British 174 grain MC, one 20 count box of Federal 
.303 Brit 150 grain SP, one box containing 18 count of Federal .306 Springfield 180 grain SP, one 20 count box of 
Fusion .30-06 Spring 150 grain and plastic ammo. sleeve containing 10 count of .306 Spring 

566 Two 5 count boxes of Hornady 12 ga. slug 2 3/4" 300 grain FTX for rifled barrels, eight 5 count boxes of Hevi-shot 
sabot slugs 12 ga. 3" , two 5 count boxes of Winchester 12 ga. 2 3/4" rifled slug HP, one 5 count box of 
Winchester 12 ga. 2 3/4" High velocity slug, one 5 count box of Federal 12 ga. 3" buckshot, one 5 count box of 
Federal 12 ga. 3" Hi-Shok slug, one 5 count box of Federal 12 ga. 2 3/4" Hi-Shok slug HP 

567 Two 555 count boxes of Winchester .22 Long 36 grain HP copper plated and one 300 count box of Winchester .22 
Long 36 grain HP copper plated 

568 One carton containing 10 boxed of 50 count Winchester Wildcat .22, and two 500 count boxes of Winchester 
Wildcat .22 Long 40 grain lead round nose 

569 One carton containing ten 50 count boxes of Winchester Super-X .22 Long 40 grain, one carton containing ten 50 
count boxes of Remington Hyper-velocity .22 long truncated cone and carton containing eight 50 count boxes of 
American Eagle .22 long 38 grain copper plated HP 

570 Five 100 count plastic boxes of  CCI CB .22 Short 29 grain lead round nose, one 300 count box of CCI Minimag .22 
long 36 grain copper plated HP and a 300 count box of CCI .22 long, 40 grain copper plated round nose 

571 Three 100 count boxes of Remington CBEE 22 low noise HP, five 50 count boxes of Remington Sub Sonic .22 Long 
HP, eight 50 count boxes of CCI Stinger .22 Long 32 grain copper plated HP varmint, three 50 count Blazer .22 
Long 40 grain, two 50 count boxes of Winchester .22 Long 40 grain lead Lubaloy coated and one 50 count box of 
Federal .22 Long Bird shot 25 grain no. 12 lead shot 

572 Two 50 count boxes of Black Hills Ammunition 44-40 200 grain RNFP, one box with 30 count of Winchester 44-40 
Win 200 grain SP, one 50 count box of American Eagle .45 Colt  225 grain JSP and two Bullet Barn blue plastic 
containers including one with 50 count and one with 35 count of .44-40 WCF 200 grain LRNFP 

573 Case containing ten 25 count boxes of Winchester Super X 12 ga. 3" BB shot 

574 Case of ten boxes each with 25 count of Federal Premium 12 ga. 3" BB 

575 Two cartons containing ten 50 count boxes of CCI Velocitor .22 long 40 grain copper plated HP and six 50 count 
boxes of CCI Stinger Hyper Velocity .22 long 32 grain copper plated HP 

576 Two Ash knives including bone and resin handle, 8" Damascus blade and leather sheath 13 1/2" overall length 
and a smaller dagger with 6 1/2" blade and leather sheath, 12" overall length 

577 Two straight razors with Damascus blades, one iwth bone, brass and wooden handle plus a Ash 440 Steel skinning 
knife with bone like handle in leather sheath 

578 Selection of firearms accessories including two Sun Optics SKS scope mounts both new in package,  a Leaper SKS 
scope mount, four new in package set of snap caps, all for .357 Sig and a bowie style hunting knife in nylon 
sheath 

579 Naden 12' aluminum fishing boat, model N-16S, serial number  259428 with vinyl cover, Tohatsu 9.8hp outboard 
motor serial no. 023639AD plus Shoreland'r Tadpull boat trailer AB 4DB4-17, two oars, two seats, fuel tank and 
life jackets 

580 Buck brand right hand Tomcat compound bow, with 70 lb. pull, 29" draw, attached quiver, four arrows, attached 
Cougar sight, all in camouflage bow carrying case 

581 Non-Restricted shotgun Alger Arms model Unknown, 12Ga (UNFIREABLE) Two shot hinge break, w/ bbl length 
30" [What you see is what you get. Shotgun was found in a grain bin after being there for some length of time. It 



is seized in a half open position, action seized. Overall rusted condition. Rustic wall hanger or conversation piece.] 
serial # NIL, PAL required 

582 Non-Restricted rifle Savage model Axis, .308 Win. bolt action, w/ bbl length 22" [Black parkerized style finish on 
tapered barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with Weaver 3-9X 40 scope. Camouflage polymer stock 
marked STRATA with recoil pad and spacer. Mechanically and aesthetically appear excellent and likely only had 
little use with only minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # N490512, PAL required 

583 Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model Big Bore Model 94 XTR, 375 Win. lever action, w/ bbl length 20" [Blued 
barrel, receiver and full length tube. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sight with elevation wedge missing. 
Straight hardwood stock with branded recoil pad. Checkered grip and forend. Mechanically appears near 
excellent. Minor use and handling marks on wood and metal plus unexplained bluing discolouration in front of 
trigger guard.] serial # BB035556, PAL required 

584 Non-Restricted rifle Turkish ASFA ANKARA model 1940 Mauser, 6.5X55 bolt action, w/ bbl length 23" [Blued 
barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with Tasco 6-24X 40 scope. Smooth wooden stock with checkered butt 
plate branded BISHOP. Fitted with sling rings and includes padded sling. Mechanically appears to function 
reasonably well.  Bluing worn leaving overall gray brown patina. Some water damage at rear most part of stock 
including rust on rear sling swivel and sling buckle. Maker's marks hidden by scope bases, may include serial 
number. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # NIL, PAL required 

585 Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 70, 30-06 Sprg. bolt action, w/ bbl length 22" [Blued barrel and receiver. 
Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Hardwood stock with branded plastic butt plate. Fitted with sling mounts. 
Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Surface pitting on barrel, receiver and bolt, likely storage 
related. Other use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # G1148842, PAL required 

586 Non-Restricted shotgun Winchester model 97, 12Ga 2 3/4" pump action, w/ bbl length 22" [Choked markings 
include (FULL CHOKE), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (.7325), muzzle diameter (Threaded)] [Blued 
barrel and receiver. Single bead sight. Smooth wooden stock with branded plastic butt plate. Corn cob forend. 
Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Muzzle threaded for chokes and includes one Colonial Arms 
Inc. modified choke. Matching serial number on receiver and barrel. Bluing worn in use and handling areas, 
appears unmolested. Stock and forend have been refinished. Other use, handling and storage marks on wood and 
metal.] serial # E977114, PAL required 

587 Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 94 Eastern Carbine, 30 WCF lever action, w/ bbl length 20" [Blued barrel 
and receiver and full length tube. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth straight wooden stock with 
curved metal butt plate. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Bluing on receiver and lever have 
natural brown gray patina. Hole in bottom of stock from once installed sling ring which is not included. Use, 
handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 1024092, PAL required 

588 Non-Restricted rifle Marlin model 336, 30-30 Win. lever action, w/ bbl length 20" [Blued barrel, receiver and full 
length tube. Hooded fixed front sight, rear barrel mount dovetail is plugged. Fitted with Williams micro-
adjustable rear peep sight. Straight wooden stock with checkered metal butt plate. Fitted with sling mounts. 
Mechanically appears to function well. Minor use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # 
25082822, PAL required 

589 Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1892   Saddle Ring, 44 WCF lever action, w/ bbl length 20" [Blued barrel, 
receiver and full length tube. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth straight wooden stock with curved 
metal butt plate. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Most bluing worn leaving gray brown patina. 
Stock and forend have old nicks and gouges, no cracks seen. Other age appropriate use, handling and storage 
marks.] serial # 654046, PAL required 

590 ATI folding stock for Ruger 10/22 in Destroyer gray colour, new in box 

590a ATI folding stock for Ruger 10/22 in black colour, new in box 

591 VSA bore sighter and a Panther XP2 flashlight, both new in case 

591a VSA bore sight and Stone River Gear adjustable focus rechargeable LED flashlight, both new in box 



592 VSA bore sight and Stone River Gear adjustable focus rechargeable LED flashlight, both new in box 

592a Two Multi Holsters brand Kydex holsters, one labeled M&P 4.25" tan in colour and a Sig 226, black in colour 

593 Two Multi Holsters brand Kydex holsters, one labeled M&P 4.25" tan in colour and a Sig 226, black in colour 

594 Selection of new in box Magpull accessories including  MOE polymer rail section, MOE Scout mount, pink 1911 
grips and other pink items, carbine stock, hand guard etc. 

594a Selection of new in package Magpull accessories including pink 1911 grips, SOE Scout mounts, Carbine stock, 
hand guards etc. 

595 Selection of new firearms and hunting accessories including eight Remington brand stretch elastic stock wrap 
cartridge holders, two Scorpion .22 LR magazines, pink Magpull stock, SKS muzzle brake no. AMSKSB 

595a Selection of new in package firearms accessories including Winchester 1200 pistol grip, a camouflage ammo. 
pouch, a binocular harness, two shot shell holders,  Hogue 870 butt stock and pistol grip. 

596 Selection of new in package shooting accessories including three set of ERGO grips including Ruger MK2, Beretta 
92 and Ruger LCR, soft pistol case, binoculars harness, size 16 holster, hand cuff pouch, three sets of Hogue grips; 
two marked S&W 3rd Gen. and Sig Sauer P220 etc. 

596a Selection of new in box firearms accessories including NcSTAR mini 14 scope mount, SMRM 216 optic rail, nine 
assorted optic rings 

597 Lyman Mini Mag lead melting pot and a Lyman 4 place ingot mold, both appear new in box 

598 Lyman T-Mag Turret for use with Quick Release system, item no. 7726153, Lyman case lube kit and a Lyman H&I 
dies for 450 Lubricator and similar sizers diameter .400 item no. 2766501, all appear new in box 

599 Two ALG flared mag wells, both labeled for Glock 17/22, one black and one in desert dirt colour 

599a Pachmayr three dot sight for Ruger P 85, part no. PAS RP85-3 

601 Non-Restricted shotgun Winchester model 12, 16Ga, 2 3/4" pump action, w/ bbl length 28" [Choked markings 
include (MOD.), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (.668), muzzle diameter (.275)] [Blued barrel and 
receiver. Single bead sight. Smooth wooden stock, missing butt plate. Corn cob forend. Mechanically appears to 
function reasonably well. Small cracks on stock where it meets with the receiver. Appears to be old crack repair 
on bottom of forend. Metal and wood appear professionally refinished. Minor use, handling and storage marks 
since refinishing] serial # 1049206, PAL required 

602 Non-Restricted shotgun Winchester model 12, 16Ga, 2 3/4" pump action, w/ bbl length 30" [Choked markings 
include (FULL CHOKE), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (.395), muzzle diameter (.644)] [Blued barrel 
and receiver. Single bead front sight. Smooth wooden stock with branded plastic butt plate. Corn cob forend. 
Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. 30-40% of bluing worn, primarily in use and handling areas. 
Other use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 731942, PAL required 

603 Non-Restricted shotgun Winchester model 12, 12Ga Unconfirmed chamber pump action, w/ bbl length 32" 
[Choked markings include (FULL), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (.735), muzzle diameter (.697)] 
[Blued barrel and receiver. Single bead sight. Smooth wooden stock. Branded recoil pad. Corn cob forend. 
Mechanically appears to function well. Metal and wood appear refinished. Cracks on both side of forend had 
been repaired prior to refinishing. Other use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 605311, 
PAL required 

604 Non-Restricted shotgun L.C. Smith/Hunter Arms Co model SXS, 12Ga, Unconfirmed chamber Two shot hinge 
break, w/ bbl length 30" [Choked markings include (NONE SEEN), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (L 
.7295,  R .7275), muzzle diameter (L .6885,  R .6895)] [Blued barrels and receiver. Single bead sight. Semi-deluxe 
hardwood stock with Decelerator butt plate. Checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Matching serial number on 
receiver, barrel and forend. Other markings include "L.C.SMITH" on both side plates. Serial number and 00 on 
barrel flats. "ARMOUR STEEL, HUNTER ARMS CO. MAKERS, FULTON, N.Y." on top of barrels. Mechanically appears 



to function reasonably well. Metal appears re-blued. Stock and forend presumed to be replacements with nice 
fitment and checkering. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 111235, PAL required 

605 Non-Restricted rifle GevarM model Auto carbine E1 take-down, 22LR semi automatic, w/ bbl length 19 1/2" 
[Blued barrel. Fixed front and rear sights. Alloy receiver with textured black finish. Walnut stock with branded 
plastic butt plate. Includes one detachable magazine. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Unusual 
French made semi-automatic, shoots from and open bolt. Some minor pitting and wear on bluing and other 
minor use marks but otherwise in better than average condition.] serial # NIL, PAL required 

606 Non-Restricted rifle Savage model 219, 30-30 Single shot hinge break, w/ bbl length 26" [Blued barrel and 
receiver. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sight. Smooth wooden stock with plastic butt plate. 
Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Appears most bluing was worn and has been re-blued. Small 
cracks in front of stock. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # NIL, PAL required 

607 Non-Restricted shotgun Cooey model 84, 12Ga, Unconfirmed chamber Single Shot hinge break, w/ bbl length 30" 
[Choked markings include (FULL), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (.720), muzzle diameter (.710)] 
[Blued barrel and receiver. Single bead sight. Smooth wooden stock with White Line recoil pad. Matching serial 
number on receiver and barrel. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Metal appears re-blued with 
some surface pitting. Front barrel lug appears re-welded. Fitment for forend appears secure. Use, handling and 
storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 78495, PAL required 

608 Non-Restricted shotgun Riverside Arms 16Ga, Unconfirmed chamber Single Shot hinge break, w/ bbl length 30" 
[Choked markings include (CHOKE BORED), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (.6695), muzzle diameter 
(.651)] [Blued barrel and receiver. Single bead sight. Smooth wooden stock with recoil pad. Mechanically appears 
to function reasonably well. Texture on barrel would indicate that it was cleaned of surface rust and re-blued.  
Stock and forend has old cracks which were repaired prior to refinishing. Use, handling and storage marks on 
wood and metal.] serial # NIL, PAL required 

609 Non-Restricted shotgun Cooey model 84, 410Ga Unconfirmed chamber Single Shot hinge break, w/ bbl length 26" 
[Choked markings include (FULL CHOKE), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (.409), muzzle diameter 
(.402)] [Blued barrel and receiver. Single bead front sight. Smooth wooden stock with plastic butt plate. 
Mechanically appears to function well. Metal appears re-blued over minor pitting. Other use, handling and 
storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 14197, PAL required 

610 Non-Restricted rifle Enfield model P14, .303 Brit. bolt action, w/ bbl length 26" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed 
front and adjustable rear sight. Sporterized stock with metal butt plate. Fitted with sling rings. Matching serial 
number on receiver, barrel and bolt. Other markings include "NOT ENGLISH MAKE"  on barrel and receiver, plus 
assorted proof marks. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Stock disc removed and plugged with 
piece of wood. 3" crack on front of stock on both sides. Bluing worn in use and handling areas and other use, 
handling and storage marks one wood and metal.] serial # W223832, PAL required 

611 Non-Restricted shotgun Remington model 870 Express, 12Ga 2 3/4" & 3" pump action, w/ bbl length 27 1/2" 
[Choked markings include (NOT APPLICABLE), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (.725), muzzle diameter 
(THREADED)] [Blued ribbed barrel and receiver. Single bead sight. Wooden stock with branded recoil pad. 
Checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Includes one screw in choke, sized not confirmed.  Mechanically appears 
to function reasonably well except extractor is missing and bolt not disassembled for further inspection. Barrel 
marked "* 12 GA. USE 2 3/4" OR 3" SHELLS IN MAGNUM RECEIVERS, ****** USE ONLY 2 3/4" IN ALL OTHERS". 
Serial number M suffix indicates that this is a magnum receiver. Bluing worn in use and handling areas and other 
use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # W806332M, PAL required 

612 Non-Restricted shotgun Winchester model 50, 12Ga 2 3/4" semi automatic, w/ bbl length 30" [Choked markings 
include (FULL CHOKE), bore diameter as measured 6" from muzzle (.7285), muzzle diameter (.699)] [Blued barrel 
and receiver. Single bead sight. Hardwood stock with branded checkered plastic butt plate. Checkered semi pistol 
grip and forend. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Bluing worn in use and handling areas and 
other use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 13231, PAL required 



613 Non-Restricted rifle Remington model 12CS, 22Rem,Spec,W.R.F pump action, w/ bbl length 24 1/2" [Blued barrel 
and receiver. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sight. Smooth wooden stock with branded metal butt 
plate and corn cob forend. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Bluing worn in use and handling 
areas. Some turned brown. Old cracks and repairs in stock. Other use, handling and storage marks on wood and 
metal.] serial # RW297660, PAL required 

614 Non-Restricted rifle Remington model 512 The Sportmaster, 22 S-L-LR bolt action, w/ bbl length 25" [Blued barrel 
and receiver. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden stock with checkered plastic grips. 
Action and trigger function albeit stiffly. Magazine inner tube missing. Left side of receiver drilled and tapped for 
once attached optic which is not included. Most bluing worn leaving gray brown patina. Pinky sized chunk of butt 
plate is broken and missing. Holes in bottom of stock from not included sling rings. Nicks and small cracks in stock 
and other use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] serial # NIL, PAL required 

615 Non-Restricted rifle Enfield model P14, .303 Brit. bolt action, w/ bbl length 26" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed 
front and adjustable rear sights. Sporter style stock with metal butt plate. Fitted with sling rings and includes 
green webbed sling.  Action functions reasonably well. Non-matching serial number 361983 on bolt. No numbers 
seen on barrel. Bluing worn in use and handling areas. Old repairs, nicks and gouges on stock, stock disc missing. 
Other use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # ERA477148, PAL required 

616 Non-Restricted rifle CIL/Anschutz model 470, 22LR semi automatic, w/ bbl length 21 1/2" [Blued barrel and 
receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Wooden stock with checkered plastic butt plate. Checkered semi 
pistol grip and forend. Fitted with sling ring and includes leather sling. No magazine included. Receiver designed 
for optic mount. Made in West German for CIL Canada. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Bluing 
worn in use and handling areas. Some handling nicks in wood and other use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 
038851, PAL required 

617 Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 70 Westerner, 270 Win. bolt action, w/ bbl length 22" [Blued barrel and 
receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Fitted with Leupold M8-6X scope, serial no. W201753. Hardwood 
stock with branded recoil pad. Fitted with sling rings and includes leather sling. Checkered semi pistol and fore 
grip. Mechanically appears near excellent. Electric pencil 647, matching numbered bolt. Bluing worn in use and 
handling areas and some surface rust on barrel and receiver. Other use, handling and storage marks on wood and 
metal.] serial # G1569647, PAL required 

618 Non-Restricted rifle J.C Higgins/Sears model 50, .30-06 bolt action, w/ bbl length 22 1/2" [Blued barrel and 
receiver. Fixed front and rear sight missing. Fitted with Bushnell Banner 3X-9X scope. Hardwood stock with J.C. 
Higgins branded plastic butt plate. Fitted with sling rings and includes leather sling. Action marked "MADE IN 
BELGIUM". Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Bluing worn in use and handling and fine surface 
rust and pitting on receiver and barrel. Well worn stock with nicks and dings and other use, handling and storage 
marks.] serial # NIL, PAL required 

619 Non-Restricted rifle Marlin model 70, 22LR semi automatic, w/ bbl length 18" [Blued barrel and black alloy 
receiver. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Fitted with Crosman AirGuns 4X-32 scope. Smooth 
wooden stock with checkered plastic butt plate. Includes one detachable magazine. Mechanically appears to 
function reasonably well. In need of a good cleaning. Other use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.] 
serial # 17361046, PAL required 

620 Non-Restricted rifle Baikal model TOZ17-01, 22LR semi automatic, w/ bbl length 21" [Blued barrel and receiver. 
Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Fitted with Bushnell Custom 3X-7X scope. Wooden stock with Baikal 
branded plastic possibly bakelite butt plate. Front sling ring missing. No magazine is included. Mechanically 
appears to function reasonably well.  Matching serial numbered bolt. Stamped "MADE IN USSR'"  Bluing worn in 
use and handling areas, light surface rust and pitting. Finish on stock heavily worn with some deeper nicks and 
gouges and other use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 17917, PAL required 

621 Daisy Air rifle, soft rifle case and a Hunter no. 1100 holster 

622 Bear Whitetail Hunter compound bow with 39" string length, see photos for data card, serial no. WH-424686. 
Includes four tipped arrows, and five with out tips, and arm guard, 



623 Three knives including a Gerber Gator with belt pouch, Frosts Mora Swedish made curved blade and a Japanese 
made MX45 folding blade with scabbard 

624 Three scopes including Tasco  3-9X 40 with original box, Weaver V-22A , Bushnell Sportview 4X, Tasco no. 10M 
mount and three 1" rings 

625 Selection of miscellaneous including Power Line model 1200 CO2 BB gun (not tested) boxed survival knife, boxed 
shooting glasses, gun vice addition for Varminter rifle rest, set of Lee .357 Magnum dies, goose call, bullet key 
chain, four Gun Digest soft cover books etc. 

626 Three soft rifle cases, one soft pistol case and an unmarked shoulder holster 

627 Bushnell 10X Banner scope, has been used but gently and includes original box 

628 Weaver K-856 micro-trac scope in gently used condition in non-original Tasco box plus a Tasco red dot zero 
power optic, working at time of cataloguing 

629 Chrony Chronograph in original box with documentation, not tested and a Tufforce 1X 30 RGD optic in original 
box, working at time of cataloguing, includes ring 

630 Martin Lynx compount 55-70 lbs. draw weight, 28"-31" draw length, 50% poundage let-off, laminated wood riser 
with wood/ fiberglass laminated limbs circa 1985 note covered in sticky camouflage tape which is peeling in some 
areas,  includes hard case, six arrows with no heads 

631 Selection of loading gear including a four position Lee Turet press with auto indexing, boxed Lee loader for 12 ga. 
2 3/4", two sets of Lee dies: .223 Remington and 9mm Luger. 

632 Approximately 1000 round of used .38 Spcl brass, approximately 450 round of .357 brass and a set of Lee .38 
Spcl. reloading dies 

633 Large selection of used brass including 220 rounds of .25-06, 90 rounds of 7mm-08 Rem, 60 rounds of .270, 40 
rounds of .308 etc. plus a three die set of Lee .308 Winchester loading dies and a boxed Lee Loader for 270 Win 

634 Large selection of used rifle casings including .300 Win mag., 30-30, 30-06, 7mm etc. 

635 Large selection of used pistol brass including 50 rounds of .45 Colt, 50 rounds of .45 ACP,  and what appears to be 
17 one hundred count bags ( 1700) round of 9mm Luger plus a Ultra-Vibe 18 brass tumbler 

636 Selection of loading gear including Lee lube pan kits, Lyman Big Dipper casting furniture, Lee casting tray and 
ladles 

637 Selection of Lee bullet molds, all in boxes including a six cavity .358, 148 grain, a single cavity .495 182 grain no. 
495-RB which appears unused, .356 124 grain double cavity no. 90464 and a single cavity no. 358 166 grain no. 
358-166-SWC. 

638 Bushnell leather and canvas backpack and a soft rifle case. 

639 Optex foam lined hard case 18" X 12" X 7", a .177 cal C02 revolver with holster and a Bianchi no. 5 BML .38/357 
Colt holster 

640 Four 20 count boxes of Winchester .38-55 Win 255 grain soft point ammo., all full with two spent cases. 

641 Vintage Knoych .280 rimless, 160 grain MCHP ammunition including on full 10 count box and one box with 8 
count 

642 Two 100 count boxes of Federal .223 Rem, 50 grain JHP, two full 20 count boxes and one box with 10 count of 
Winchester .223 Rem 55 grain FMJ 

643 Selection of shotgun ammunition including one 25 count box of Federal 3" no. 2 shot, one 25 count box Federal 
12 ga. 2 3/4" no.6, a 25 count box of Challenger 12 ga. 2 3/4" no.6, a 25 count box of Federal 16 ga. 2 3/4" no.8, a 
25 count box of Canuck 16 ga. 2 3/4" no.5 and a 25 count box of Imperial 16 ga. 2 3/4" no.6 

644 WWI Ross Rifle bayonet model 1905/1910 MII with original leather scabbard 



645 WWI Ross Rifle bayonet model 1905/1910 MI with original leather scabbard. Retaining spring is still present. 

646 Gunguard foam lined hard rifle case, three socks and a small paperback pamphlet on Charles Ross and his Rifles 

647 Approximately 700 rounds of assorted .22 LR ammunition and 15 rounds of .32 Automatic 

648 Selection of ammunition including two full 20 count boxes of PMC 30-03 Sprg. 180 grain PSP, appears they are 
factory, a 20 count box of what appears to be factory and reloads, a full 20 count box of MFS 30-06 150 grain SP, 
a tobacco tin with 27 miscellaneous shot gun rounds, three garand clips modified to hold 5 rounds only and each 
containing 5 rounds of ammo. 

649 Selection of magazines including one 10 round Enfield. One marked Cooey. Two unmarked plus one modified 
Garand clip. 

651 Four full 20 count boxes of Winchester .303 British 180 grain Powerpoint 

652 Three full 20 count boxes of   Winchester .303 British 180 grain Powerpoint and a bag containing 30 count of 
Federal .303 British 180 grain SP 

653 Three 20 count boxes of Hornady 444 Marlin 265 grain FTX 

654 Three 20 count boxes of Hornady 444 Marlin 265 grain FTX 

655 Two 20 count boxes of Hornady 444 Marlin 265 grain FTX Leverevolution and a green plastic ammo. box 
containing 37 count of Remingtion 444 Marlin Express Rifle 240 grain SP plus 11 count of .444 Marlin brass 

656 One 20 count box of Federal 6mm Rem 100 grain SP, one 20 count box of 25-06 Rem 85 grain ballistic tip, 
cylindrical tube  with 438 rounds of SK .22 Mag and one 50 count box of Peters .22 Long solid point plus a Glock 
hunting knife and a rifle sock 

657 Stack-On Allegiance Series lockable rifle cabinet with positioning for 10 long guns, overall dimensions 53" in 
height X 17" wide X 13 1/2" deep and includes two keys 

658 WWII German State Service flag, 50" X 30" marked "Bonner Fahnenfabrik, Bonn a Rh."  Note: Our company does 
not condone or support any extremist political ideologies past or present. These items are intended for historical 
collectablity purposes only. 

659 German WWII M35 -40 military helmet marked "4919" on inside back and "SE66" on inside left, note bullet 
damage on front, consignors purports was done in battle, note non-original liner 

661 2000 rounds of Winchester Super X .22 LR High Velocity ammunition 

662 2000 rounds of Winchester Super X .22 LR High Velocity ammunition 

663 1800 rounds of assorted .22 LR including CCI Blazer, Winchester Wildcat, Imperial etc. 

664 Nine full 25 count boxes of Norinco .223 Remington Ammunition. 

665 Nine full 25 count boxes labeled 9mm Metak ( bullet) appears to be 9mm Luger and  American eagle white box 
containing 23 rounds of 9mm Luger, 25 of which appear to be factory. 

666 Selection of handgun ammunition including full 50 count box of Federal .357 Magnum 158 grain semi wad cutter, 
full 50 count box of USA White box .44 Rem mag. 240 grain JSP, two full 50 count boxes of UMC .38 Special 150 
grain lead and a full 50 count box of Winchester .40 S&W 180 grain FMJ. 

667 45 rounds of Remington .32 Automatic 71 grain and a total of 175 rounds of American Eagle and Federal .25 Auto 
(6.35mm) 50 grain 

668 Selection of ammo. including 17 rounds of Federal .30-06 Sprg. 180 grain boat-tail soft point, full 50 count box of 
Remington .30 Carbine 110 grain SP, one full 50 count box of Century Arms .30 Carbine and second 50 count box 
of Century Arms containing 50 round of .30 Carbine from more than one source including some reloads. 

669 Selection of used brass labeled by consignor and looks accurate 115 rounds of .243 and 62 rounds of .270 



670 Five full wood military stocks 

671 Box of assorted stocks and forends 

672 Two framed original watercolour/ gouache paintings, both of military ships, both artist signed and each 8" X 12" 
plus a   Royal Canadian Navy commemorative collectible plate 

673 Pair of trench art accent lamps, each 12" in height, note both need rewiring 

674 Two soft rifle cases 

675 Large selection of assorted scope rings 

676 Four handmade knives and a handmade cork and wrought iron Wine Bar sign 

677 Four handmade knives with wooden handles 

679 Stack-On Allegiance series gun locker with positions for ten long guns, 53" in height, 17" wide and 13 1/2" deep 
and includes two keys 

680 Full 20 count box of Winchester 308 Win 180 grain Power-point plus miscellaneous ammo. 

681 Homak dark green gun cabinet with room for eight long guns, 55" in height, 21" wide and 10" deep and includes 
one key 

682 Canadian Industries Ltd. Wooden ammo. crate with thirteen vintage empty ammo. boxes, see photos for details 

683 1 lbs and 1/4 of a lbs. of IMR 4831 Smokeless powder and a near empty Hodgdon H4831 powder, 76 large rifle 
primers, approximately 150 count of Hornady 6mm 100 grain BTSP part no. 2453 projectiles and over 150 rounds 
of used .243 brass 

684 174 rounds of Winchester Super X  12 gauge 23/4", 1 1/2" oz. BB shot ammo. 

685 WWII Red Cross full length Gent's wool over coat, size 48, a pair of gent's wool SD motorcyclists size no. 10 
trousers,   Two pair of leather moccasins, two canvas Bren Gun mag pouches and small canvas backpack plus a 
canvas belt and a pair of shoe puttees. 

686 Five soft rifle cases 

687 Two foam lined hard rifle cases both made by Gun Guard 

688 Selection of firearms related accessories including Winchester model WT-645 Spotting scope in metal case with 
original box, A Predator shooting rest and two soft rifle cases 

689 Four man nylon tent with fly, measuring 7' X 9' X 5'4" 

690 Selection of camping gear including folding cot, folding chair, a pair of aluminum snow shoes, metal thermos and 
two netted bags 

691 The Big Chief electric smokehouse meat smoker with box, purportedly working plus a selection of smoking wood 
chips including Hickory, Maple, Mesquite etc. 

692 Pair of wooden boat oars, 60" in length plus "The Big Bobber" floating cooler and a vintage metal tackle box and 
contents 

693 Indian made dagger with 11 1/2" blade and leather sheath, 17" total length 

694 Indian made Bowie style knife with 9 1/2" blade and leather sheath, 14 1/4" overall length 

695 Champion High Fly Target Thrower in original box and a metal ammo. box plus a wooden ammo. box 

696 Champion High Fly Target thrower plus a netted bag with seven plastic duck decoys 

697 120 volt Electric winch with controls and hardware in original box, working at time of cataloguing 

698 Military parachute ( canopy only), radius is 30' and height is 15' 



699 Four rifle wall mount rack, two partial cleaning kits, a partial tin of Crosman .177 cal pellets, 44 rounds of .22 
Magnum ammo. 43 rounds of CCI .22 LR mini mag ammo. 35 rounds of Remington 7mm Rem mag. 175 grain soft 
point 

700 Unnamed Brown single door lockable rifle cabinet with positioning for eight long guns , overall dimension are 55" 
in height, 21" wide and 10" deep, and includes two keys 

 



 



 


